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INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS (INAV) IS To then remove a braced wing, turn jig
PRODUCED IN ST LOUIS BY ROY upside down, support both jig ends outside
WHITE, wing tips at least 24 inches above floor, and
LARRY COSLICK, MARY JANE REILLY let wing drop out ofjig, releasing any
HOWARD HENDERSON AND BILL snagged bracing on jig as necessary.
MARTIN.

This way bracing is never subjected to any
INAV DUES ARE: force beyond that of the weight of the wing.
US. $9.00/year
Canada
a

$12.00/year BRACE WIRE TENSION: Have you ever
Other (air mail) $15.00/year had wing spars buckle between bracing

points due to high humidity at the flying
4 (min) to 6 issues/year depending on site?
budget and availability ofmaterial

The problem can be corrected in most
The number at the far right of the label instances (when building the next wing or
indicates when subscription expires. stab) by bracing with less tension on the

bracing wires. How much less? Too much
A few back issues are available: Write for less tension and the wing gets floppy and
details weak in dry, hot conditions.

Send all dues and correspondence to: Two important points to remember in
Roy White bracing are proper tension and even tension.
(INAV), 1025 Cedar St., Catawissa, MO

63015 Check over the variety of pins you have on
2 fe2k 2k 2k oeoe keoie2k ke 2 2K2k 2 2K ok 2 2 ke ke 2 2 oo eo ok 2 ok2k okok ok hand. In addition to the conventional
Howard Henderson (INAV) can be reached straight pin, there are different sizes of "T"
via computer E-mail, using the following pins and smaller 1/2 in. long pins known as

sign-on. bankers pins. From this assortment prepare
H PIET H@AOL.COM the pins with a hook on the sharp end and

cut of file the pins so you end up with about
9 2 ok 2k 2k 2 oe ie 2k aeok2k a2c2k ok28 a fe keok 2k okokok2k 2 2k ok2k okok ok 8pinsof each individualweight of 001
CHILTON'S CORNER 002, .004, .005, .006, and .008 ounces.

By Stan Chilton

—

I have been using .006 oz. weights for
WING BRACING: If wing is braced on a tension on FID wings, .004 oz. on smaller }

jig requiring it to be lifted or removed after intermediate stick wings and .002 oz. on

bracing, modify the jig so it is at least 3 braced stabs.
inches longer than the wing, beyond each :

tip.
;
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If your braced parts are too floppy or loose, rubber and hit the floor, damaging its blades
re-brace with slightly heavier weights. If the and other parts. To avoid this, there are
braced parts warp or bend inside the braced several ways to hold it safe while using it.
areas, go to a lighter brace weight.

One way is fixing it to the board, drilling
Some modelers use up to 3 pins together for and tapping two holes on the undersurface,
bracing tension weights, some use no so bolts can be mounted and then clamped to
weights, just 3/8" square folded masking the working board. This way lets you use
tape at the wire ends. Different techniques both hands for the job.
will require different weights, and may vary
if you brace differently. Another is drilling a hole across on one

upper corner and inserting a piece of piano
I have heard ofmodelers standing at the top wire anda strap, like the ones used for
of a stairwell and bracing a jig-mounted FID cameras, and slipping it on your wrist. The
wing in about 30 seconds with just one long length should be such that allows you
piece of bracing wire with a tension weight enough freedom but does not let the stripper
at the bottom end. This method satisfies my hit the surface of the board in case it slips

|

two concerns of proper tension weight and off your grip. Or, instead of slipping the
even tension, but I've never tried it. strap, run a cord that hangs from the ceiling |

and keeps the stripper at the desired height.
Some modelers have used a quarter taped to If you want some flexibility, the cord may
the brace wire for motor stick brace wire have a spring, strong enough to take the
tension. An average quarter weighs 5.96 gm weight but that allows you some play. The
or .196 ounce. strap is great for field work, so have it

installed when you bring the stripper to
For the strongest motor stick, it should be contests and need to strip motors right away.
braced in a jig that bends its ends away from (Bob Oppegard sells a stand w/holder and
the rubber motor side about .015" on each table clamp for $25)
end.

IMPROVING YOUR OPPEGARD
When a fully wound motor is hooked up, the RUBBER STRIPPER
stick will flex to perfectly straight, as we
want it be. 1. Adjusting the pressure on the rubber and

holding it in place with the arm can be made
MOTOR STICK BRACING: For bracing easier, modifying the holding screw as a

motor sticks, I use a large 1 1/2" long wing nut using a paper clip. Just bend a

concrete piercing nail, weight about .125 paper clip with round nose pliers, to look
ounce. like a wing nut, of a size of about 1/2 inch
PESELSESSESSESSEESSESSSSSSEES SE ES SS wideand 1/4 inch high. Remove the screw

and cya the wing nut in place on the screw's
CARE OF YOUR RUBBER STRIPPER groove, holding it vertically while it sets. If

using thin cya, add baking powder to fill the
Although a rubber stripper is built from gap. |

aluminum, it 1s a dense block that easily
may slide off your hand while stripping 2. Getting cleaner cuts, closer to square

2



(rectangular), can be achieved by making a started to send out letters to different |

holder using clear plastic, and attaching it to agencies regarding funding and establishing
the holding arm. Cut the piece to shape and a Junior program. This began my quest to
cya to the arm. Now add the insert be the first Junior team member from the

underneath, even with the arm. Its purpose US.
is to work as a guide to the slide. Cut the
slide to size. Run the screw in place and I started with sturdy, conventional models
install the assembly, with the slide. The and, as my times slowly increased, I decided
slide will hold the rubber flat, reducing or to build lighter and more carefully. The

eliminating the trapezoidal shape. headaches got larger, while my times stayed
the same. Two summers ago, (after 18

Rubber hold-down for Oppegard stripper airplanes that summer alone) my times
.020" clear plastic aN finally rose into the low thirties. I had| = officially qualified for the team finals. After

| a winter of testing and changing my model
- design to the "California" style. I began lastGCA summer, confident that I would break 40

Underneath insert everf with arm ~~ G minutes. Well, after going through another
, going 8

Slide: 3/4x 1" Y 10 models, I found my quick fix for the
finals - an unbraced tandem. This model

Source - Unknown design got me through the finals, kept me
out of last place and raised my high time,
with a fully polymicro covered version to 36

i 9 fe2k aK 2 feof 2 fsok2K2k 2k fe2c9k2 2K 2k kc oe2k 2k okok2K2k ok ok oF2Kok minutes, all in about amonth.
ROB EBERLE, A RISING STAR IN
MODEL AVIATION Now, 3 years later, after tons of letters,

hundreds of phone calls, many long hours,
My name is Rob Eberle. I am 18 years of and about 30 models, I still await a final
age as of December 4, 1995. If all goes answer as to by being able to represent out
well, I will compete along side the other country at the world champs. Thanks to
three U.S. team members in Moscow, Idaho unbelievable support and help from Gary
in September at the next FID world Underwood and Rich Doig, the matter is out
championship as the U.S.'s first ever Junior of our hands. We have done everything
team member. possible and now must sit back and wait.

According to the rules, it is unclear whether I must say that if I do get the chance to
or not I am too old to compete at the Junior represent our country, | will fly my hardest
level. I am presently waiting for a ruling and put forth a valiant effort. If I do not, I
from the FAI board on the age cut-off for appreciate everyone's help and efforts and
Juniors at the next world champs. hope that I have paved the for the next

Junior FID flyer.
I decided about three years ago that I would
like to compete with FID's. I realized that Source: New York Indoor Times (Edited)
the U.S. had no team members that were my
age. Soon after I got myfirst FID tofly, I 32K2K ok2k2k oi 2 oo 2 2Koeok2K2 oi 2kok2kog ok2kOK ok 2 OKOKokoo
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TRUE TANDEM FID by Bernard Hunt WINNER

(not to scale) LAUNCH STICK

0deg 4%camber J SON CITY 1995

cp Gavseeeseneee ee GM ecrseccnseeccseneedy J 2.6 deg 1%camber TI 46 MIN 14 SEC

t
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j \ wing = 0.24
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\ tail 0.17
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3 T"proj ,

e

oo landed 100

0.08" washout
0.08" washin, vdrews rib with avjrpm 50

support block =

2.4" tip dihedral - 4
SSSEE

centre panels flat :
H

?

warps as shown 5
. f

by angling posts Ped be Prop shape full size

wing and tail shapes /dihedral identical |
m anaes

note spar swept forward 0.5"

0.04" washin 0.04" washout |
Notes on later fixed pitch version

\\ }fo | 1.Elliptical wing and tail more sweep on LE
| Root chord 6.3" av 5.5"

| 2.Wing posts reduced from 3" to 2"
3.Lighter prop 0.162 |

\ 4.Boom length increased to 8" using 0.012" wood

a
5. Boom offset increased to 0.3"

ae wee) Gee \ 6. 0.009" wire spacer 2" long between prop hook
1” iail tilt 0.!boom offset" \ and motor to move cg back to 3.0" behind te

STRUCTURE
|

wing spars 4.8lb 0.065" * 0.035" (dihedral) -> 0.115" * 0.035” (centre)>0.065" * 0.035" (dihedral)
tins 4.8Ib 0.05" * 0.03" (dihedral) -> 0.03" * 0.03" (tip)
ribs 4.3Ib_ 0.048" * 0.024" (dihedral), 0.036" * 0.024" (others), moulded from sheet
finished frame 0.21g

tail spars 4.8lb 0.045" * 0.029" (dihedral) -> 0.085" * 0.029" (centre) -> 0.045" * 0.029% (dihedral)
tips 4.81b 0.040" * 0.029" (dihedral) > 0.025" * 0.025" (up)
ribs 4.3lb 0.048” * 0.024" (dihedral), 0.036" * 0.024" (others)
finished frame 0.15g N\

posts 6.5lb 0.042" * 0.042” rounded to fit 0.045" tubes on wing /tail

stick  4.51b 0.013" rolled on 0.22" rod, blank 0.76" wide + 3 boron (4,8, 12 o'clock)
5Ib 0.020" webs, Harlan bearing, 0.013" rear hook

boom _5.0Ib 0.008", blank 9” * 0.65"->0.47" rolled on 0.19" -> 0.14" rod, plugs onto 0.75" stub on stick

bracing 1 of0.0015" tungsten or 2 of 0.001"

prop _ spars 6.5lb 0.06" * 0.06" -> 0.025" * 0.025" rounded
outline 7ib 0.02" * 0.02", ribs 7b 0.03" * 0.02" -> 0.02" * 0.02"Andrews
vp mechanism Banks' style but with wire hinges, 3 screw adjusters
bottom stop 29" pitch, top stop calc 36" pitch but looks more
blades covered polymicro

model designed to fit 27" * 9" * 7” box with 3 similar models (see NFFS Sympo 1993 for details)
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. 18" wedge of 1/8" or 1/4" sheet model
TRUE TANDEM FID by Bernard Hunt shop wood to 0.075"at the ends and 0.125

at the midpoint and then sand the middle
DESIGN and CONSTRUCTION 3" to 0.115 and the ends over the last 2" to

0.065". 1 stip off 0.035" spars using a

There are not too many true tandem mini version of Jim Jones stripper. The tail
designs (wing and tail the same span / uses the same method but smaller sizes.

area) in the world of aviation, either You could cut the spars from thinner

modelling or full size, and hardly any have indoor stock in the normal way but you
been successful. Despite this, the "True would not be able to select from hundreds
Tandem" F1D design was a winner at the of sheets. 1 use lap joints for fitting the
US and UK Indoor Championships tn its main spars to the outside of the pre-made
first season. It is very similar in size (total tips/dihedral rib and try and leave the spars
area 265 sq. in.) and construction to my under tension so they are trying to unspring
previous "No Hassle " unbraced F1D and - this helps avoid the starved horse effect.
shares the same advantages of being robust |

and easy to transport in small boxes. eee |
2 propspar | mn ee ™

|
| a |

| il | |
I have experimented with different wing Lem hmectoon LHL] |
shapes (elliptical with more sweep on LE), iH EDN acaonae

wanted
|

wing chords (4.5"-5.5" av), wing post | eet pee, Oat 20.008 tong a |
heights (1",2" and 3") and boom lengths cet ht at |
(6" and 8"). It looks like the best all round | sop /adnaer int

/

|
choice is an elliptical planform, with stiff | =k i] Vn
2" wing posts and 8" boom. The CG | onscen 1 on
position, which is quite critical for’ hub 0.07"#0.02"6.51 Wi ime
performance and stability, can be moved | Alberthears
back by using a 2" * 0.009" wire spacer : ¥P prop mechanism approx full size

between the prop hook and motor
._

I use i |
this method to compensate for heavy props

a

orelliptical wings (which effectively move I used a vp prop at Johnson City because
the wing backwards). ] have had some of the huge performance advantage
problems in achievingatight turning circle (Smin+) in such a low site. The key
needed for some sites which was features of a vp prop are that it should be ,

eventually cured by stiffening / shortening robust and easy to adjust rather than light.
| thewing posts and increasing the tail skew ] used a standard Banks / Randolph

= tipfinoffset from the 0.1" shown to 0.3" mechanism but with wire pin and loop
( this looks a bit odd but is theoretically hinges instead of mylar, and I covered the

:

sound and works well). prop blades in Polymicro. To avoid the
shaft pulling out by the motor tension, |

put a top hat bend in the shaft where it is
The key components are the main spars for kevlar bound and cyanoed to the torque
the wing and tail. I use super quality 5Ib arm. J used nylon screw adjusters for the
wood tested for Young's modulus but if in top stop, bottom stop and spring
doubt use 5.5 or 6 Ib wood. It is also pretension.
important to get the correct tapers. I cut an
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height . Finally, you can try a full power
.

flight but do be cautious and reduce the
back off insteps down to the ultimate 150,

TRIMMING adjusting elevation and tail tilt to give the

perfect pattern and height.
1. Build the wing and tail flat and set the

warps by angling the posts on assembly. 6. For a vp prop, initial trimming is
carried out as above on quarter motors

2. With no motor on, set the wing with with the prop locked into bottom stop or
slight washin on the right wing tip and the slightly above if you can. You then set the
tail with slight washin on the left tip, 1" top stop roughly right (guess!) and adjust
tilt, slight negative incidence (0.2" on rear the spring pretension between flights till
post) relative to the wing and 0.3" skew = the cruise and letdown looks OK (more
tip fin offset. Fit motor and check CG near pretension makes the prop increase rpm
2.5" behind wing TE. sooner and slows descent). At this stage

you can change the rubber size so that all
3. Test on a quarter motor with a three the tums are used. Finally, you set the top
quarter length spacer and preferably a stop so that you get the right height with a

fixed pitch prop. Using low power (250 minimum backoff. I find it takes 10-20
turns back off 25), adjust the elevation on quarter flights to get a prop anywhere near

the rear tail tube and the turn by tail tilt to right and then at least 6 full motor flights
give a nose up cruise and 30-40' circle. to zero in fully. Clearly it is a big
Now try high power (600 turns back off advantage to haveahall for long practice!
30) and if the model tucks-in the right tip,
correct with more opposite warp (loosen
and reset one of the wing posts). Crabbing _( 7
to the right requires less opposite warp. If " (7
the model goes flat /dives try more a a
elevation (0.02" steps) but if this gives a Ky DOMEDUSTER estall at cruise you need to alter the
effectiveness of the stick bracing by

i PUBLICATIONS ry
raising the brace point on the rear post in p BY
0.1" steps and resetting the tail incidence \ "shunPuuPakee LYagain. Fixing a power stall is the opposite Ry For Incoow/Outdoor Models (]
of this. | < 54 Different Plans ra
4. In the event that the model is just too < “How-To” Booklets (
sensitive to changes in elevation, then the re For Scale Modelers ty
CG is too rearward. The easiest way to Ky

Bimonthly Newsletter tfchange this is to use a 2" * 0.009" wire \ 6 Years of Continuous fyspacer at the rear of the motor or even Ky Publication Wd
better extend the tail boom by 1". la :ry

| 4 SASE for details: : e5. Now switch to a full motor and repeat iy Stan Fink, 1810 Pine St.
- the low power trimming but use a full to PTeOt ae
wind (2500 turns) but big back off (600) Ky “ee BN
to recheck elevation and circle at a safe x AskAbout Our New Plan Packet #6 N
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Joshu V/P Prop Hinge

By Larry Coslick

If you use a V/P prop on your Penny Plane
and the mono-coat hinges get loose after a &
few flights, try this idea from Gene Joshu. s
We are making the hinge assembly from \ ~&
.007 I.D. Hypodermic tubing and .007 music ( Ss S
wire from Small Parts.* Tack the tubing to we
a piece of 1/4 inch balsa with hot stuff and id3
cut off two one/half inch lengths with a Swe
Dremmel tool. Insert the .007 wire in the o=
tubing and bend as shown on the drawing. | &~
hold the hub and prop shaft in alignment < &
with two insect pins. Long pins can be oS
fashioned using .015 wire. The tubing
portion of the hinge has to be positioned
.025 inches from hub trailing edge. Pre-glue
the balsa with Ambroid. For a little extra xX

,

security, I put a .007. wire staple 3/32 long eX

and .008 wide where the wire attaches to the
bs

-_ prop spar. Only one is needed and place it
}IDA .

on the blade side of the hinge. Coat the
' ON

tubing and wire hinge with three coats of hey ZA W
thin Ambroid. My #2 Penny Plane uses UN
.120" wide rubber and is launched with 1.4 Ze
inch ounces of torque. The hinges are as Ww
tight as the day they were installed.

7

° SMALL 13980 N.w. 58th Court, P.O. Box 4650
>> PARTS: yore, otsINC. Fax: 1-800-423-9009
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444 Henryton So. :

Laurel, MD 20724-2222
December 6, 1995

TO — : Team captains and flyers in Japan vs USA Fid Postal
FROM_ :Tom Vallee
SUBJECT : Contest report - for 1995 Fid Postal Contest

First I would like to thank all the team captains and local contest organizers for their efforts.
Contest pictures and results sheets are enclosed. Thanks to your efforts, we have had a great
contest. Special thanks are owed to Doc Hacker and the members of the Cleveland Clowns
team. They made a major effort in spite of terrible air conditions which caused massive
model destruction.

We had a very strong contest. We expected this. Nobody expected the contest to be as

strong as it turned out to be. The top flyers for both sides were simply outstanding! Eight
flyers broke 30 minutes. To place ,- you had to break the world record. That's right! The
1op three flyers all broke Bob Randolph's Cat. I world record! That's what I call a tough
contest! Special congratulations to record breaking flyers Kazumassa Kihara-1st (75:42) and
Satoshi Kinoshita -2nd (75:11), and Steve Brown-3rd.(75:00). .

Two flight totals like these
used to win in air docks.

_

The Japan - Kawasaki team, led by Kihara and Kinoshita, posted a record total for the
|

contest. They won the team competition by a convincing margin. Bob Randolph's California |

Flyers made a very good showing for second place. Third place was won by the Japan -
Tokyo team, lead by contest organizer Shigeyoshi Nonaka.

I hope you enjoyed flying with us in this friendly competition with the best Japanese flyers.
I also hope you will fly with us again in the Easy B contest in 1996 and the next Fid contest
in 1997.

Finally on behalf of the American flyers I should like to congratulate Mr. Nonaka and the
Japanese flyers for an outstanding, record breaking performance and a well deserved contest

Best regards,

Thomas Vallee

10



JAPAN Vs UNITED STATES
1995 Fid POSTAL CONTEST

RESULTS BY TEAM

Site -Yoyogi Olympic Hall Japan- Kawasaki Ceiling - 26 ft.
Team

1—ranesennane CCE] |
[KazumasaKihara |36:53|15:05| 27:44|37:04°|38:38*|—| 75:42{ |
Satoshi Kinoshita 37:21*|20:39}— |— |—| 75:11 ]212:37
Masatoshi Misawa 29:35|00:54|31:51*| 29:53*|08:59|— |61:44)

Site-Loma Linda Academy USA - California Flyers Ceiling 23 ft
Team

2 consentheme CCC Baa to
|SteveBrown «|:33:55 | 37:38"|37:22*|—|—|—[75:00f |

Bob Randolph 25:49| 01:32| 01:47|29:58| ——| 64:45 [189:48
Bob Gibbs 27:04*|09:01| 01:27|22:59*|22:18|— |50:03|

Site -Yoyogi Olympic Hall Japan - Tokyo Ceiling - 26 ft
: Team

3 Contestant Name ne
Yoichi Ichiyama |00:29 {31:03*| 03:42 30:40°} — [61:43]
Yasutaka Tanaka 20:20| 20:20| 07:48 |31:52*|—-| 54:31 |167:59
Shigeyosht Nonaka 29:33*| 18:21|12:31 |22:12*[— [51:45| |

Site Bedford Boys Ranch Gym USA - Great Plains/Southwest Ceiling 26 ft
Team

4 Contestant Name CATES ea et|
Stan Chilton |33:11"|26:55|31:42|36:20°|— [|— [6a31f |
Jesse Shepherd 09:57 |28:59°} 08:25 27:15°| — |56:14 |157:23

TJimClem__._————=—=«Y:«45:00| 16:23°[ 15:15*| —~[—|— [31:38]

Site NASA Auditorium - GSFC USA - East Coast Ceiling 18.75 ft.
Team

5 Contestant Name CETTE ea ee|
Thomas Vallee 24:01 25:49[ 58:34] |

21:32 |24:40*|06:24| 27:32°| — [|— [52:12 [145:30
Phillip Kleinert 12:57 | 17:03|17:05*| 17:39 —-|— [34:44

Sites Andrews Girls School/ —

Lake Erie College USA - Cleveland Clowns Ceiling 25 /20 ft.
Team

6 Contestant Name CETTE ass ee
PlanyMzig |:10:05|10:31|14:22|15:14|15:42°[21:17"] 36:53

12:51|15:53| 17:25|14:28|18:04*| 18:42°] 36:46| 98:29
Don Sluscarezyk |— |— [12:40°| 1210°) — |—|24:50)

7 Bill Hulbert * 47:17" 20:46, —|—|—|—]3803 32:03

* Local Contest Director allowed Bill Hulbertto fiy as individual , ie team of one

1]



JAPAN Vs UNITED STATES
1995 Fid POSTAL CONTEST

RESULTS BY INDIVIDUAL

Side |ContestantName [| 1|2|3|4 %| 5 [| 6_ |Best2|
pO

Japan 1{KazumasaKihara| 35:53 | 15:05 | 27:44 | 37:04* | 38:38* {-——| 75:42
Japan 2{| SatoshiKinoshita { 37:50* | 37:21* {| 20:39 | —-|-— [| -—- | 75:11
USA 3]SteveBrown| 33:55| 37:38"| 37:22" | —|— [| -—— | 75:00
USA  4| Stan Chilton 33:11* | 26:55| 31:42 | 36:20" {|---{| -—| 69:31
USA 5] Bob Randolph 25:49 | 01:32 | 01:47 | 29:58 |-—|64:45|

Japan 6] Masatoshi Misawa| 29:35 |00:54| 31:51* {| 29:53* {| 08:59 [|--—| 61:44
Japan 71 Yoichi lchiyama 00:29| 31:03*|03:42| 03:08 { 30:40* {-—|61:43|
USA 81 Thomas Vallee 24:01 | 29:22* | 26:23|29:12*| 09:29 | 25:49| 58:34
USA 9] Jesse Shepherd 09:57| 28:59* |08:25| 22:08| 27:15* |-——| 56:14

Japan 10] Yasutaka Tanaka | 23:39* [°20:20-| 20:20| 07:48 | 31:52* | -—= |54:31|
USA 11| Dan Belieff 21:32 | 24:40*|06:24| 27:32* | ——~| -——~ |52:12|

Japan 12| Shigeyoshi Nonaka|06:09| 29:33*| 18:21 | 12:31 | 2212* | — |51:45|
USA 13] Bob Gibbs |27:04*|09:01| 01:27 | 22:59* | 22:18 |— [|50:03|
USA 14{_ Bill Hulbert* 17:17" | 20:46" | —|—|—|— |38:03
usA 15]LanyMzig|10:05| 10:31 |14:22| 15:14 |15:42*| 21:11*|36:53|
USA 16]LarryLoucka| 12:51 | 15:53 [ 17:25| 14:28| 18:04*| 18:42* | 36:46
USA 17] Phillip Kleinert 12:57| 17:03 17:39 | —|—-|34:44|
USA 18]JimClem|:15:00 | 16:23*|15:15*|—|—[——| 31:38
USA 19} DonSluscarezyk | -—-- |-—-| 12:40* | 12:10* {| -——| ——- [| 24:50

* Local Contest Director allowed Bill Hulbert to fly as individual
,
ie team of one

| seeMIDWEST "INDOOR" CONTEST April 6, 1996
JULE Topeka, Kansas CAT II

.
Jack F. Koehlar

March 3, 1996 3310 SW Eveningside RdApt 15
|

Cleveland Free Flight Society CAT III Topeka, KS 66614-3726
Kent State University
8:00am to 5:00pm April 21, 1996 |

Okie-Fliers CAT IIMarch 9, 1996 National Guard Armory )-CityTulsa Glue Dobers CAT II Contact Edsel Ford
National Guard Armory - Tulsa 405-691-541]
Bob Hanford Jack Hamilton
918-251-7564 918-665-8371
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The Kibbie Dome at Feather Shooter
Moscow, Idaho Will Host

| Indoor Record Hold. . Category| Indoor Recor erFID World Championships
By Bob Bienenstein, AMA 268

INAV jhas Justlearned that the 1996 FID
This low-ceiling catapult glider is a takeoff on my LittleWorld Championships are to be held at the Shooter Category I record holder. I have been flying

Kibbie Dome, Moscow, Idaho. The dates variations ofthis design since ’85. The first designs were super
are August 5-8, 1996. sensitive to adjust before updating to the present design by

addition of the pylon, a la Stan Buddenbohm The wing is the
.

. . flex-flap design pioneered by Mike and Stan Stoy.Preceding the World Championships are the Unlike other catapult designs, this one is held by a fingerKibbie Dome Annual to be held on August grip under the wing, which was done to keep the total weight
1, 2 & 3, 1996 and the 2nd International down to the 2 grams projected minimum weight needed for
EZB Contest on August 4, 1996. The 4th is record flights. This also keeps the rear light, which helps the

> .
. * ege ° 1

reserved for EZB and AMA rules will apply
roll-out. And thatis desperately n in low & Aying!

for EZB models only. The Dome hours for Asvembly and trimming
the Annual will be from 8:00 am to 8:00 pm.

. . .Catapult and Hand Launch Glider fliers will mr wrights to shoot for in building your version of the
. .

er OnOOteT are:have the floor from 8:00 am to 9:30 am each Wing 1.1 prams
|day. Tail 0.08

Body . 0.55

Immediately after the World Cay 0.20
Championships, Andrew Tagliafico invites Total 1.93 grams
everyone to travel to Tillamook, OR for a 3- All parts are assembled with Tite Bond aliphatic resin glueday fly-in. Contact Andrew: except for the smail carbon-fiber reinforcement oa top of the

. wing at the center. This piece is used as a nip stop and is

Andrew Tagliafico tacosiSpammer ne vatwide should be
. ec cracks whenyou’ re flying the .10039 S.W. Quail Post Road

If you are not familiar with the pylon trimming method,Portland, OR 97219 start the assembly by puttingtogetherall body parts (including
503-452-0546 the finger grip and rubber attachment wedge) and the tail
FOR RGRaRek surfaces, bui exciuding the pylon. Make the pylon fom 1/16"

5-6# balsa approximately 1/4" high. Using Tite Bond
(aliphatic resin) glue, attach the pylon to the wing, making
sure that the flaps are warped down approximately 1/16*.
Then tape the pyion-mounted wing at the location shown

and add weight to get the CG location shown on the plan.
Now you adjust the incidence angle in test flights (by carefully
sanding the bottom of the pylon). You'll know you've got it

.

right when you can firmly hand launch the glider in a level
. ee .

j h and get a smooth
,

and theIf anyone feels their expiration date is not oyton .thefosclage. recovery, and now you can gle

correct, please let us know. Final tweaking should produce a left faunch andaleft glide
with a near-vertical launch.

We are desparate for materials, plans and To catapult the Feather Shooter, [ use a pieceofbamboo
building articles. Don't be bashful - send 1/16" x 1/8" x 5-3/4" with awire loop on the end. Attached to
h ne thisis aloopof FAI Tanrubber .030* x .040* x 8*foag.
them in! Feather Shooter’s record two-flight total of 62.1 seconds

was set Jan. 20, 1995, in the gymnasium of the Adrian
(Mich.) High School, which has a ceiling height of 22 feet !
inch. Now the scarch is on for a gym with a 26-foot ceiling!

13
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Dr. Vernon Hacker suggests applying sticky back magnetic tape to your scale to dampen wire.

1995 AMA RECORD UPDATE HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS TO
ROY WHITE, WHO NOW HOLDS

OPEN CLASS RECORDS IN ORNITHOPTER IN ALL
CATEGORIES, INDOOR AND

09/21/95 ROY WHITE OUTDOOR! WE'RE VERY PROUD OF

CAT II ORNITHOPTER_ 10:01 YOU, ROY!
oe ae 2 2k of og fee2kof oi fe fe 2k 9 he 2 2 oe2k 2k 2koeoe eo ok okoeokok OK

10/1/95 LARRY CALLIAU ATTENTION ALL FLYERS,
CAT IV EZB 30:52 AMERICAN, CANADIAN AND

OVERSEAS.

10/01/95 LARRY COSLICK

CATI ROG STICK 13:35 INAV is interested in publishing all new
indoor records for your respective countries.

010/01/95 ROY WHITE Please include date, flier's name. ceiling
CAT I ORNITHPTER 9:01 height, type ofmodel and time. Send

. information to:
10/22/95 STEVE BROWN

CAT I FID 37:38 Roy White
1025 Cedar Street

CAT I] PENNYPLANE 13:54

11/02/95 LARRY COSLICK
CAT Il ROG STICK 13:44 FAI Model Supply has moved:

11/05/95 STEVE BROWN P.O. Box 366

CAT IV FID 52:46 Sayre, PA 18840-0366
Phone/FAX 717-882-9873

12/30/95 ROY WHITE 2 2a ek kka kk oo ookok ake ok akok oakakok
CAT II] ORNITHOPTER = 13:22
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LAKEHURST, NEW JERSEY through December 29.

Gary Underwood advises us of the 1996 As time permits, he will assemble your
dates for Lakehurst. This is the earliest we membership packets.
have ever received this notification. The
reason was a very successful negotiation Gary Underwood
between the Navy and ECIM. East Coast Indoor Modelers

24 Kennebec Court
A proposal to move our activities to a yearly Bordentown NJ 08505
format wasunanimously accepted. This aie2 2 fe fe feofc2koe2fe oe fe 2c ke 2h 2 fe2h oe2h oe2sae2fe oe feok 2 2 2 ok 2 okok

approval will yield us 110 flying dates in Charles Rushing requests your help to fund
Hangar 1. Activities will begin on 1/06/96 the publication costs for a book he is writing
and end on 1/29/96. entitled:

THE WAKEFIELD INTERNATIONAL

Membership dues for 1996 will remain at CUP 1911 to 1995
$40.00 per family and should be mailed at A History of the Events.
your earliest convenience. This will allow
us to generate our 1996 membership list for Much of the information now available is
the Navy's files. Checks should be made out based upon hearsay, word -of-mouth
to ECIM. anecdotes, and very sketchy data. This book

is entirely the emotional experiences of
Gary visited Hangar 1 just prior to those who flew in the Wakefield Event.
Christmas and reports several improvements This is not a technological treatise. The
taking place. The renovation of the northern book will contain the following:
wall is now air tight. All doors and cement
block are in position providing new -160 pages of text and drawings (8.5 x 11)
classrooms for the Navy. This should -Rules and outline ofRules 1928-1995

greatly reduce the drift from side to side. -List ofWinners (corrected) and anecdotes
The sliding truck door entrance is -43 Chapters - one for each Contest 1911-
temporarily sealed for asbestos removal in 1995, including Graphics ofWinning
the southern wall. This area will be Aeromodel and contestant
improved in 1996 in conjunction with the -List of Team Members throughout the
Votech School. While the truck door is world who flew in more than one
impassable, the Navy is utilizing another Wakefield International Cup Event
truck door at the northeastern portion of the -Publication date 1996
hangar.

Did you know that:
With your help, he hopes to incorporate the original Wakefield Rules allowed gas-
several new activities in 1996. He will be powered models of any size weighing up to
holding short informal club meetings during 11 lbs?
our flying sessions. How does the third Joe Ernhardt was only 19 yrs old when he

Saturday of every month sound? won the Wakefield Cup in 1930?
Gordon Light is the only proxy Wakefield

He will establish AMA sanctions beginning Cup Winner ?
on January 27 & 28 and will continue Aarne Elilia's 1949 Winning aeromodel was

16



built in 1939 ? model was entered in the Canadian limited
There were three Wakefield Champions in penny plane contest. It flew a 9:01 time to
1953, and that all of their names have never take second place. Then in June, 1995 at the
been put onto the Wakefield Cup? USIC in Johnson City, it flew a 15:53 flight
The original Wakefield Cup was lost to win the event and also set a new site
somewhere in Holland since 1914? record. The same flight also set a new
(Wouldn't it be a miracle to find it?) These Canadian open CAT IV record, beating the
are the kind of facts that are detailed in the old record by a wide margin. The old record
book. Without financial help, he will not be was 13:46. Then a month later, at the
able to publish this history. Canadian indoor nationals held at the 75 ft

high air Canada hangar in Mississuaga, the
Those who contribute $40.00 or more Mylar Doll flew a 12:45 flight to win and set
towards the publication of the book will a new Canadian Open CAT III record. Jack
have their name and location listed in the McGillvaray was second with a flight of
book, and will receive a first edition signed 12:32.

copy of the book. He would like to publish
now, before the end of the 20th Century, the The motorstick is built from stiff, yet light
Century of the Wright Brothers flight and stock. The particular piece used was 4.6 Ib
the winning 1911 flight of E. W. Twining density. It is cut, then sanded so that at the
with a Canard that won the first Wakefield center, it measures 0.250" wide, and 0.385"
International Cup. deep tapered to 0.150" square at both ends.

The bearing and hook were formed from
If you are interested, contributions may be 0.016" dia. wire (my usual practice). The
sent to: : bearing is mounted with 0 deg. down and 2

deg. left thrust. The bearing and hook are
Charles Rushing N6053 glued in with epoxy diluted with methyl-
P.O. Box 1030 alcohol 50%.
Sutter Creek, CA 95685

(209) 267-0866 The tail boom is made from stringy, but
RAE AE EE EEEEaK light tapered stock. It measures 0.150" x
THE MYLAR DOLL 0.150" tapered to .045" x 045". It is glued
(A Limited PennyPlane) to the motor stick with 0.125" negative

incidence using epoxy prepared as described

By Vladimir N. Linardic above.

Like most successful indoor designs, the The wing is build around cardboard

Mylar Doll has been developed through a templates. This is the most accurate way of
series ofmodels started in 1990, when I constructing flying surfaces and when they
started flying indoor models. The Mylar are brought back for repairs, they can be
Doll is the 7th model in its series. On each carried out accurately. The wing spars are
model built in this series, small changes 0.060" x 0.060" 7.2 lb density, "A" grain
were made until I have arrived at the model wood. The ribs are cut from 0.030" thick

being presented here, the 1995 Mylar Doll. 5.0 lb density "A" grain wood to a depth of
The Mylar Doll has proven itself in 0.060"with a 12" arc. I make my rib

competition right from the start. First, the templates from 0.125" thick aluminum.

17



This extra thickness helps to keep the blade airfoil, sanded in with the high point being
vertical when cutting ribs. These templates, at the spar location. The blades are formed
when used with the Jim Jones rib index, on one of the Jim Jones EZB cork forms to
ensure that each rib cut is usable. The tip achieve 0.375" undercamber. The spar is

leading edges are laminated from 0.020 made from 0.125 square wood, very hard,
thick 4.5 lb density, "A" grain wood cut to rounded and tapered to 0.030" at both ends.
0.060" spar width. They are laminated using The hook is formed in my usual manner
75% thinned white glue. The rest of the from 0.016 dia. wire. Then, the blades are
wing structure is assembled with duco formed on a 19" helical pitch block and
cement thinned 50% with Lew Gitlow's glued to the spar. The spar fits in a slot in
cement thinner. Before removing the wing the blades and is sanded flush with them in
from the cardboard template, the leading the front face of the blades only, while
edge is rounded with 600 grit sandpaper. leaving the back as is. During flight tests,
The wing is covered flat with polymicro the blades are sanded down as required to
polycarbonate film attached with #77 "3M" obtain the required flare. This takes time
spray adhesive. Be very careful not to apply and very careful observation of the prop
too much cement. One pass over the during flights. I also use a static prop testing
structure is sufficient. At this point the apparatus on my work bench to fine tune the
polyhedral is built in and the covering at the prop pitch change.
polyhedral breaks is pulled tight by running
some 75% thinned white glue over these The model used a piece of 0.084" x 21.4"
places with a small brush. The wing posts long piece ofTAN II (Aug '93) rubber,
are made from 0.060" square very hard stock wound fully with no back off. The Mylar
rounded. These are glued to the wing to Doll climbed all the way up, but never hit

give 0.125" washin on the inboard tip break, the ceiling at Johnson City.
but tips are parallel. The wing post braces
are made from 0.025" thick 7.0 Ib density This model has given me great satisfaction
wood cut square. and pride. If you decide to build your own

Mylar Doll, I wish you the best of luck.
The stab follows the same construction

techniques as the wing except that the wood If you have any questions, don't hesitate to
sizes are different. The spars are 0.045" x contact me:
0.045" 6.8 Ib density. The ribs are cut from
a 0.030" thick, 5.0 Ib density wood to a Vladimir N. Linardic
depth of 0.045". The tip laminations are 3620 Kaneff Cres. #704
from three pieces of 0.015" x 0.045" deep Mississauga, Ontario
5.0 lb density laminated as described above. LSA 3X1 Canada
The stab 1s attached to thetail boomwith 92 2K9Kokoi ok fe 2 24k 2c oie fe oi oie 2k 9 oi ee 2 okoeOe 2 okoe oeOKOK

0.250" tilt for left turn and the outboard side
has 0.060" washout to aid turn under high
torque conditions. .

The prop plays a crucial role in the way this
model flies. The blades are cut from 0.035"
thick 3.9 lb density, "C" grain wood and an
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DIREDRALY RAISE TIPS To ave COVER, MODEL WITH
IB SPAN ON WING saOM STAB POLNX-MICRO FILM

WOOMo LE.
MOTOR! 0.084% 2.1.4"LONG

18.5- rs

(\ CRLAT oPAN) DgI
4"

]

|

5" ( NN : BA"

RN
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P4, filC—O T= eee SS Me"a

Q DOWN Veg * Ni ST ROUND L.E.

2LEFT
ut | 3 m3"

LL
| bevel2% ma Vo" WASYAIN

\s"
(FLAT SPAN)

.

| RECORDS

{  carm-ia:4s
{ Vo" CATIZ-15. 5D

"MYLAR DOLL"-A LIWIED PENNN
PLANE — DESIGNED AND YHRAWY
BX; VLADIMIR NN. LINARDIC 38n,2/95
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AUGUST 4, 1996 SUNDAY 8:00AM TO 8:00 PM KIBBIE DOME MOSCOW, IDAHO

|

ENTRY FEE $35 DUEBY 6/12/96

This fee is based on the exclusive use of the Kibbie Dome for this very special event.
No other model, other than EZB will be allowed to fly. |

Please make checks payable to EZB International and mail to Larry Coslick
TROPHIES WILL BE AWARDED TO THIRD PLACE

RULES:

1. The best two of six flights will win. Six rounds will be flown at one-hour intervals, with 1/2 hour
between rounds. .

2. The start time will be 9:00 am. The last round will start at 4:30 pm.
3. The official flight time will be one minute. Two attempts will be allowed to make one official
flight.

4. Three official flights (of at least 15 minutes each) must be made to qualify for the championship.
5. AMA rules on model only. Contestants may process three models.

CONTEST SPONSORS

Larry Coslick Wally Miller
4202 Valley Crest Hills 3498 E. Stiles Ave
St. Louis, MO 63128 Camarillio, CA 93010
314-892-3803 (After 10:00 pm) 805-484-2330

EVERYONE WELCOME
MAKE PLANS NOW TO FLY WITH US!

| 21



1996 International Mini-Stick 9. Entry is fee to all contestants.

Postal Contest 10. Results will be sent if a S.A‘S.E. is
included with the Results form.

The St. Louis Thermaleers invite all
indoor flyers to take part in the 1996 Send your results to:
International Mini-Stick Postal Contest to be
held over the winter period. The rules for Larry Coslick
the contest will be as follows: 4202 Valley Crest Hills Drive

St. Louis, Missouri 63128
1. The contest is open to Indoor models that
comply with the Living Room/Mini-Stick MINI-STICKMODELRULES
rules.

Monoplane, max span 7.0 in.
2. Contest flights are to be made between Max Wing Chord 2.5 in.

] Jan., 1996 and 31 Mar., 1996. Stick Length 5.0 in.
| Max Model Length (less prop) 10.0 in.

3. Any number of flights can be made at Stab (Tail) Area Max = 50% ofWing
any number of sites. Covering Plastic/Paper. NOmicrofilm

Propeller Wood Prop, 7" dia.max.
4. All contest flights to be timed by Minimum Weight (0.43 gms)0.015 ounces

someone other than the flyer.
. Flying

5. All contest flights to be recorded on an Steering 4 Ten Second Steers*
official Results Form. (Included in this Attempt 15 Seconds or more*
issue. Copies can be made.)

“Special rules for very small rooms only!6. Best single flight time wins, after the (Living Room flying.)flight time has been corrected for
different ceiling heights. Ceiling height
to be measured as per the FAI, but with a
5 metre diameter circle. The correction
factor is 627 divided by (167 plus 46
times the square root of the ceiling height
in feet). The time in seconds will be
multiplied by this to give the corrected
time.

7. Prizes will be awarded dependent on the
number of contestants.

8. All Results Forms to be returned no later
than 10 April, 1996 to the address |

below:
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Everyone will agree that the lighter
you can build your model the higher its
potential performance, and this is
certainly true. A good stable design also
helps.

INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS (INAV) IS
But often overlooked is a cy ofPRODUCED IN ST LOUIS BY ROY ccura:

WHITE, construction and trueness of the flying
LARRY COSLICK, MARY JANE REILLY surfaces. Accuracy of construction and

HOWARD HENDERSON AND BILL light weight gohand in hand and is worth
MARTIN. astudy all on its own.

, Accuracy in model alignment isAV DUES ARE:wn $9.00/vear critical to squeezing those extra seconds
- aa (and minutes) out of your model’sCanada $12.00/year tential

Other (air mail) $15.00/year po °

. . .
It is important, when building, to4 (min) to 6 issues/year depending on have as flat a P face‘as possible to workbudget and availability ofmaterial on. I have found glass to be easily

The number at the far right of the label peme eyrn and easily cleanable
indicates when subscription expires. oo |

Lo . ,

I Y% to 5/16 sheetglassas a
A few back issues are available: Write for surface onmywork peaches The work
details benches are 3’ x 6’ and 3’ x 8’ folding

legged banquet tables. They are sturdySend all dues and correspondence to: and will last a lifetime. For the size of
Roy White my work shop I put 2 tables "L" shaped(INAV), 1025 Cedar St., Catawissa, MO in one corner of the room anda separate63015 3°’ x 8’ table on the other side of the

AK 32 i fe oe oo2K 2 2K 2k 2 okok 2 Eooo 2 2K2kok okok ok okokoftokok ok room
Howard Henderson (INAV) can be reached

via computer E-mail, using the following Your local glass company will

sign-on: probably have on hand what they call
H PIET H@AOL.COM "salvage plate" glass. They end up with

CHILTON'S CORNER

By Stan Chilton pieces large enough to cut to your desired
dimensions when they replace those very
large outside display windows in

MAXIMIZIN YOUR MODEL’ department stores and other retail
FLIGHT POTENTIAL businesses. Sometimes just a corner is

cracked in one of those large display
Outside the few times your model windows, but they replace the whole

encounters really good buoyant air, thing.
everything you can do to maximize your
model’s performance has already been
done when your model leaves your hand
on launch.

I



I getthesizes I want with the edges By placing your jig on the
bevelled for less than $20 per sheet per horizontal slate, weight the bottom of the
table top. jig down with whatever is handy to keep

it from moving. By measuring the
While at the glass company, pick various parts of the jig’s height from the

up some various size pieces of 3/16 or 4" slate, ome can determine the jig’s
glass, big enough to contact cement wing accuracy. I generally measure the
stab and rudder poster board templates distance from the slate to the bottom of
on. ForanF1Dwingof 9" chordIusea the leading and trailing edges at the wing
piece of glass at least 3%" larger all center and left and right dihedral breaks.
around than the template, for a glass size By comparing these dimensions you can

of 16" x 33". To save money I generally ascertain the wing wash and trueness of
bevel the sharp edges myself with a these surfaces. Any unintended warps or
diamond file or 180 grit emery cloth, crooked spars add drag and detract from
carefully, potential flight time. It is well worth the

| extra effort for dedicated indoormodelers
I build and cover the microfilm to insure the utmost accuracy: of their

and poly-micro covered wings, stabs and model’s construction and assembly. The
rudders right on the glass and around the pay off is more consistency and higher
templates. flight times.

Find an old time printing company
and see if you can find some lead printers
spacers, or slugs about %" x 3/8 and
1"x1"x%. These areused to hold the
balsa outlines tight to the poster board
template. They can also be used as a

|

uare and prop to keep ribs vertical.sq prop Pp
1996

But after the construction and INTERNATIONAL
covering comes the really critical point. MINI-STICK CONTEST

| I’m sure everyone uses bracing jigs,
assembly jigs, etc. to assemble the model Congratulations to the winners. We
with the desired wing wash, decalage and had 95 contestants from 8 countries and
plan form alignment. Walter Vangorder took top individual

honors for the third straight year.What ifthejig isn’t perfectly true? The most difficult task in compiling
the scores was trying to figure out how

This time we payavisit to a retail billiard the contestants spelled their names. If

outlet or company that handles pool your name is misspelled it is because we

tables. We’re looking for a used piece of could not read your writing. In the

slate that will be large enough to use as a future, please print your name clearly
"flat plate" large enough to true up the and also include your address. |

largest jig you ever anticipate building. Seven awards will be given, one to

Typical used slates may have a broken the overall winner, three places for USA
corner, damaged edge, etc. that the winners, and three for international
billiard company can’t use but the winners.

remaining intact piece is big enough for Results are on page —-15,16
our use. I found a piece of slate about 4’
x 3’ x 1%" thick. It must weigh around
150 plus pounds, but my steel folding
legged banquet table holds it so far.
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Fid Boom/Fin/Stabilizer Construction former. Using the wire loop pull the small end of the former

by Steve Brown down about .180". Don't overdo it. The bend helps counteract
the tendency of the glue seam to warp the boom. Position the

Completing the fuselage of an F1d involves the same tradeoffs wood with its curvature opposed by the bent former.
between weight and strength as does motorstick construction. A

BASSWOOD BLOCK
well built model will maintain its adjustments under power, Yo
accept the stress of ground handling and still meet a weight mer
target. The comments below refer to an F1d with a suspended, PRESSURE FIT ON REAR OF BOOM FOR

unbraced parabolic stabilizer. Many of the techniques also apply
to braced stabilizers. | favor unbraced stabilizers because, in my
experience, they recover from tailslides better than braced 7 BOOM SEAM

stabilizer models and they are easier to build to weight.

Boom wood selection - The factors previously discussed for
; Dwr HEAVY GA. COrPER WIRE

motorstick wood selection apply to the wood for tail-booms: 6" HARD BALSA

uniform thickness, straight, consistent “C” grain, and sheets
that lie relatively flat when placed on a flat surface. | sa

;

. as
.

“relatively”because themajority of wood, when cut to .007” or Recently | have been using Stan Chilton s method of applying
.008”, displays some tendency to curl or twist. More latitude in glue to seams with a brush. Use Ambrold thinned 50/50 with a

sheet weight exists when selecting boom wood. Booms can be
mixture of 1/2 acetone, 1/2 lacquer thinner toretard drying, and

built with or without boron reinforcement. Look for .007” thick 4 drops of TOF to the ounce of thinned mixture. The
wood that weighs .0060-.0070 oz, but good booms can be built disadvantage of the brush technique is that so little glue is

of heavier wood, up to .008 ozwithout boron applied that it tends to dry before the joint can be made. If more
, . ' , is applied it is easy to glue the wood to the former. By slowing

Rolling the boom - | use a 22” long former tapering from .235” to
the drying time and spraying the former with a non-stick coating

125". This gives an id. of .160” at the small end of a 13” boom.
“nese problems can be minimized.

The idea for using a low-taper former originated with Stan
. oo . _

Chilton. It is not only stiffer, but it has less tendency to split at Ge!" gluing in the middle of the tube, aligning the edges to

the small end if a model tailslides. You can obtain low taper produce a straight seam. When complete, leave the tube onthe
formers by looking though the fiberglass rod components at a

former for 6-8 hours to allow the glue to dry completely. Weigh
fishing equipment shop. the glued tube, subtract the weight of the bare rolled tube and

you should have a seam weight of .0002-.00025 oz.

| usually use the traditional method of cutti t size
.tapered Y

lank Assuming that you wareusing O50" a Applying boron - Remove the tube from the former. Now is the

motorstick, locate the .235" 0.d. point on the boom form. Wrap timefor a “Judgment call.”_ If the tube is straight and seems Very
a piece of .125" wide masking tape around the .235" diameter. stiff, omit boron. Tubes that don’t require boron weigh about

Measure 13” down the form and wrap a second .125” piece of -0030-.0033 oz. for a 13” length. If the tube is still curved or is

tape around the form at that point. Slice through the overlapping Very light (.0027-.0030 oz) boron is usually necessary.
tape and remove both pieces from the former. Mark two points . .. . . . .

43” apart on the sheet of wood and trim one edge of the wood Using the same Jig. as described in my motorstick construction

straight. Using magnification, place the .125” strips of tape on
article | apply .003" o.d. boron (from Model Research Labs) to

the wood perpendicular to the straight edge. Position a
the top and bottom of the tube. Apply the boron to the side away

straightedge adjacent to the ends of the tape. Allow about .015”
fromine oderfirst, edly thinned eleabeewith TOF in a 26

extra width to compensate for shrinkage. Cut the second side of o10035 ypodermic needle. Two boron strips will add about

the blank. | usually make the blank about .250” longer on both —
02.

ends than my target length, to allow for t fit with the
wa: imotorstick a g g or an exact fit wi Building the suspended, unbraced stabilizer - Obtain .028 - .032”

thick, 24” long wood from Indoor Model Supply. Grade the wood

Soak the wood for 15 minutes in cool water. Cut a piece of 00 c find a sheet of about 5.5 Ib. density that is stiff and springy.
Silkspan to a wedge shape about 2” wide at the wide end, 1.25”. lace the wood on a flat surface, mark the center with an

wide at the narrow end, and 14” long. Place the Silkspan on a indeliblemarker and begin Sanding from the center to the ends

flat work surface and soak it with water applied with a 1” wide
with a 1.125" wide sanding block. Only experience will tell you

brush. Brush out all the wrinkles. Position the boom former eet Woon can be removed.| usually taper the sheet from

along the bottom edge of the Silkspan and attach the Silkspan to
ick on the ends to .022" at the center.

the former. Roll the former about 2/3 turn. Place the wood
O the sheet has h . ; ;

blank adjacent to the former and roll. Bake at 150 degrees F for Once the sheet has had the taper sanded into it tape it on a

0 minutes. cutting board and true the edge. Mark each end to .050” tall by
dragging the sharp edge of a razor blade through a felt-tip

. ; marker or ink pad and making a tiny cut at the .050” markCarefully remove the blank from the former. 00 Silkspan is
. a

.

easier to separate from the wood than is Japanese tissue. The Repeat the process fo mark .030" at the center. Position a
tube will almost always have a slight curve. If the tube is very

straightedge against these marks and make two cuts. You will

curved or “doglegged” discard it. It is impossible to straighten a
have a double-tapered spar.

ti
ivel

; ; ;
boom that Is excessively curved Soak the spars for 30 minutes in cool water. | bend the spars,

Gluing the seam - Spray the former with aerosol Teflon and
two at a time, around a parabolic form made from 1/8" balsa.

allow to dry. Place the former in a simple jig like that shown in Secure the large endsto the form using tiny rubber bands made

the sketch. Weigh the rolled balsa tube and then place it on the by cutting 3/32" wide pieces of a toy balloon. These balloons are

4
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available in bags and are about 1/4” wide and 5" long. Bake the Cover the fin by outlining a 5" X 5” area of violet or blue slack

form for 20 minutes at 150 degrees F. film with 1/4” tape. Using a #1 sable brush apply water or saliva
to both sides of the wood and to one side of the boron.

, | build and cover on the same smooth, matte-finisned painted immediately drop the fin onto the film and allow to dry. After 30

particle board surface. Assemble the stabilizer over a pencil minutes or so blow lightly on the film to check for un-attached

outline. The building board has 1/6” thick wood sub-ribs under areas of the boron. If you find any work a tiny amount of

all three ribs. This assures that the ribs will stay at the proper moisture under the outer edge of the boron and allow to dry. Cut

height during covering. Be sure that the covering board has one __ both the stab and fin loose with a hot wire or battery powered
or two vent holes to allow air under the microfilm to escape. soldering iron.

Positioning the two halves of the stab outline over the pencil
outline on the building board. Hold the pieces in place with small ©Assembly - Use a jig to position the stabilizer with the stab tilted

weights. Tack glue the large ends of the outlines together at the at an angle parallel with the angle of the rear wing spar. The

two points where they overlap. Remove the outline from the boom should be supported so that the correct incidence angle is

form, cut scarf joints and glue. formed with the stabilizer. Tack glue the stab to the jig. Butt-joint
the boom to the stab and then align the large end of the boom

Reposition the complete outline over pencil outline. If the wood with the centerline marked on the jig. Tack glue the large end of

does not lay flat on the building board weight the entire perimeter — the boom to the jig.
of the wood down to the board with lead weights and brush on

;

water. Allow to dry overnight and check for flatness. Repeat if 1/8°1,D. ALUMINUM TUBING “yy
needed. Soaking the wood helps relieve any warps or stresses. a |

ZinCut three ribs from 5.2 LB “A” grain balsa. Make the two outer TF
ribs of .025” thick wood .030” tall. Make the center rib .025” 2 KKr->rathick and .045” tall. It is important to make the center rib strong. 1 ,>~y f
With experience you may be able to reduce the height of the \/a" poweL~ YU jf
center rib to about .040”. Glue all three ribs using Ambroid with a,
no plasticizer. | always “double glue” rib/spar joints by lightly
coating both surfaces with tiny amounts of glue, waiting about 10

seconds, and then applying a second coat of glue to one of the

surfaces. Hold in position until dry. / “S 1/8" HARD BALSA
: The stabilizer should weigh .0028 - .0032 oz. before covering. If

| it is less | would suspect it won't be stiff enough to work

unbraced. If more, it is too heavy. Position the fin at the boom/stab juncture and glue the rear joint.
Make sure the upright is vertical both from the side and the front

Covering the stabilizer - Select a sheet of straw or gold microfilm _by visually comparing it to a square. Cut a piece of balsa .020"
that has been aged at least 60 days. Slacken the film by placing X .020" X .750” long and butt glue it to the side of the boom so

1/4” wide strips of masking tape about 1/8” inside the perimeter _ that it touches the front edge of the boron circle of the fin... Glue
of the film frame. Cut the sheet loose so that it is suspended by __the boron to the balsa to provide .125” of rudder offset. Clip off
the corners. Place small pieces of tape at the mid-points of the the excess balsa with sharp scissors. Glue a .020” square peg
long sides to reduce the billow of the film. | generally make the of balsa on the opposite side of the boom near the front of the
sheet quite slack, since stabilizers are easily warped by taut film. fin. | brace stabilizers with .0003” tungsten wire from Ray

Harlan or Indoor Model Supply. ! prefer it to thicker wire
Position the outline on the building board and adhere the balsa _ because it bends around curves more readily.
to the board with water. Do not get water on the inside of the
outline. Using a 3/16 round sable brush adhere the ribs to the Weight one end of the wire with a weight of about .002 oz

balsa sub-ribs with water. This will keep the ribs straight. Make attached with a 1/16” wide piece of masking tape. Measure
one pass around the outside of the stab leaving a light layer of | about 22” of wire and attach a second weight. Cut the wire
water on the board outside of the balsa outline. behind the second weight and position the wire beginning at the

,

front at the .020” square peg, over the top of the upright, around
Lower the film frame over the building board. Blow lightly onthe the back of the stab and under to return to the peg. Examine the
film the be sure that it touches the tops of all the ribs and outline wire in a cross-light to look for kinks or areas that are not

surfaces. Let dry overnight. The outline will shrink as it dries properly tensioned. The wire should be taut. Glue ail points,
which will add more slack. beginning at the rear of the stab and finishing at the peg on the

boom. When dry, cut off the weights. Remove the complete
Fin construction - Make a circle of .004” boron 4.25” in diameter. |assembly from the jig by softening the glue joint at the front and
Glue the overlapping joint and cut off the excess boron. Cut a _ rotating the dowels gently under the stab spars. Weigh the
3.75” tall vertical balsa upright from a sheet of stiff .028" 6.0 Ib. complete assembly. With a boom length of 13” | look for a

“A” grain balsa. {| usually taper this piece from .055” wide in the — weight of about .0075 oz.

center to .040” wide at the ends. Position the boron circle so

that the overlapping joint is behind the vertical upright and glue Stabilizer incidence can be adjusted in the field by softening the
the two points where the circle contacts the tips of the wood. Let glue joint with acetone and lightly repositioning the stabilizer. |
the glue dry well since considerable stress is transferred through_ find that i only have to do this once or twice with a new fuselage
these joints when the boron is broken off. Using smooth-jawed and the adjustment is generally good until the boom/stick joint is
needle-nose pliers or hemostats, gently squeeze the boron/wood__ altered, usually following damage.
joint and break off the unwanted part of the boron circle, leaving
a “D" shaped structure. Please contact me if you have any questions or comments: 297

Hartman Ct., San Dimas, CA 91773-2152. (909) 394-9685.
4



MEMORANDUM

TO: Indoor Contest Board
From: Ray Harlan

|

Date: |November 27, 1995
Subject: Braced Motorstick EZB's

Walt Van Gorder brought to my attention the fact that some people, well established
in the Indoor community, have been at least experimenting with EZB's having wood-
braced motorsticks. Even a cursory glance at the rules should readily show that this
is not allowed. The basis for this comment is that the "motorstick shall be solid and
made from a single piece of wood." When we created this wording, it was intended
to keep the words simple, yet sufficiently clear that no fooling around with the
structure would be tolerated. Even wording describing allowable metal thrust
bearings and tissue tubes was avoided in the interest of brevity. However, "solid"
meant that not even laminations would be allowed, nor would any other kind of built
up structure. Since any bracing is restricted to wood, such wood is necessarily
mutually exclusive of the motorstick wood, and therefore is not allowed. There really
should not be any substantial debate about this, as it was not intended to allow any
kind of bracing, except thread or tissue wrap around the thrust bearing and rear
hook, and these are not bracing in the normal sense.

Now if Don Lindley were still with us, he probably would disqualify 95% of the EZB's
flown in competition today because they have one or two small pieces of wood
added to the motorstick. However, they do not contribute to the stiffness of the stick,
but rather reduce its buckling strength quite markedly. One piece is the sliver used
to increase the prop shaft clearance to the bottom of the stick. With the advent of
Tan Il and shorter, wider motors, this separation must be increased to prevent knots |

from bunching and slowing the prop. This feature could be carved from the original
piece of motorstick wood, but it is a waste of good wood to do so.

|

The other piece of wood is a small triangle to hold the rear hook away from the
motorstick, again reducing the buckling strength. This piece could be debated on the
grounds that it may allow thinnerwire to be used for the hook, thereby giving the
user a small weight advantage. | don't really care one way or the other, as long as
we are consistent in rules interpretation. Perhaps these two pieces of wood should
be expicitly allowed through the next rules cycle.

Whether or not the full intent to disallow any form of bracing from EZB motorsticks is
clearly presented in the rules, the origins of the event have dictated this simplified
structure and over the years we have attempted to refine the rules wording to follow
these intentions. It would ruin the event to now allow stick bracing just because the
rules do not have the words "stick bracing is not permitted".

5



| Domeduster Tech Tips... |
Rubber Motor Problems and Solutions

|

Clever modelers have come up with a variety of solutions for dealing with some of the problems caused
by using very long stretch-wound motors for maximum duration. The problems apply, with a few
exceptions, to both stick and cabin models.

PROBLEMS SOLUTIONS

1. The rubber bunches up in the back or front of 1. On a stick model, such as a penny plane, use
the model after unwinding part way and alters the shims under nose bearing and rear hook for extra
center of gravity. The plane stalls or dives in. clearance. On a cabin model use an "S" hook in

the prop shaft.

2. The rubber bunches up next to the prop hook 2. On a stick model, use a sleeve made of
and stops the prop intermittently or completely. heat-shrink tubing over the rubber next to the prop

, shaft, or use an “O" ring. Lengthen the prop shaft
on a cabin model and use an "S" hook.

- 3. The rubber “grapevines” while being wound and 3. Discard any motor which grapevines during
during the flight the rubber hits the stick or inside winding. The motor has been wound too many
of fuselage. The plane flies as if severely times, or is improperly lubed.
underpowered.
4. The rubber "climbs" the prop shaft, throws the 4. The prop shaft is a loose fit inside the bearing.
thrust line off center and causes the prop to Change to a tighter bearing.
wobble.

5. The rubber “spits” out the noseblock toward the 5. Noseblock is loose. Use card stock (not balsa)
end of the flight, causing the model to dive into the shims to refit noseblock.
floor.

6. The motor peg slides out on one side in a cabin 6. Make a flange on one side of the aluminum tube
model during the flight. motor pig. Put doublers on the inside of the rear

anchor. Smear Duco in the holes and clean out
quickiy.

7. A fully wound lubed motor cannot be handled 7. Use rubber or teflon "O" rings. Rubber 3/16"
and valuable tums are lost when the motor is 0O.D., 1/8" 1.D. "O" rings weigh approximately .070
attached on a stick model. gram each; teflon "O" rings weigh only .017 each!

8. A fully wound motor breaks inside a cabin model 8. Use a winding tube with a face plate attached.
destroying most of the fuselage and the tail Never wind without it! Or, wind the motor outside

feathers. the plane and load on a winding stick.
|

9. You wonder why you are not getting as many 9. Your .lube doesn't have any silicone, such as

turns in your motor as your buddies. DC-33 or SOAG; your winding technique is
inadequate. Read Stan Chilton's article in INAV
#85.

.

10. You're totally fed up with the craziness of 10. Try electric. Even if you fly small models, such
rubber motors, but you don’t want to give up flying as Peanut or Pistachio, there are now very small,
indoors. light motors for these models.

6
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By: Phil Alvirez Feb 8'96

Rubber stripper-a foiiow-up:

When | went to the 1995 USIC, I brought with me my Oppegard's rubber
stripper, and several modelers showed interest in some improvements that |
made to it. Later, I showed it to Roy White and talked about publishing this

so I sent the info to him. It was published on the January issue, althought the
source mentioned was "unknown". Well, [ know that [ am a newcomer to

indoor flying, and not many know me, but it doesn't hurt to show my name,
don't you think? Now, seriously, I think that what happened was that the text
enclosed with my letter didn't have my name on it. Anyway, here is some
additional info that you may find of interest:
For those who may find the plastic holder too complicated, here is a short cut:
Make a holding plate from 1/32" to 1/16"rigid’material. Any metal, or even
formica will do. A clear, stiff plastic could be better, because it shows the
rubber-at least for peace ofmind. The idea ts to hold the rubber on all ways,
so it doesn't tend to go out of its way and twist. The dimensions are metric,
but you may change to standard. Using a rigid plate you can place the arm on

any position- n-helds well anyway-so you may even replace it with a washer.
It still helps to bend the "pretzel" to tighten the screw.
One more thing: the text on the newsletter reads "baking powder" and should
be: "baking soda". Ooops!

You may reach Bob Oppegard at:

20
140 E Goldenlake Lane

31 | wm. 5
Circle Pines MN 55014
Phone (612) 786 3634

3

AD

STEERING 16 one. ALLOWED BEYOND The
GREEN LINE

7
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By: Phil Alvirez

B.-STRIPPING RUBBER

If you reach the stage where you need precisely certain
sizes and can't wait to get them through hobby shops or

mail order firms, or want to grab certain rubber batch,
then you need a rubber stripper. There are two or three

manufacturers, all of them good. I use the one made by
Bob Oppegard (140 E Golden Lake Ln, Circle Pines MN

55014, phone 612 786 3634). It works great. Follow the
manufacturer's instructions to use it. In order to
reduce to a minimum the tendency of the rubber to twist
and give trapezoidal shapes instead of rectangular,
particularly when the rubber is getting narrower, it's
convenient to make a pressure plate from .020" to .030"

.

clear plastic, to hold it when entering the cutting
blades.
You will need a micrometer, too.

; The best results are obtained using the rubber wet, as
.

it slices more uniformly. Wipe off the blades. Cut

strips into a practical lenght (10 to 20 ft.) and place
in a swallow tray filled with water.

Slide an end into the groove and adjust pressure so it

runs with a little drag, but not too much. This is very
critical, as too loose will deliver variable width as

it wanders around; too tight will do the same, as

blades will stretch the rubber and give thinner cuts
for a few inches, the the strip will jump and the width
will increase. Place a clean cloth over your lap so the

strins fall over it. Ideally stripping is done by two

persons, but you can make it easier clamping the

stripper to the table and feeding the rubber from the
table towards you, so you see the strips exiting and

watching closely that none sticks to the rollers and

gets caught by them or by the blades. Mike the strip as

it comes out, every two feet, and put it apart until
dry. Using a permanent marker, label a plastic bag with
the width and place it next. If you strip more sizes,
make enough room for all the pieces with their labeled

bags or you'll end re-measuring everything several

.

times.

8



By: Phii Alvirez

WINDING

Motors must be broken-in. Always lubricate

previously, everytime you wind. This prolongs rubber
life and lets you get more turns than any other thing.
Two of the most successful ways of winding that differ

radically in the technique and the amount of stretch

are:

A.-Stretching 4-6 times;

B.-Stretching 9 times.

A.-Stretching 4-6 times:

1.-Wind rapidly about 50% of the turns.
2.-Pause to move the rubber to align knots and let it

relax for about two minutes.

3.-Next give a slack and return to the previous
position; Continue winding slowly, watching your

|

torque. As torque raises, Slack so torque drops.
4.-Pull back and watch: if torque remains, give some

; slack and continue winding.
5.-Repeat and get closer until reach the desired

winds/torque.

B.-Stretching 9 times:

1.-It requires checking tension frequently. While

pulling, feel it between your thumb and index and stop
when you feel that it is tightening up.
2.-Start winding slowly and begin coming in as you
continue winding and check frequently that it doesn't

tighten up. Pump up about 25% of turns as you get close

to the hook.
3.-Checking the slack, stretch again just short of
breaking and start winding again, this time about 15%

of the turns. Repeat.
4.-This time do it about 5%, and repeat and repeat
until you get the 95% of desired turns.

5.-The last 5% is done in two times. Everytime you end

at hook-to-hook distance.

In both techniques, back-off the required turns

immediately.

9



An open letter to Howard Henderson from Ralph Tenny
concerning record submissions

Howard:

AMA would like to have this info, if you guys are willing to run it. [ have inserted the
same thing into the July column (out in June ??).

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION? Please consider this concept and respond:

A very few fliers whose models have exceeded the existing record on several successive
flights ON THE SAME DAY submit applications for each flight. Several AMA officials
have discussed this and some feel that each flier should be limited to one application per
day per event, for these reasons:

1. to reduce paperwork for the HQ staff and for the homologator.
2. the concept degrades the value of records.

Records basically reward advances in the state of the art. Successively longer flights on
the same day with the same model often means one of two things:

1. The flier has developed a better power combination that shows the model’s
true potential.

' 2. The conditions have continued to improve.

Here is a contest scenario for an event where the national record is 19:38. The data
presented is snapshots of the official score sheet at three timed during the day.

Contestant 10:30 am 1:35 PM 4:30 PM
A 20:38 21:01 22:59
B 21:47 22:07 23:03
C 19:45 22:51 23:10

Contestant C wins the contest, with B second and A third. All nine flights broke the
record. If the CD did his work properly each flight qualifies for a record, in that no time
is actually a record until it 1s homologated. The issue involved in this : should the AMA
HQ be involved in issuing as many as nine records, or only three?

If you have strong feelings on either side of this question, send a postcard to the
.

Academy of Model Aeronautics, 5151 east Memorial Dr.
,
Muncie IN 47302-

9252.
.

On the postcard (letters are OK) state: one record/day OR unlimited records/day.

Thanks for your help!
|

14



2X O .20 X .016 THK.LEA SRE iinsioe
I ZN

—————————— :

————————_Ih\i Y O .032 (4%) TOP ONLY

eo O .032 (4#) TISSUE TUBE BRACE

@ .062 TISSUE TUBE

032 X .062 (4#)

025 THK. (4%) Tr
1 .032 (4#) TISSUE TUBE BRACE

=
YH

r
—

(9) (2)
G .062 ALUM. TUBE

ay an (6)
094 X .050 (5%)

3x 2 2 oe

YNZN] PA NlLs y

|a/ STATION (4)

STATION (6) LOOKING FORWARD

LOOKING BACK
|

a Al Dex
.032 THK. |

015 THK. 4X .O3¢ THK.O .05¢
ALL 4 CORNERS EXCEPT (1),(2),(5)
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ef
062 THK.

|
LAMINATE

CROSS GRAIN

PECK-POLYMERS
025 THK. TIPLETS

Ste UAB .032 MW.
INSTALL WING

|

FLUSH W/ FUSE LO X .O5

032 I.D. ALUM TUBE
3 HUB IN PROP

| O .055 (6.6%)

|

9)
O .055 (5#)

eect
.

(A) (3) (2) (1)
|

é RIGHT
Lac SHOWN

| 2° DOWN

8X .032 THK. (5%)
f

125 X .032(4,5%)

020 X .032 WRAPPED AROUND
DIFFERENT COLOR

D .015
‘N

016 I.D. HYPO TUBE
——} FROM SMALL PARTS INC.

032 THK.
NOTE: DOPE FUSE FLOOR

STATION (3) bp 5aeNoeN” CROSSPIECES ONLY. DO
LOOKING BACK GLUE 49

NOT DOPE FUSE.



.60 DIHEDRAL—HHH—_+
EACH TIP oO.

TIPLETS GLUED TO OUTSIDE OF RIB, MAKE SURE SPAN IS 16” SLI

|

|
|
|
|

|

|

|

|

O70 WIDE X_.062 (6*)
TAPER TO .050 AT REAR

F .06? (5%) 032 X .062 (4.5%) (8%) POS

SLIGHTLY ROUND FRONT

100 X .062 (4.5%) 020 THK. (4*)
TAPER TO .032 AT REAR

a STACK PROP WING DRY .62
Ges: 1/8 X 1/2 X 6.2 (5.5*) FUSELAGE DRY
fe. STACKED 8 HIGH STAB DRY .20
Ae ee GLUE WITH THINNED RUDDER DRY .LZ.aor CARPENTERS GLUE. PROP W/ NOS

geek
“eape NOTE: BUILD WING FIRS!

eee :Ee eae FUSELAGE PLACE TOP—
AeOs FRONT PAPER TUBES A

ae 30° ANGLE AT TIP 1in tg PROVIDES
:

Rigs ean Baty bb

au 10.86 PITCH LopPy



N62 (7.5%)
|

{1 .062 (6*) 0032 X .062 (4.5*#)
GHTLY ROUNDED GLUED BETWEEN EACH RIB

CETTEEE eee oO TF

+2 Wat Sees See 032 WASH-IN ON RIGHT WING PANEL

TS |

SLIGHTLY RECESSED MODEL FLIES TO RIGHT
IN SPAR

SCARF JOINT
62 THK. (L0*)id WEDGE TO SLIDE

BETWEEN WING &
FUSE TO REMOVE
WING

WEIGHTS

CRAM
BEST FLIGHT 5:32 @ ‘94 U.S.I.C1.0 GRAM-COVERED W/ GEAR 2.3 GRAM : eDetels

GRAM RUBBER .075 X 38” LOOP TAN II

045 GRAM- COVERED .15 GRAM 5000 TURNS

- BLOCK 1.85 GRAM ROSTONTAN
, COVER AND PLACE POSTS. WHEN BUILDING
CROSS BRACE (6) LAST. MOUNT WING IN i l

NO THEN MOUNT REAR WING TUBE ASSEMBLY. RP AIR LQ]
2 3 4 5 6 DESIGNED BY: L.COSLICK

| | . | | | DRAWN BY: M.PALRANG 7
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SRAIN <O - WARP
y 1

i"VERTICAL TIP PLATES_ er
BOTH DICKS | @ LE.

|
: WING FRONT VIEW ¢ HALE =cALE
|

ac VA RIGHT
°°

_

TILT

STAB. FRONT VIEW e¢ HALE SCALE
O-WARP

, ntER T"DIA. X15" 18 PITCH PROPS
|

_
008" wo .C10' c- GRAN BLADES FY

Zz
POWER WITH FA| - TAN i | 0
022 6.030" % [SE LONG Loop Bho U
MIN. MODEL WT. = .015 OZ, x

=, Z
is

; MINI= QUARK
|

I%
MINI-STICK PESIGNED BY N |
ANDREW TAGLIAFICO, IAQS HH

o* \" 2s 2" Iaa SCALE
4 aA = x) o12" WV, WwW,

O25 %.O30 ae SHAFT W/S-Hook
Et A-@Rain | 2

Z-RUPOERSRED. 055" 5@.
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2B0">x S* oetacks Ca* B-GRAIN

ieBES ES
“GRAIN 035oR. 00M END Wie:RN.POST iad
LW, Hook V2"C-GRAIN GUSSET: M ENO .OanyVERTICAL
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Mini- Stick Postal resuits

Vangorder,Walt_ _j{USA_§ $38| 17.916 | 1.733 | 932.598 | Ist Overall

Clem Jim _{USA $58 | 23),1618 ¢ 902.628 | Ist USA
Toru, Yatabe SJAPAN | 563 : 29.52 : 1.504 { 846,670 /ist International
Vancil,Mark (USA? 424; 10.5 : 1.984 {| 841.139 : 2ndUSA

Piatt_,Bob HUSA} 398| «8.166; 2.101 | 836.138 | 3rd USA
Toru, Onishi 2APAN | 547: 29.52:1.504 | 822.608 ‘2nd Internationa

Mzik, Larry USA;473 | 201.682 795.698 |
Frugoli,Gene-Francis.{FRANCE § 378,8.22:2.098: 792.969 ‘3rd_International
Yatabe,Toru RJAPAN | 508 | 29.52 | 1.504 | 763.958 |
Collins, Walt [USA 359 8.166 | 2.101 154.205

pva,Tom SUSAf§ 441 : 20 | 1,682 { 741.866
Shigezoshi, Nonaka (JAPAN § 470 - 25.94 | 1.562 ; 734.367 |

Hoffman, Earl {USA § 424 : «18.95 | 1.707 § 723.898 |
Kazumasa, Kihara (JAPAN ; 473 ' 29.52 { 1.504 | 711.323 |

igezashi, Nonaki HJAPAN | 439 ; 25.94 | 1,562 $ 685.930 |
Sauderisen, Pete (USA ¢§ 401 : 18.95 : 1.707 } 684.629 |

_

agan,John USA 395 | 18 : 1,731 683.852
Richards,Derek{USA sé 400 | =18.958 | 1.707 | 682.844 |
O'Donnell, John USA;400 | 18.958|1.707 { 682.844 |

Person<Lee USA} 322 7 8.166 | 2.101 | 676.474|
Jintarow, Nakao iJAPAN ; 432 : 25.94 : 1.562 | 674,993 |

thu, H JAPAN | 428. 25.94 | 1.562 ;668.743 |
filson, Roy

____ JENGLAND) 438 | 28.07 | 1.527: 668.656 |
a

|

Yoshihiko, Arai JAPAN:423) 25.94)1,562 |660.931)
Shinsuke, Miura {JAPAN4350: 29,5200 1504 7654.177

Harotdvaka,Inove jJAPAN § 418 ' 25.94 | 1.562 : 653.118 |

Hadahararu, Thutenu JAPAN: 4160: 25.94) 1,562: 649.993
?? HJAPAN : 429 29.52 : 1,504 : 645.154 |
Kaneko, Shoji (JAPAN | 428 29.52 | 1.504 § 643.650 | |

Minorue, _Jida JAPAN | 427 .29.52 | 1.504 | 642.146 |
Yates, Dave WAUSA 1 374 | 18.958 |1,707| 638.459

Crosby,Don USA aA 888e6368G mmm nnnem ne
Grant, Jim

.
USA ; 365 218 1731631.914 |

Tadashi, Abe jJAPAN } 420° 29.52 7; 1.504 : 631.619 |
;

Kurihara, Hiroshi (JAPAN |402 ; 25.94 | 1.562 ; 628.119
Akio, Akahoshi SJAPAN | 397 25.94 | 1.562 { 620.306 |
Alverez, Phil {CANADA{| 478 = 48.3 | 1.288 { 615.803 |
Slusarczyk, Chuck {USA 475 | 48.3 1.288 | 611.938 |

Sadao,Soneya JAPAN 391 25.94 1.562 | 610.931
Arzio,Atzakoshi| GNAPAN 73910: 25.940)1,5625610.931
Nakao, Jintarou JAPAN;3870)25.94

0 1.562 604.681
Goro,Ueno APAN 3860) 25.94|1,5622 603.119
RochEdmond 9 EFRANCE 2354 19.52):1,694: 599.506
Tomita, Sadayoshi [JAPAN:353. 19.84 1.686 2595.146

ee

Tellier, Fred EUSA 458 48.3 1288 $90,037
OGraty,Dan CANADA 4830 59 12052 882.014

Hiroshi, Anno SJAPAN : 385  —«-29.52_ | _~+1.504 | 578.984 |
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Mini- Stick Postal results

Tsunekaru,Thujz JAPAN 3830)29.5200 1,504 575.976 2
Yuiehi, Kateoh

=
JAPAN 36702 25.94 1.562 573.432 7

Ross, Lincoln
=

USA 800 128 1891 567.293
Kazumasa, Komura, {JAPAN = 377, 29.52) 1.504 566.953
Sadayoshi,Tomita,

=
JAPAN 3630 29.52) 1.504 7 545.899

Fukuda,Minoyy = JAPAN 348 25.94 | 1.562 543.744
Weckerly,Stu USA 416 48.30 1.288 535.929
Tornkvist, George= (SWEDEN:250 7.8 2.122) $30,509
Olshefsky. Peter

=
CANADA 439000 59) 1.205; 528.994

Kiyoshi, Sikimizu {JAPAN : 338 2)25.94 | 1.562 § 528.120 ¢
Seizou,Tamia. ENAPAN 2(3490: 29.520 1.504 7) 524.845
AkiraSomeya JAPAN 3320) 25.94 1.562 518.745
Hashimoto, Kenjiro

3
jJAPAN :339>: 29.52) 1.504? $09,807

Hirashi, Kurihara,= EJAPAN, 732007) 25.94 1.5622499.995op
Brocks,Peter

= a USA 236 8.166 2.101 495.801
Ikeda,Yoichi

==
APAN f32707 29,52) 1,804 491.7602

Komura,Kazumasa {JAPAN 232402 29.5200 1.504 487.249
SteebDon CANADA 4030 59) 1205 485.614
Tokeshi, Myozorown {JAPAN 2 307): 25.94 1.562 ; 479.683
Harolaka,Inone SJAPAN 7; 304)25.94 1.5627474.995

Long, Don tt SCANADA |3630 48.30 1288 467.649
yoichi,Ikeda JAPAN;303): 29.52) 1.5047 455.668
Tamia, Seizo. 0 ESAPAN72987)29.52

0
1504 448g

Campbell, Dave USA dg 2250 10.5 1984 446.359
Grange,Yannick iFrance ; 256 19.52 1,6947 433.547

Tabellin,Renzo. ITALY}2795 26.900 1,5462 431316
Sullivan,Ed USA 204 8166 2.101 428.573
Pontan,Sven SWEDEN;263 23.8 1,602 / 421.298
Dimes, GeorgeV. FENGLAND! 2460° 19.3) 1,699 2417.902 2
Or,Don USA 195 8.166 | 2.101 409.666
Chambers,T SUSA E253 246 1587F4014e

DeAngelo,Giacomo_
WTALY |259 26.9 |

1.546 ; 400.397 0
0

VanDover Abram (USA;186, 8.166. 2,101,390.788 .

Rosenberg,David = JUSA ft 279 59 205 336.195 2
Hartstein, Danie! SWEDEN 181 {19.84 1.686 |__-305.160
Barber, Jack BUSA 25305 59 1205 304.865
Font-Bellot, Luis3 SPAIN 212707 13.3) 1.873 237.870
Rodriguez, Santiago SPAIN 5 134.a, 16.4 peSi237.819 senneseeeenerennnenernine

Ogden,Ron USA 178 59 1208| 214.490
Hacker, Vem USA

+

162 : 59 ' 1.205 : 195.210 :
Ms. De Roberti Stefania sITALY j 116 : 26.9 : 1.546 179.328 :

Bender, Robert SUSA $ 126: 36.54 > 1.409 : 177.508 |
Spagnoli, Maurio sITALY 102 ;: 26.9 : 1.546 § 187.685 |;
Haro-Martinez, Femando {SPAIN : 81 ; 13.3 | 1,873 7 151.713 |
Fagnotti, Maurizio {ITALY ¢% 97 : 26.9 : 1.846 | 149.956 |
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AMA RECORDS UPDATE
OPEN CLASS

Catapult Glider Unlimited Class

CAT I 2/18/96 1:12.3 Roy White
CAT II 2/18/96 1:29.4 Robert Roman

Catapult Glider Standard Class

CATI 2/11/96 1:03.4 Roy White
CAT I 2/18/96 1:12.3 Roy White
CAT II 3/96 1:32.7 Wes Anderson

Mini-Stick

CATI 1/13/96 9:18 Jim Clem
CAT II 1/1/96 4.38 Don Crosby
CAT I 1/7/96 9:11 Edward Berray
CAT Ill 1/1/96 6:43 Don Steeb
CAT III 3/10/96 10:18 Walter Vangorder
CAT IV 1/28/96 6:29 Gary Underwood
CAT IV 1/28/96 715 Karl Van Buran
CAT IV 1/28/96 9:08 Robert Eberle

AMA Stick

CAT I 1/22/96 39:19 Bob Randolph

EZB

CATI 2/11/96 21:44 Larry Coslick

ROG Stick

CATI 2/11/96 14:08 Larry Coslick
CAT II 4/11/96 14:32 Larry Coslick *

Pending *

eee

Several modelers have suggested to John
that they set up an escrow account with him
and he would send them one pound of

F.A.1. MODEL SUPPLY rubber each time a new batch comes in. In
some areas of the country, indoor news

I.N.A.V. has recently talked to the new travels slow and this way we would be
owner of F.A.1. Model Supply, John Capp. assured of having the best rubber available.
John has flown both indoor and outdoor We at I.N.A.V. endorse this policy and
rubber and understands and is interested in hope that John adopts it.
our needs. He will supply the same great John said that he plans on attending the
quality rubber and in the same sizes as Indoor Championships at Johnson City this
before. spring,

17
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1996 Indoor Free Flight AMA HQ USE

1996 National Championships Type—__

th East Tennessee State University, at——
Memorial Center Arena Johnson City, TN cnteedug

.
nter —_Nationals May 29 - June 2, 1996 Y

wy =S|—
OTe PTL e AMA

SINCE 1936

Contestant Information: (Separate Mechanic form) Event/Schedule

1.QuR (CIsR Cop Wednesday, May 29 Friday, May 31
Practice Day 205 Manhattan

.
_ CL

AMA HHL2. DOB 3 #
Thursday, May 30 1 207 Pennyplane

4. Name ©} 201 *HL Stick L} 215 Bostonian
CL) 202 Intermediate Saturday, June 1

| Stick 208 Limited
5. Address —————____________________ L) 203 *FiD Pennyplane

, Stat ,

O) 204 CabinROG JU) 505 Peanut
City __________—

 Sfate
__ Zip ______ C} 209 Helicopter Scale

L} 210 Omithopter (201, 203 finish flying)
6. Day Phone (_____) —_____

CL) 211 Autogiro Sunday, June 2

———= C1 212 HL Glider 0 206 EasyB
Fees are a result of AMA and S!G negotiation. Entry C) 214 ROG Stick C} 213 Kit Plan
forms postmarked after April 15, 1996 must include tate O) 218 Standard Cat. Scale
registration fee of $25. Requests for refunds Glider (JS) (0) 0 220 Ministick
must be in writing and postmarked by April 15, 1996. O 219 Unlimited Cat. O 507 Flying
ABSOLUTELY NO REFUNDS AFTER APRIL 15, 1996. Glider (JS) (O) Rubber Scale

FEES: *Events will finish flying on Saturday, June 1

Event fees: $ —
Late fee if applicable: $ ——_______»_»_»_»_>>>

Fees:
_

Total Enclosed $ open: ciotlatt event, $10 each vpnerinn
LJ Check L]visa MasterCard Exp.date. /

ror. at fee (any number of even s)

Card#_o0

FOR ANY AND ALL EVENTS: | hereby certify that | have read all information accompanying this entry form, and that models entered by me

will be built by me (if required) and flown in compliance with the current Competition Regulations or FAI Sporting Code if it applies, and will

previously have been successfully flight tested and proved ts be airworthy in accordance with the Official AMA Safety Code.

oo,
(Applicant's Signature) '

(AMA Number)
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY PLEASE CONTACT:

NAME «Day Phone Le SSCSC*@RReltilonnstip ___

Address __--

City, State, Zipp ———
APPLICANT CHECK LIST:

O Double check and verify correct fees are enclosed Q) All events are indicated
QO Check(s) signed and payable to AMA QO) No conflict exists in “one only” events, if applicable
O) Name, AMA number, and complete address shown QO Team entry is in compliance with AMA rule book, if applicable
OQ) Emergency contact information (above) O Frequency information, if applicable, is complete and correct

0 Have read all schedule and processing information QO) Signature above
© All credit card information is given (expiration date, card number, card company)

Send registration form to AMA Headquarters, 5151 E. Memorial Dr., Muncie, IN 47302. Attn: Competitions Dept.
Contestant: Keep bottom copy. Return others to AMA Headquarters.

20



1996 AMA INDOOR NATIONALS AND THE
FIFTEENTH UNITED STATES INDOOR

CHAMPIONSHIPS
|

"MINI-DOME"-EAST TENNESSEE STATE
UNIVERSTY JOHNSON CITY, TENNESSEE

MAY 29 THRU JUNE 2
Send Entry Payable To:

USIC 96, 5432 Haft Rd Cincinnati, OH 45247

NON AMA EVENTS REGISTRATION

NAMEN AMA
STREET——“—*ws—s—C—C‘C‘C(‘(#NNNNN’NSN:SRRXfF} SRE] “OPEN 1)

CITY STATE ZIP#

PHONE # ——
Ihereby certify that | understand all of the rules under which | will compete and will diligently follow the

Oftical AMA Safety Code as well as any rules that may be established on site and will apply the use of accepted
common sense in all my fiying and affairs at the contest site.

SIGNATURE.

FEES NON-AMA EVENTS

Basic entry fee inciudes one event. {X] Events entered

Entry fee $10.00Juni and Senior entry $1.00 Py Po
Additional events, OPEN $5.00 { ] FROG
Additional events Jr & Sr $1.00 [ ] No Cal
Banquet (Per Person) $21.00 [ }] Golden Age Scale
8" Table & 2 Chairs $14.50 { ]. PistachioDorimity cost (See below) ——____ ! High Wing Mono

FAC ScalTotal Fees $e [ ] Unlim Rbr Speed.
DORMITORY COST AT ETSU RESERVATION t } Coconut Seale

Single occupancy-—-------------------$26.50 per night MUST BE POSTMARKED BY MAY 23 1996

Double occupancy $26.50 per night LATE ENTRY FEE OF $10.00 PAYABLE ON SITE

Triple occupancy-----------------------------$41.25 per night

“Please Indicate Reservatien in: MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO USIC 9
MAY MAY!MAY! JUN

|

JUN wo.ot| 29| 30 | a | 1 | 2 Rooms
Banquetto be heldon the 31st of May 6:30PMo be held on the 31st o ay 6:

Single Occ. PotGEG at the Holiday Inn, (Formerly the Sheraton Plaza)
| oeble Oce. PytTP Guest Speaker will be Bob Champine.
| ;
Triple Occ. FT| in Case Of Emergency, Please Contact:
Name of room mates if known:

.

Name eee

I I Street
No linen will be provided, so bring your ownsheets, pillow

cases,towels, etc. For double and triple occupancy rooms, you City
must recruit your owen room mate or mates. Some rooms are with
baths and others have adjoining baths,(shared). NOTE: A $25.00 State__Zip____ sssPhone:
fee will be charged for lost or unreturned keys. NO EXCEPTIONS.

REBATES WILL BE MADE AS APPROPRIATE ON ROOMS USIC 96
5432 HAFT ROAD

DORMITORY HOUSING WILLBE IN CARTER HALL CINCINNATI, OHIO 45247
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ANNUAL-AUG. 1-3 © EASY B INTRNTL.-AUG.4 ¢ INDOOR W.C.-AUG. 5-8
UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO, MOSCOW, IDAHO
MEET 1. (AUGUST 1,2,3) - Kibbie Dome Annual. All AMA Official Indoor Events.
Six Official flights per event (which can be flown all three days - 8:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
EXCEPTION: Hand Launch Glider and Catapult Glider flights 8:00 -9:30 A.M. only, daily.
SPECIAL EVENTS: Pro-20, Federation R.O.G.,Wingless Autogiro, P-24 & A-6.
ENTRY FEE : Open & Senior- $45.00. Junior Flyers-$25.00. There are no Event Charges.
CONTEST DIRECTOR : Andrew Tagliafico, Call 503/452-0546 for additional information.
Modest Prizes will be gwen.SCALE CONTEST DIRECTOR (for A.M.A. Scale and Peanut Scale events) is ED LAMB.
Phone 206/747-7806 for information. The static scale judging will take place prior to flying.
Modelers with cars must stop at University Visitor Information Center, 645 W. Pullman Road,

MEET 2. (AUGUST 4) - The 1996 Wally Miller International Easy B Contest.
_ Six rounds to be flown from 8:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. All A.M.A rules governing Easy B models

_

to be observed. Timer volunteers are welcome.
ENTRY FEE: $35.00 for each flyer participating (Junior, Senior and Open combined)
CONTEST DIRECTORS: Wally Miller and Larry Coslick.

MEET 3. (AUGUST 5-8) - Indoor F.1.D.World Championships.
(AUG. 5) Arrival/Set up and Practice. (AUG.6) 7:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. Practice & Rnds. 1 & 2.

(AUG. 7) 7:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. Practice & Rounds 3 & 4. (AUG. 8) 7:00 A.M. to 5:30
P.M.Practice & Rounds 5& 6. (AUG. 8) 7:30 P.M.- Banquet & Awards. World Championships
Headquarters at Best Western University Inn, 1516 W. Pullman Road, Moscow, Idaho.
Meet Organizer/Patron: Andrew Tagliafico,10039 S. W. Quail Post Road, Portland
OR 97219. 503/452-0546. NOTE- Timer Volunteers are Needed.
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP CONTEST DIRECTOR: Bob Stalick .
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| CONTRIBUTORS

| Stan Fink. ..........2.2. 2.4.4... . .1930 Prest "Baby Pursuit" Peanut Racer

Stan Fink. . 2... ......242:%. . .1922 Loening R-4 Pistachio Racer

StanFink. .........2.2...... . . .1918 Martinsyde Semi-Quaver Pistachio (B)
Stan Fink... .......2.2.2.2.2. 4... . .1923 Wittman "Hardly Ableson" Peanut

Capt.Jake Larson ......... 2.2... . . .1928 Vickers Vigil Peanut (B)
JerryWagaman................ . .1927 Elias EC-1 Aircoupe Peanut

LeRoi Saterlee. .......2.2...... . . Sorrell Hyperlight 16" Span Walnut

Rob Hudson. ........2.2.2.2. 2... . .
.Anec ITT WWI Peanut (B)

John Koptonak. .......2.2.2..... . .. .-Beechcraft No-Cal 16" Span
John O'Donnell

. ........ 2... .. . . .Grand Champion Postal Ministick

EdBerray............2...... . .Catapult Glider Winner

Megow Models... 2. 2 2 2... 2... . .
Senior R.O.G. 16" Span

StanFink.
. 2... ......2.2.2..... . "Savy Centavo" Ltd. Pennyplane

$1 2.00 (incl. p/h)
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1996 Indoor Free Flight :

National Championships
East Tennessee State University, |

Memorial Center Arena Johnson City, TN |

May 29 - June 2, 1996
RESULTS



| INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS (INAV) IS
PRODUCED IN ST LOUIS BY ROY
WHITE,
LARRY COSLICK, MARY JANE REILLY
HOWARD HENDERSON AND BILL
MARTIN.

INAV DUES ARE:

USS. $9.00/year
Canada $12.00/year
Other (air mail) $15.00/year

4 (min) to 6 issues/year depending on
budget and availability of material

The number at the far right of the label
indicates when subscription expires.

A few back issues are available: Write for
details

Send all dues and correspondence to:
Roy White
(INAV), 1025 Cedar St., Catawissa, MO
63015
FERRO RR Rok oROR oR aR aak ak a ak kokokok aakakakakok
Howard Henderson (INAV) can be reached
via computer E-mail. using the following
sign-on:
H PIET H@AOL.COM
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USIC contest report
by Steve Gardner

This was my first time at a major indoor contest. It was also my first time in a

really good indoor site, and | must say that the flying and the site were magnificent! If

you fly under low ceilings most of the year as | do then you must come and try this kind
of flying.

The contest was preceded by a day of practice flying so that flyers could get their
models working under the 117 foot ceiling. The practice was very important because it

proved very difficult to get models to climb to just under the ceiling and no higher. The
proper propeller/rubber/ winds took some experimenting to find, and would changeabit
in just a couple of hours. The contestants who had practiced under lower ceilings with
quarter motors had a much better idea of what was needed, but most everyone found
themselves in the steel at one time or another.

Thursday, the 30th was the first day of competition, with the hand launched and
catapult gliders leading off. A very good number of competitors kept the air full of
gliders, and let me tell you, a good number of these guys knew just where the ceiling
was! Zing! and there the glider would be, just a couple feet beneath the very top of the
building with the transition over and the glide started. Impressive.

The rubber speed event was fun to watch with models doing two twenty foot
diameter circles in around seven seconds! That is about twenty feet per second flight
speed, truly blistering for indoor flying.

Once the faster models were done the intermediate sticks, stick ROG,
Helicopters, and ornithopters flew. With twenty-six entries the intermediate stick was
very popular. Helicopters on the other hand drew only three flyers. In the middle was

stick ROG with nine entries.
Ornithopter is one of the more exotic events, and so draws more spectator

interest. This became a problem when a news photographer ,
while trying to get an in

flight shot, very badly damaged the very model he was photographing. He then moved
on to other models without so much as an apology. We did get a nice write-up in the

local paper with photos and the whole bit. Even with our need of good press| think it
was a poor trade.

Friday started with FAC scale, Bostonian, Pistachio, and High wing monoplane
scale. Each of the scale events drew about a dozen flyers .

Bostonian was popular this
year with eighteen flyers, which made the mass launch a real treat to watch. Bostonian

is becoming a very demanding event with better than five minutes needed to win.
Once Pennyplane started on Friday the air became saturated with models.

Twenty or more models in the same air, the mix spiced with a few Manhattan models,
the pairs started to fall. Mid-airs were very common and seemed to hit everybody.
Most mid-airs with these models result in no damage to the models, unlike the FiDs and
the other lightweights.

Saturday opened with Golden Age, Coconut Scale, No-Cal Scale, Peanut Scale,
and F.R.O.G. The No-Cal flyers had a great turn out with twenty-four entries while
Coconut scale drew seven flyers. There is an apparent relationship to the time needed
to build a given type of model and the number of people flying that type.

Next came the Limited Penny Planes, with the Dime Scale and Legal Eagles
flown on the side of the site away from the lighter models. Once again, with so many
pennyplanes, there were a good number of mid-airs. None of the heavier, faster models
came close to any of the lighter models. There is plemty of room in this site!

2.



Last on Saturday were the lightweights, 35 cm, Pro-20, Hand Launched Stick,
and F1D. Seventeen entrees in F1D boiled down to eight flyers. Mid -airs, unexplained
motor stick failures, and some just plain old models tooka terrible toll amongst these
beautiful flyweights. Hand Launch Stick was very popular with fifteen flyers, but these
models too suffered a very high attrition rate. 35 cm and the Pro-20 models are not so

very delicate and so faired better.
The final day, Sunday ,

started with Kit Plan Scale, AMA Scale, and the very
popular Mini-Stick. The scale events were well supported with ten flyers in Kit and seven
in AMA. The AMA models tend to draw a few less flyers because they are very
demanding in the level of scale detail. The winning Cessna sported brass water jackets
around the scale engine cylinders, full rigging, and operational suspension on the
landing gear.

Mini-stick fever! Forty-four flyers filled the air with itsy-bitsy seven inch wonders.
Offering a very high fun to building time ratio, these little gems were all over the place.
The Mini-Stick mass launch was fun to watch, but the problem of “which one is mine?”
became acute. They sure do look alike up there above 100 feet.

The contest finished with EZB being flown from Jate morning until 4 PM. This
event is beginning to be a bit of a specialists event, with half gram models being the
norm. Even with the difficulty of building down to half a gram there were still forty-seven
flyers in this event. Just as in Mini-Stick there wasa bit of a problem keeping up with
which model was which. The rules result in very look alike models, most all covered with
the same material. Keeping up with one individual model for 25+ minutes in the cloud of
flying models was tough for the timers. Accurate timing was important because the race
for the top was very close. Twenty-nine seconds separated the top two flyers with the
lead changing three times in the early afternoon. A very intense way to close the
Championship and the Nationals.

.

The championships were run very well with good performance from the officials.
The sportsmanship and competence shown by the average contestant was of a very

|

high level. There was only one problem with the “average contestant’, he was too old!
Out of 109 contestants there were only two younger flyers, one junior and one senior! |
have trouble believing that our pursuit, as fascinating, satisfying, and affordable as itis ,

fails to attract the interest of more youngsters! We need to get it in front of them! Take
a nephew flying, and spend the time with him, not getting your newest trimmed out.

Next Year. After such a wonderful event we all look forward to next year. We
think of the models that we will have ready, the improvements that we need to really get
em next time. If you want to be remembered for your performance next year | know a

perfect way! You see, we need someone to come forward and agree to run the contest
next year. This years heroes ,

Abram Van Dover, Dave Thompson, Jim Miller, Mary
Jane Barber,and all the other wonderful people who ran this contest will be remembered
at least as well as any of the winners. Next year it is your turn, OK? Just let us know
soon so we all can plan for next year.

3.



[PLACE CONTESTANT 1 AMANO. |1]2|3| 4| 5 |SESTFLIGHT|GRCH.PTS|
|1[ 1IMCGILLIVRAY,JACK [F650 |zeost atoef | tof
|2 2(CHILTON,STAN L300 i207 23st aomsi | test
|4| 4DOIG,RICHARD [539200 |2agay azaef | eet

VA HOMA iz6é res| 3407) i205;TCE,
|6| 6

Mi, JIN [ 2945] 3331] S|TCT 88]

|9 [| BIGGE,WILLIAMR. bi270
|10| BURKE,EDWARDJ. {53313 po

Pep|
pat fT
8

FR RRDONE DUN(OUDNOSTOSES RCSD
;2 |
pat|efff2s fT TC

ma

p72]TCO
aftTT

28 S$Pe CT
ps0

P i PL. CONTESTANT :; AMANO. | 1 |2 [3747 5 {| 6 [BESTFLT/2NDFLT[TOTAL BEST2/USA PTS.| GR. CH. PTS

"41 RICHMOND, JAMES 14936 44:32 33:12 19:02 09715 45°43| 4543 44:32 90-15
|

_|
2 2 DOIG, RICHARD 5392 340 [21.32 14103 89.13 1155 2603 4103 (3013 eo-t6 |

13 3 (HULBERT, WILLIAM (1317) ite 4st 7 14 38:20 40.20 13754 140-20 8:20 ya-40 |
__4 4 ‘MCGILLIVRAY, JACK F65 32:09 40-46 | | 209 o-4s 72.55
| § |s LOUCKA,LARRY [1210  pot9 bras bose s12

|

(6 &  (CLEM,JIM LS5 bea? bisa | | | ps3 ea? seo=| |
_7 7 KAGAN,JOHND. 469254 2310 2331 | 3:10 ia3:31
_§ 3 GRANT,JAMES B. 159477 2939| bo39 00 _—ia:39 | |
| 9 | VALLEE,THOMAS 1126 | | Pte TT

10_| _ (UNDERWOOD, GARY DNF PT
"_11____O'GRADY, DAN rs7 | eece | |
[12 | IMAREK,DANH. 2350

| si a

| 13 | HARDCASTLE,R. 647 | [tN oo
| 14 | _iHACKER, VERNON D. [L304 Pe
| 18 | ICOSLICK,LARRY [46520 a 2
|16 | CHILTON, STAN m0 tT

| 17 | BURKE, EDWARD J. {153313
Powe |

18 i i |



1996 USIC INTERMEDIATE STICK #202
TooesPLACE| CONTESTANT [AMANO 1[2[3[4[5[ruicHT|cRaLPTS.[1[eumuron,stan |_ta0/soae)asap|e][2[eOSLicK, LARRY | 4652/3336]36.08]1636][| 360s][3KAGAN,JOHND. | 449254]34.09[3004 72[ [| | 3409][4|rHomas,Mike |___Foo]31.87]3147[s249[[| 249][~s_[GRANT JAMESB. |1s0477/3181[25.02]3133|9.47]1628 s1si|[6[BARKER,JOHN | _2095]24.1[26.59|285[3032[ | 3032[[7|uoucKa,Larry | 1210/2941]303) | | | 30a[8|sova,ToMs. |_#73169[742[23.18)2529| 30a] | 30a][9 [MCGILLIVRAY,JACK| _Fas[927]17.48/2850[[| 2850)[10 JOLSHEFSKY,PETER | Fez 11.87] 28.13[2534] 2839] [| 2839)Tir|VALLEE, THOMAS |_1126/27.07[23.59[2835[g28| | 2835|[12 |RIGHMOND,JAMESW.[ 4936/2748 | ||| 2718)[3|HARDCASTLE.RR. | _s47[22.ai]28[2813]S47)638| 2513)[14 [THOMPSON, MICHAEL|_1484[19.54]214[24s1|2044] | 24s)[is (BELIEF,DAN |i2816/23.46[22.49[1926[|| 2346)[16 [MARETT.JoHN |__Fos|2033|232[214/248] | _2345|[17 |GANSER,RONALD|7sx2[a2.34[ol | (| | aaa)[is [MAREK,DAN. | 2350 3.19]S17]2200]1053] | 22.00)19” HENDERSON. |_Fro[io3e[aia3}iz01)| |2s][20 [KOPTONAK, JOHN.| 58027)12.21 [20.36[20.03] 1622]1039] 2035[(21 [orGRADY,DaN | —sFs7juas]_—| | P|ts)(22 [ROMASH,ROBERT|is0oeifisss)||)ites)[23 [RAYMONDJONES,D. | 6338/1046]719] 84] Gia[iaas| 1225)(24 [HACKER,VERNOND.| uao4[unas/ia7) | na)2s [BiccE,wiLIAMR | ua] ||r[26 opaRsKuRw. | soo | [|| pr)
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1996 USIC CABIN ROG #204
ny bao MKE bee agl ogllt|

| | |' | 1 THOMAS, MIKE 66 | 22.58: 12.22} 24.12! 24.24! | | 24.24
|

2 | 2 -(GANSER, RON 17532 |_20 58! | | | | | 22.58 |
3 3 LEONARD, NICK A. 497461 | 435! 0.28! 11.39| | | 1139! |
«|

4 LEONARD, N. JR. 497460 20! 7s4| sas! | 7.54
|| | :5 | _IGRANT, JIM

_

hs9077 | | : | | IONE | '
| l

|6 | ILOUCKA, LARRY 1210 | | | | | | ONE
1 ; } i i : | 1

1996 USIC ORNITHOPTER #210

—Piacel contestant [AMANOTTasa BSTFLIGHT|GRCPTSTee a TS:

‘| _1 WHITE, ROY 16300 | ter 11.00! 14.29 | 14:28!
| 2 | 2 ICOSLICK, LAWRENCE 4652 +120 12.40! 1120 | |

1240| |
.

| 3 | 3 RIPLEY, ED 484619 Pg 4g! 316! 715| | r |.
4 4 'PURDY, LEN 129 | 20 035: 028! | ! 03! |

| § ls JOSHU, EUGENE 260643 | | | | DNF | |
6

! | |

1996 USIC HELICOPTER #209

eee ee SRj ' | °

i| 1. - MALLEE, THOMAS L126 : 200! +10
|

| : 9-00 |

| ! £ DIEBOLT, H. J. 97263 ! +16 5:35 546! ost 341| ssi __| Lo

i | t
: |

i

i :
i

:

| 3 | 3 BIGGE, WILLIAM L127 awl| | al
|

: ~I

1996 USIC AUTOGIRO #211
[{PLACE|].~CONTESTANT~~=«|.~=~AMANO. |1~«~| ~«=2~«~7.~«=3~=«@|”~SCOSS=*«@Y?:~<i«‘Q!~SCSYCBESTFLIGHT|GR.CH.PTS|

1|aleanser,ronacn—fssz | ow =|S| |S|
(2|2pepoutns ———_iorzea_——| saul as| aa aan) | os]
|?|shasur. ———eaase | nes| ose) aan] aan aan] ans)
4 loesonpoucas lesoces | |||| weS|
|&| houckatarry hao |S| | S||eS|
||Icanservonn———voaze =|S|S| |TeS|Sd
PTLLLL LL
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1996 USIC HL GLIDER #212
“PL. | CONTESTANT : AMANO. 1 | 2 3] 4 5 | 6 1 7

1 | BoeHm,serwaro 2567 | ral rssol rel roa) rsel_meal ||| neal neal ant
2 | EBERLE, ROB lais92| 56 toro]_ra|_snal_eral roslvel srr sex] ros) eral anal
| 3 | 3\ROMASH, ROBERT 1 30061 | 65.31 woolol||| ||| ose! col tse |
: ‘ | 4:THOMPSON, M.C. 11484 ss.| $3.7 58.5 «sal 57.2} 514 or || ses ral 115.7
| 5 | = KOPTONAK, JOHN 58027 «| 7501 wal sael solso7| ats]a7}sol sal seal toes
fs] sciarswe. beas| ||||| | f[ | | || |

(7 | REED, DA. ngeoz | topo ee ee ee
a BUXTON, JAMES 75154 | toto ee eeeee

ER #219ei USICUNLIMITED CAT. GLIDER #2 BEST 2'GR.CHAMPPTSi
| ' ! 1 WARMAN, ROBERT 118748 | sa es9| 234 nl 51/78! a7 76! 808! e7! ca iro3| !
| 2 : » THOMPSON, M. 1ag4 | ar. 185! 83.9 ase! | | | | | 9 a3 ters! |
3 gscmuars, wi. 1aa2s | soy)aval roel err ara re! |

|

arr goa tea
_ 4 sSCHLARB, RALPH 322352 p54 792 roe! res rame tos roe

5 5s FULMER, KEITH 31552 |

67 4 are. 748 45 13.4 m2: 76 2 22 so 2 ez
$sBELIEFF,DAN 2826 | oo1! ari real aos] 73170s! s7sicoa) | rol ral aaa
7

, PERSON, LEE 303504 ! 139: x39. srs saa 502. 08. o34. sop sos ros ess sa
4

3 BOEHM, BERNARD 192567 : sor. 59.1: 05.8 261. 64.91 err. | 677! 66.8! 1345)
,

2 9
> BRIMMER, DONALD 097 Lass!soloul ers asal woe coil ual eal ssl sos) soon

10
19 WECKERLY, STUART 113250 | as, a! aa ar 45] 459. 495! 48.1!397 ws 4a an !

.

a aREED,D.A. 9602 | a sai aol | oi | |g 40! al !

[TPL[CONTESTANT |AMANO.)112]3.)4 8|6T7T8{9 (BESTFLT.2NDFLT|TOTALBEST2/GR.CHAMPPTS|
| ‘s | 1s TALIANO,A.J. n386 | | a
-

1996 USIC STANDARD CAT. GLIDER #218
[PL.| ==CONTESTANT ——*«[| AMANO.| 112=| Ss ee 7 8 | § [BEST FLT|2ND FLT|TOTAL BEST 2/GR. CHAMP PTS

2|apcmare,wi. hess|orlwe]raova)relreal | || ova] onl tea
2)sscware,rave [522352 |12) 104] ro9|_rel_re|_r0| roo)174)vox] ros] ros] soo).
4| cruumer,wer [51552 | ro2l eral re9|ras] rsal 256]m2)1121m5] 702) sol asta

S| sBELIEFr,DAN [12616|go4 ea)rsa)_r|asl 7]re5]720) ot) r48) ro] ra,
| ePASSARELLL,wa, [15623 |s55] 627] o07|«95 720]o061 r17/ e041 m07) rae) nur] ues]
7| rperson,uee [53506|wal sr3|ena} eos) ots)ro6l r21/ 5) za2l__rea) ra] twee
|*|skoprowak, JOHN [59027 | 1251 ons! sual | sno,s671 7051005] ox, 72s] mos] sa
_*|stom,sernaro [b2567_|101/101ms) err] ere,ses| soul evel|rvs] ron) very)

10
| oMESSUP,ARTIE 10269 | 6301 esa! eta} oo)ss7/eo0) ete!su7/mos) roy) ow as]

1| WWARMAN,ROBERT [19740 | so! sol el ool on oo] aes| ao2| 2) ool os] sar)
12 | pROMASHROBERT 130061|crs)cool | | | | |||eee, ees] sel
|castereD (63450 | os,ess! ers} soal oes,soul sos || ore) os) sa
[|wWANCHL, JON [230499 |419] 2/soo! sre]ovsloss]osz/ sol|oss esa) sso]
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1996 USIC ROG STICK #214

|
2 | > (RICHMOND, JAMES _|4936 | soos] 1936/1931 | 19:36

|

4 | 4 RASH, FRED 63458 | 528. 5 31| 9.03| ase sor! val |

oi ILOUCKA, LARRY i210 | | | | bye | |
7 | HACKER, VERNON 304 — |

| | Le |

| cwmtonstan uso |||||
pt| fevece,wim baer | Tbe

1996 USIC MANHATTAN #205
5 __| BEST FLIGHT| GR.CH.PTS|
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1996 USIC PENNY PLANE # 207 pp
a SS

IPLACE|____CONTESTANT _| AMANO.| 1 [| 2) [|3 |4 |5 [ricnt|/1_(O'GRADY,DAN ___ | MAAC6192]17.01|15.59/18.16/ |_| _18.16|"2 WISNIEWSKLGORDON|———716/18.14) | | |——=*d~Cd8.
("4 HARDCASTLE,R. |___847]15.22/16.26]2.09/ | ‘(| 16.26
5(CLEM,JIM———S=d)~S~=*L58)12.01]16.24|14.25) |_| ‘16,24-6 |COSLICK,LARRY |___4652|_5.44]_6.01[15.41[16.22| | 16.22

(8|KAGAN,JOHN |__469254/15.02/1435/1547)155] | 155.
9|GRANT,JIM |~__159477|8.14]153)1541]||15.41]"10 THOMAS,MIKE |___—_—*P66|11.51)15.25/13.11| |__| 15.25ILWARMANN,ROBERT |____18748|_5.32|11.55/15.17/12.58| | 15.1712 VALLEE,THOMAS _|_1126)15.11)3.35] | (|__| 18.11)

15.05

16MOSHU,EUGENE | 260643) 6| 14.29 [13.4313.57[13.01|_14.29|—17_|GANSER,JOHN |__ 179424]13.22]9.09/14.12|3.54| | 14.12|“18 [ROMASH,ROB___|130061)14.08) |_|~—s«|__—|—‘'14.08|
20 NOLIN,GERVAIS |___12306/11.59|_9.38/12.55/13.26| [13.26
22 [FELLIN,JOHN ___|___95353]11.32/10.45]8.04]8.51/12.22|12.22"23 HACKER,V. | _L304]_6.39| 10.55(12.05/12.09| _|_12.09“24 |KIRBY,NOEL |__267885|4.19]12.08; | |__|12.0825 RASH,FRED |__63458]4.41)_3.29/3.59/11.58| _|_11.5826 LANDRUM,BILLIE |__52674|10.33] 11.07|6.13/11.55| | 11.55

11.51

28 [EBERLE,ROB |__411592] 9.34 9.07|f1.44|11.08| _|_11.44|29 ZUFELT,JAMES |__F59|_9.24] 9.22/10.05|11.1/9.05| 11.130 VANCIL,MARK |___124866]11.06] 7.24]9.43]8.16 | 11.0631_|BARBER,DOUGLAS |___56270]_854/10.46|9.48| | _|_10.46

32 SULLIVAN,EDWARD_|___69585]_5.12/_7.32]81|9.28, | 9.2833 [RAYMONDJONES,D.| _63358_91)||S| | sO.34 LEONARD,NICKAJR.| _——«d|847/74) | | | 847"35 ITALIANO,A.J. |~—~=~=i386|_7.29)7.43/82]8.46| | 8.4636_IKENT,MOCHAEL __|____9784] 5.21]6.53|345| | | 6.53]
"37_[LOUKA,LARRY| _i2io/_ |Ss]S| «(| |iN38|LEONARD,NICKA.| ——sd|—«d|SSSSSdELiF
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2| atHowpson.m, hase|szol_zoel 2s]aol |s20)_sal nse, tee] oe

| dlerant,samese, [59477|sar]ass)az) | |ass) azole] ar] a
s | sCOsLCK.LARRY 4652 |aso]aulaslaor)aul cas) ais] sual te]
x
|

7 | 7IPASSARELLI, WM. nse2a |suslaval | | | sal ate] anol ate] al
| 8 | _e PAVEK, WILLIAM 319915

|

428) 3.32 vat 428! 3.32! 48 a] aw
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| al 3.36 aul | 3.36| 3.34 43 alan

| 10 | to STEVENS, HERBERT 3086 | >o9| 2.59 >a! 359 2.59
|

159 is val a
|| 4 KROL, GREGORY 514743selalineel atl aeons
| 4| .4'BLAIR, J. boese | asl 2.22 nar 2usl_soo! aoe}aol ser] sal oe
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1996 USIC 35 CM .
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' 1 Sova, TOM la73169 | rea7| rea7l ne 23.06! | 23.06|
2 | 2 O'GRADY, DAN 57 | 20.59! | | | 205
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Photo Captions
1. John Kagan and his lucky F1D. This model survived over thirty ceiling bumps onasingle flight

without damage or getting hung up.
2. Ted Seaver launching his twin finned mini stick. Mini sticks are very quick to build and quite

popular.
3. Dan O’Grady launching his winning Pennyplane for a new site record of 18:16
4, Rich Miller, Roy White, and Dr. Walter Erbach ,

old friends taking a break between rounds.

5. Dr. Vern “Lighter than Air” Hacker and his semi-ridged Intermediate Stick.
6. Lee Person and Mike Thompson compare catapult gliders.
7. John Barker launching his EZB. John and George Perryman fly outdoor together.
8. Jim Miller winding his FAC scale Voison Hydroplane. This interesting little bundle of detail flies

very well.
9, Dave Rees and his beautiful violet and gold Coconut scale MB-3.
10. Bob Clemens and his no-cal ARUP. Trimming began right after this photo was taken.

11. DH-4 peanut prototype of the MAL kit built by Dale Hogue. One of several good looking new kits
offered by MAL.

12. Harmonica equipped Rich Miller and his float equipped Currie Wot FAC scale. Model flies, Miller
dances a jig with harmonic self accompaniment. Fun to watch both!

13. Larry Cailliau with his winning EZB. Set site record of 29:25.
14, Dr. Martin and his cute little peanut scale Lemberger homebuilt biplane.
15, Don Brimmer and his wonderful no-cal XB-70 Valkrye. Ultra low aspect ration model flew very

well.
16, Bob Clemens’ Langly Aerodrome. Tandem winged twin pusher managed a very creditable 51

second flight.
17, John Marett unleashes his Manhattan Cabin to win fourth place.
18. Doug Barber flying his EZB. With very light models and extremely high flight times EZB is fast

becoming a specialty event.
19, Jim Clem with his 1st place trophy in P-24. This is the second year Jim has won this event!

21. Cessna C-38 Airmaster by Jack McGillivary floats by in the golden age event.

22. Charles Schultz displays a very pretty sport model to illustrate the scale and sport plans he sells.

23. Nick Leonard and his ROG Cabin. He used Polymicro this year, but will be using microfilm next

year. This is a very demanding event for anyone, regardless of experience.
24. Bill Pasarelli had a nice flying Bostonian of unusual configuration.
25. Bob Clemens P.A.M.A.

,
a french homebuilt that he flew in High Wing Monoplane class.

26. Rob Eberly accepting the award for second place in Hand Launch Glider

27, Ed Ripley and his Pistachio scale Sperry parasol.
28.(top) Larry Peavey with his no-cal Grumman F4F Wildcat.

28. Jim Grant’s Plan Scale Rearwind Speedster in blue and yellow.
29. Dan Beles with his Intermediate Stick.
30. Platus Turbo Porter by Rich MacEntee was the winner of Coconut Scale.
31. Jim Grant and his mercurochrome pink Intermediate Stick.
32. Billie Landrum and his super flying Coconut Scale Cessna -01 Birddog. Model used the whole

building when flying!
33. Larry Coslick’s newly designed Manhattan Cabin. “the Joker” took 2nd place.
34, Holly Vonasek managed a respectable 125.1 sec. with her catapult glider.
35. Mid-air collisions are very common when the air is so very crowded. This one resulted in no

damage to either intermediate stick involved.

36. Repair Time! John Kaptovak heals his Spartan’s wounds for the next flight.
37. Bob Romash’s pretty little electric sport model flew very well on just two 50 milliamper cells!
38. Gene Joshu and his fine flying Pennyplane, crafted on the spot from the remains of his primary and

back-up planes.
39. Stan Chilton and his winning Intermediate Stick posted a 38:10

11.
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[__|PLACE] CONTESTANT |AMANO.|1|2 [| 3 [| 4| 5 |BESTFLIGHT|
|4| 1 THOMAS, MIKE iF66 14.12 15.39 |

|

l 15.39|
[2| 2NANGORDER,W. (19912, |= 13.16] 1534, (| 15.34

[3|. 3IMGGILLIVRAY,JACK [Fess| 5.55] 15.08] 13.34) 15.27; | 15.27
|4| 4(COSLICKLARRY 4652. | 12.29] 13.51] 15.01] 4.27) 4.09| 15.01

5 5 iPAVEK, WILLIAM 1319915 | 14.59 ee ee ee)
|6| 6BERLE,J.ROBERT 4117 [| 14.27) 1416; =1453! 2.54] 14.53

7
| 7IRICHMOND, JAMES_ [4936 12.41 | 14.21 14.37 | 2.46 14.19 14.37

3.51; 14.24) 14.18) 13.45 14.24|
|10| 10 iGANSER, JOHN 1179424 12.43 13.08 | 14.11 | 14.16| 13.35 14.16}

i 44 11 ICLEM, JIM iL-55 12.18 | 12.39 | 11.33 | 14.12| 7.58 14.12

[43.1 13|GRANT,JIM —=—s«(459477—s«| SS s14.02/ 5.07,S925) 13.4) 124 14.02
[44 | 14WECKERLYSTUART [13250 | 10.59/ 13.36, 1358] 1001) 2227 13.58)

15 | 15 (EBERLE, ROB.SR. | ; 7.14! 7.45 0.05! 2.54| 13.56 13.56|
16 | 16 (OLSHEFSKY, PETER (MAAC864L| 12.01 | 13.43 | 13.33). 1241; 326) 13.43|

13.43

[24| 21MARETT.JOHN ses] 12.15) 12.57; 2.54) 8.15) 11.43 12.57|
[22| 22IDIEBOLT,HJ. —s(o7263—s—“‘(R;ESC‘“S#SCSC2S] 3.05,~S 444] 10.38] | 12.57|
|23|  23/IBARKER,JOHN. (2095, | 11.48] 10.24) 11.56; 10.41[ 12.54| 12.54|
[24| 24IROMASH,ROB_—30067,—(| 12307| 12.39|

25 25 IDELLER, DOUGLAS __iF61 12.13 | 12.36 11.39 3.57 12.36|
[26 | 26|THOMPSON,M. 1484s] 0.47, 12] 10.18) 19.42) 12.35) 12.35|
[27|  28ISOVATOM _473169—|S959] 12.37, 42a,
[29| 29|HACKER,VERNON L304. | 10.35] 11.38;=12.25[10.18] 11.44) 12.25)
[30 |. 30|OBARSKI,DICK [660 | 1157[ 3.2] 1222) 926; | 12.22].
[31| 31|GANSER,RONALD (7532. |Ss14.09/ = 12.22; 14.277Ti]
[32| 32(BARBER,DOUGLAS [56270 | 1047[ 4.14) 4153/1216] | «1218|
|33| 33\KROL,GREGORY [514743 | 4.01] 1213; =9.58; | 12-13
[34_| 34KIRBY,NOEL —s267easS—sd| 14.16 = 14.37] 1209/ | sé.
[35| SSISEAVER,TED —_—si397871—Cs«|s=S 10.52]= 10.41/ 12.03; 9.22) 848] 12.03)|_36| 36|BROCKS,K.PETER (94018 | 9.04[ 614/ 11.38] 1203) 7.01[ ~~ 12.03)
|37_|.37/FELLIN,JOHN —s95353s—=<L:‘C‘#(U“(C 9.06©“||_—s—s718] 855] 12] 56] 12
[]PLACE| CONTESTANT |AMANO.[ 1 [| 2|3|4| 8 |BESTFLIGHT|
|39°| =39|KOPTONAK,JOHN DO. 158027, | 9.58) 8.26) 5.26) 10.3 14.57) s«d'.877]
|41| 41NOSHU,EUGNE 260643, | 10.36) 17.52/72) TCT CSCédT*S«H|
|42| 42NALLEE,THOMAS 1126 | 9.35] 17.07] 11.45) 44T 11.45

[43| 43NONASEK,HOLLY 529113 [8.58] 951] 14.05) 14.19) 8.189
[|44| 441ARCHIBALD,JOHN (192711| B31] 14.19) ttt] = 917, i192
|45| 45)WARMANN,ROBT. 18748 | 2.54] 11.09/ = 3.097| CCSCéi42«CQ
|46| 46/SINGER,LEN —s-((209081—| 7.07]S818] 10-51, TC Céi« |

48 ITALIANO, A.J. 12386 9.46 9.02 | 9.31| 10.2| 9.39 10.2

|50| SO\BOONE,JACK —s107857, |S943) 10.005; |CTC C05
|51| S1IRIPLEY,EDWARD 484619 | 534/928; 9.59) 9.02; 7.55] CS
|52| 52|LEONARD,NICK,SR. 497461 =| 9.58] 7.20; | CC
|53| 53/STEVENS,HERBERT [13086 =| 7.09/ = 55.34, 9.16) 9.41956] CSB
| 54| S54LEONARD,NICK,JR.497460 | 959)=|S| 85
|56| 55iRAYMONDJONES.D. 63358 =|=8.56]—9.44/08fteT“tCti‘“‘(‘C‘éS*«A‘*S
|56| S6KENT,MICHAELP. [F63 |2.19/— 7] SOLOS) Si] C8.
|58| S8MWALTON,NICK  397340— (08) 718) CO tttti“‘id,SSC‘C‘éS+«OZ
|59| SQLANDRUM,BILLIE (52674 6.08) 3.38}; TtC“‘(id],tC(CidTCéB
|60| S60/SULLIVAN,EDWARD 69585 | |TC CN
|61| 61/PERSON.LEE —s383504 | tN
|62| 62/]0LESON,DOUGLAS 480646 | |TCON[63| 63(MILLER,RICHARD i795i8|] TSTSCTSSSC~*SdNCC*d[64 | 64LOUCKA,LARRY ato] SC]SCCSTSSCSCSC~*dSC(C;‘“‘;CSC*SONSCCCSCSCSC*S
|65| 65)BIGGEL  ttzz? ase; ON

12.



|1|sIMCGILLIVRAY,JACKF65 Voisin | a] 7]toe) | | | | 1375] t06| ——t06|~—97|__—a7|_t01.s| 230
2 | 2IGANSER,RONALD [7532 Nosn |ta] sizioosfooe| {| | | s2a75{ sz] sal t00|_t00|_100|220.75|

|3| s{THOMPSON,M. [1484 Fainman |t9]103] t05/ 114|102|101]116] t075| 119|~—t07.5| 146] 107.5]107.5]_215|
|4|«PASSARELLIW. 15623bama taitga) =| | ||| t00] tz] 00/421 100) 100]_200|
| 5|sIMARTIN,JOHN 712 Lemsercer |_|_a0|55) 69/75]70175| a8) as)~— a]~—go|—t0|_at.s| 1095]

6 | 6IBLAIR,JOHN (29698 |acosport _—|_ 4a 7]azitor]| | | a2] 101]—az|_—az|——sz|_—n|__te
|7|7HENDERSON,W.  [1336L_bierior sssas]asi=| ||Tre] ns]=] at] 0} 70) 82
|8|sMWECKERLY,STUART/13250bye=|]72/15| coos] | | 7175|—72]_—71.75| 6a] a|_68.8| 14055]

9 | 9IBRIMMER,DONALD [1097 Lacey [sani 22]a1] | | | | a0) see) 54.8) at] at] 47.9] 127091
| 10 |1ROMASH,ROB [130061 Hunrincton |_| 7s|oz] | | | | e125 71| 1.25]_68|_61.25] 61.25| 122.5]
1| KOPTONAK, JOHN [58027 _brisrou scour | sel aol [|| [ [eal awl ol sol so]
112| 2iMACENTEE,R. [102085lucosporr ss|asi =| | | | CT|e] etSefSattits
| 13 |isSCHLESINGER,W. [5954 Fue stazsiaaolaa] | | | | e125] a4.0| ano] aa] aa] aaa! 08068
| 14| sIKROL, GREGORY [514743 urtissn |g]si] 52)so)| | | 775i 50, sso]=~ | =~ |2.|101.28

is | ssSTEVENSHERB 119086 es aol PP ool aol aol Lesh| 6| MILLER,RICHARD [f79518 3, ==| | {| [ ||| | wi [  f {[ | J |

(| fearJonn 0698 barcmoranceroe br he|| be | be b> bs tee be |
2|MULLER. 1179518 frowaeoocns lasvo| | | be | bo br bs ise |
* 1 leranr,James—_l159477hanonceart er hoobr|| br be be by bw seb|
“[hacenres,n hues bowe bstellb |b heb
5 sMARTIN, JOHN 1712 __borverxouerbe ba ho bemrhe | he be bo iso ban
« Moon,roceR | conan ba boLvbr| be | br ba bs ies bw
7b [BRIMMER, DONALD [1097 hanoncewer | | ||by | | bo bs sb

*|_Ravmonnsonesp. esse| ||| |T] TTTTT
* | passarcuw. 453| | | |||||Te
10| [OLESON, b. a

|
Pt. CONTESTANT AMA NO. suBJectT | 41 | 21 3

|
4 | BESTFLT 2NDFL

i | ! IGANSER, RONALD 7532 1911 CESSNA bes (pool 00 1:49 {0-90 gol atl tar
_2| MCGILLIVRAY, JACK F65 ses ros [rss oso psopoo poo poo | ao, ass
_2 | JBLAIR, JOHN 29698 lewuncrsnown ot|1l:13/ 20/090 roo pees | asl ans|_—_ ao
_* | JGRANT, JAMES 8. [159477 fuxs ve [noe | bre peso |oases

5

|
PASSARELL,W. 15623 Loucan ho»|raal_| so oo so | ool ee! as

_* | .WeckeRLy, sTuART/13250 foo so laor|_| poo bao bao|so|—ass_—_sans
|
_ IKOPTONAK, JOHN _[58027 |

13.



1996 USIC EZB #206
pf es
PLACELCONTESTANT|AMANO.|1|2|3__
|2 ICOSLICK,LAWRENCE] 4652 24:52[28:57|_7:10)|| 28:57|3 [MCGILLIVRAY,JACK[MAAC1025L]24:38]26:5420:45|||26:54|4 (THOMAS,MIKE| F66|22:30/26:08)|||(26:08|5 VANGORDER,W. | __19912|16:23]20:29 24:50,||24:50|6 (GRANT,JIM |159477]19:24|20:59]ATT) 5:19] 4:48| 20:59)|7 |HARDCASTLE,R.| 847|3:35] 6:45]19:39] 20:55] | 20:55)|8 |ROMASH,ROB |___130061/19:22|20:40]10:30]||20:40|9 |OLSHEFSKY,P. |MAAC864L]20:36|17:47|15:49] 14:22) |20:36)|10NOSHU,EUGENE|260643/ 9:45)20:32]ATT|14:31| | 20:32)|11JO'GRADY,DAN |MAAC6192|_9:00/12:10]18:07|20:24] | 20:24|12 (CHILTON,STAN | 30115:15[19:20|20:24]||20:24|13 [WECKERLY,STU [| 13250]3:10|11:53|18:38)13:41) |-19:41|14 |DELLER,DOUGLAS| F61/_4:31/10:26/19:08] |_|(19:08|

| 15 /FELLIN,JOHN | 95353]15:27]17:32]18:50| 18:07]6:24]18:50)
|

|19|ARCHIBALD,JOHN[192711]16:12[18:08/14:00;||(18:08]|20 |GANSER,JOHN|179424/17:29/18:01/11:16]||18:01)|21 [NOLIN,GERVAIS| 12306| 14:50/17:34]9:36]||17:34|22 (OBARSKL,DICK| 560/17:20)16:547| 97:20|23 MILLER,RICHARD | 179518] 9:22/15:32]17:14)||17:14[24 |MAREK,DAN |2350/11:03/16:56]5:32]||(16:56|25 |VALLEE,THOMAS | 1126]14:29] 7:06|16:49] 4:07/___|_‘16:49|
|27 |BARKER,JOHN| 2095/15:36|9:30] 8:29/10:40/ | 15:36)|28 |ZUFELT,JAMES [F59111:53]15:20)12:49)||(15:20|29 |WRZOS,CHESTER | 20454 15:03]8:32) || (15203||30 |BARBER,DOUGLAS | _56270/10:48/13:15/13:07;||(13:15)|31 [RAYMONDJONES,D.[63358]11:17/11:10/13:02)||13:02|32 |CHIZMADIA,JOHN| 33580/10:26 4:34/10:07/||10:26|33 |HACKER,VERNON| L304|9:35)ato|||9:35]|34 |SINGER,LEN |209081[7:41) | ed|35 |CLEM,JIM | LSS]6:34] 5:98|||||36 |KAGAN,JOHN|469254/ 5:09]1:27/21:31|22:13) | 2:13)|37_|HENDERSON,W.| F70,_ATT) |T0200|38WHITE,ROY |6300 | |TN
|39|VANCIL,JOND. | 338493] |TN
|40 |RICHMOND,JAMES [| 4936]|TN|41 [LOUCKA,LARRY[2107 | CN
|42 |HARTMAN,PHILLIP| 8667, || NK|43 JEBERLE,ROB | NF
eoeC
QRDD

14.



USIC 1996 MINISTICK #220 |

po es
PLACEL CONTESTANT_[aMANO.|1 [|2 [| 3 [4[5[rvicuy
|___2|COSLICK,LAWRENC/|__4652/12:17|3:58] ||| 12:17||__3/ROMASH,ROB__|_130061|10:52/11:08/12:11]|| 1211|4IALVIREZ,PHIL| F64)_3:16|10:36|11:06]11:47]10:50) 11:47,|___S|EBERLE,J.ROBERT|__4117|11:22/11:00/9:26/7:44) |11:22!|__6|O'GRADY,DAN MAAC6192)_9:54/9:13/11:19)||N119|_7VANGORDER,W.|__19912/10:48/10:55||||10:55,|8ICLEM,JIM | 55 10:54/10:42| |||10:54|___9{THOMPSON,MICHAH_1484/10:16/10:40/||| 10:40,
|U1|VANCIL,MARK |__338493|9:31/10:33[ | ||10:33)|I2|EBERLE,ROB|_—411592|_7:53|4:30/10:32|||_10:32||I3}OBARSKLDICK |_—___—560/10:23|7:59/10:26] | | 10:26|__14|HENDERSON,W.| F70,_7:23| 9:54|7:49|7:57) | 9:54|_IS|PERSON,LEE |__383504|4:14]9:49]9:36] | | 9:49,|__16|WECKERLY,STU__| __13250|7:57|8:45/9:49||| 9:49|| I7WHITE,ROY | 6300) :34| 221)9:37) | | 9237,| I8SINGER,LEN |__-209081|9:35]8:45) | | | 9:35|__I9IGANSER,JOHN |179424/8:44/9:16| |||91.|20/KAGAN,JOHN |__-469254|5:29/9:10/8:32| 8:02] |_—_—9:10|__21|OLSHEFSKY,P. MAAC864L)_8:53| 7:15]8:42|6:01] |_8:53;|__22|VANCIL,JON _—_|_—338493|8:09|7:14]6:31] 8:44] | 8:44|23SOVA,TOM |__—473169] 8:43/ 6:11] | | 8243||24|HARDCASTLE,R.|_847|8:30) | 8:30)|__25|PAVEK,WILLIAMT.| 319915] 8:04/2:19] |||8204|26/RIPLEY.ED |484619|4:51|6:05]7:27|7:55] | 7:55,|27/KENT,MICHAEL| F63|_7:50/ | | | 72501

28 |DELLER, DOUGLAS F6l| 7:20] 7:38 7:38

|_29|WALTON,NICK__|__397340|7:38] | | | 7338,|30|VALLEE,THOMAS| 1126|:50),7:32| | | | 7:32|31INOLIN,GERVAIS|___12306/8:16/7:28] | | |7228,|32|FELLIN,JOHN |__-95353|6:34|6:56]6:11] | | 6:56,
33\SEAVER, TED __|_—_-397891|_6:53|3:57|6:35) || 6:53,|34|KELLY,JAMES |___37564|_5:32|5:47|5:14]6:43] | 643)|_3S5|HACKER,VERNON |__1304|4:38 6:04) | | | 6204|_36|RAYMONDJONES,D.| 633358]5:52/5:37| | | 5:52|37DIEBOLT,HJ. | 97263) 2:42] | | | 2d.|_38|BARBER,DOUGLAS| 56270} | | S|S| | SNE|39|\CHILTON,STAN | 3s| | NF|40|GRANT.JIM]ts9477|_— || UN| 41 OSHU,EUGENE _|__260643| | | | | NF|42|MILLER,RICHARDJ.) 179518] | | | S| (NF|__43SULLIVAN,EDWARD] 69585] | | | S|SNF|__44|WARMAN,ROBERT| 18748] | i | | NE
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1996 USIC FAC SCALE

["—]PLACE]__CONTESTANT.—«([~~—~SWMODEL~—SC~“‘;*C*dYY:CSCCALE'SCORE | BESTFT/SEC.| FLT.SCORE |SC+FLTSCORE|P+|ahacouuvary.s. Wosn | welSl
2|obmuerricuarn werwor | et} ehSwSl

Po[ shmuery. bom | wa) ws ees) ae
rs
 *|cbbasserewuw. _Neswracoucar | wa) ro]sta
P*|eweckerwy,stu—_krovrzar| ws) two] nee
P*|sbeavey,tarry _beuance | wo mols sl
PTaokanorums. _kesswaor | ws ws el el

1996 USIC HIGH WING MONO

[PLACE CONTESTANT | MODEL |SCALESCORE|BESTFLTISECS.| FLT.SCORE] TOTAL]
+|:passeretuw. pave | was eel es) sl
|2| 2THOMPSON, Mm. ———Lacevmso | eats nas tas
| sweewerty,s.——brourear | st tla] tas
tlamens bow | west mo ol aes
8|smacentee,R ——bacevmo | ts, tes) ens] ta

(|cfuemens,R, pave | sl ws wl
| ? 7 |GILBERT, S. LACEY-

= 2Bia duirevone | wel aa
;

L [sopeavey. fon | ws ws
|

1? | 32 SCHLESSINGER,W. Loucar | 39 30 ol tl

|

1996 USIC UNLIM RBR SPEED.

| ta i COSLICK, L. 4652 | a7. 6.1! 615 6.02' | | ( aca!

3s sovatom———laraie9 | rs om
4 HENDERSON,W. asgen tes |

| 5 5 DEBOLT, TW. 97263 | | | | i | | Lone !

(sg uacker, vernon hae | |) 2)OULCOLtti‘iYti(‘i
16.



1996 USIC FROG
| PLACE! CONTESTANT |AMANO.[ot[2] 3s aSBESTFLIGHT|GR.CH.PTS |tda'sovatom———lavan6s |oulrl rel | | aol
2|2HENDERSON.NEAL faacis36x|sol ool eos sarl_om) onal
| tenon. sean |sol sor) nesl | | soo}
|speyeo  ——asesra awl ami | | | asl

*| pepors——foraean ||||
7] ems ess |||
Bsee
ee
ep
eet
ee

eet[oo

, 1996 USIC PRO 20

' 1 iLOUCKA, L. 210 asa wel dL aaal

-?| 2lsovatom———levazes |ate! ae ||e
2 | 3 MAREK, DAN base |

ral 13.5! 14.221 16.21! te2t
|

© | RASH, FRED case

+
beavey,t. sssoon | | || |1) hanorum enue sacra | ||e

a | | | | |
| 0 | |

| | | | | |
1 | pot | | fT
af | eeeepet po[|| Po |

1996 USIC MASS LAUNCH P-24
| _PLACE[ CONTEST AST AMANO. | BEST FLIGHT

1) levem, vim bss | gas
? | WECKERLY, STU 13250 |
3 | __ISEAVER, TED 397891

|
* PERSON, LEE 383504 |

| 5 KAGEN,J. lng9254 |
ae IMACENTEE,RICH 102085

| 7 BRIMMER, DON 097 |
3 WHITE,ROY 6300 2 |

17.



IPLACE! CONTESTANT MODEL FLT. FLT. 2 FLT. 3 TOTAL

| |1 | 1 WECKERLY, STU STOUT 2-AT 1201 120 120! 360

|
|

; ; | | i i33REESDAVE __—=icouasaeastey | tao) tao tao
| | | | |

4 4 |THOMPSON, MIKE FARMAN F-450 120; 120 120] 500!
! | |5

: 5 'PASSERELLI, BILL AMA.
|

120! 1201 120 360;

§ 5 MCGILLIVRAY, JACK essNA C-38 | 20 120 120 360|!
7

1 6 PEAVEY. LARRY LAYLOR CUB | ‘13| saa 113 344

| |
8 | 7 IGRANT, JIM IREARWIN SPEEDSTER _! al 58 90 2321

|
|

> ® (CLEMENS, BOB IARMAN MOUSTIQUE | «0! 57 54 171|
0 MAC ENTEE, RICH ONE |

|
s | Martmsonn Th |

| |12 MILLER, JIM MARTIN MD-1 ONF

el]momen

| 4 1 'REES, D. ls3928 2271 2 1| 3
|

| 2
|

> WECKERLY, Ss. 3250 | 2281 1| sl 4

| |

3 2 LANDRUM, B. s2674 | 1.35! 3| A 5

|
| | |

|
4 4 MAC ENTEE 2085 | 128! 4 2| 6

| | | |
.

§ 5 MARTIN,J. I712 1.16! 5 . 7

| |
6 KOPTONAK, J. 58027 | | | hone

(~TPL.y CONTESTANT | MODEL (| SCALE|FLY1 | FLY2 :FLYPTS. TOTAL PTS.,
1 | 4|PAVEK, W. OISIN 1] 131) 433! | 2

{| 2 | 2iRIPLEY,E. EEBEE | 3 1.06 |
1.06 | 4 7

|
3 | ‘RIPLEY, E. MO-1 7) 9.02! 0.04 11! 18

|

4 | 3MARTIN, J. _JQUETZALCOATL 5; t.07! 4.09! 3| 8

1 § i ‘MARTIN, J. WINDHAM__ gi 402) 1.07, 6 15!
/ 6 | MARTIN, J. —_sGotowinc 11) 089! 4.42! 5! 16|
7, 4'BRIMMER,D.bemax 2) ts | 14

8
. sMACENTEE,R. Fixe 4.038; 043, 8. 12

|9 | 6 MILLER, R. Lenny | 10! 14.34) 1.24) 2: 12

| 10 ; 7)REES, D. i LACEY 6: 1.01! 1.33) 7 131

_11_|_s GILBERT,J. ree,oo ea
_12gSCHLESINGER,Weoucakth 03s)tt
j 13

(1 | W. BIGGEAND R_CLEMENS DID NOT FLY |

18
s



1996 USIC NO CAL

[___|PLACE| CONTESTANT |AMANO.[ 1|2|3| 4| 5 |BESTFLIGHT|[1[1LOUCKA,L. 1210 | sual 706)zeta
|_2| 2 MTHOMAS,M. MAACI964 7.04) 2.23) tas] ar, | 7.08|3|3 COSLICK,L. (4652, | s29| 5.47] a's2] 25] gos] 8.25|

4 | 4 IDIEBOLT,J. 97263 | ws) tsa] ete] gos] 203] 18
5 —WARMAN,R._28748___sis_eas)_giz)_sa4...68)____ate6 |6OBARSKI,R.560 | ass] ats] 5.48] 547] 5.28 8.15|

[7| (PAVEK,W. 319915| 603] erat |Tt|[3| |SEAVER,E. (397871| 525] ssa] et] 5.07] 5.58] itp9| IROMASH,R. {230061 | 53) sas] ssaf||[|10| ~GANSER,J. (179424 | 442] ase] ase{ sos}| 5.05|
1 | PEAVEY,L. (365002[312] asa[ 336) gas] 85[42| |PERSON,L. (383504[304] 37/352] 3.25] ast] 3.82|
2 | BAIRD,P. __—_zser> |__tor} 20s}___+_{_|__a|_IKELLEY,J. (37564 | aa] oa] ost] tt] tas] |
|18| |STEVENS,H. [23086 [| tse] s7] tetPt
pie| IBRIMMER,D. ft097_Toa) to] ta] oof tsa] ta|17| IBOONE,J. [207857[24] nto] ofPt.||18| KOPTONAK,J. (58027 [sostTt|

P19| NUSZER,J. 29036ft[20| HENDERSON,W. [1336n,[TT
ERAN fgg + |—+____®= —|(GWBERT,S. aso TT

[23| |CLEMENS,R. 296340TT
[24| _ (CAMPBELL, D. 346641 |

_ ab a

AMA RECORDS

MINISTICK
Category Time Flier Date Design
| 9:23 Walt Van Gorder 4/11 Modified Krush

il 9:36 Andy Tagliafico 2/25 MiniQuark
IV 11:34 Walt Van Gorder 4/15 Modified Krush

IV 11:36 Bob Eberle 4/20 Original
i 9:58 Andy Tagliafico 2/25 MiniQuark
IV 12:33 Andy Tagliafico 5/11. MiniQuark
IV 14:03 Larry Coslick 5/19 Coslick Scooter
IV 12:32 Rob Eberle (SR) 5/27 Original

Catapult Glider - Standard Class
I 29.4+29.3 Kenny Krempetz* 4/02 Team Design™
ii 50.5+50.6 Wayne Triven 4/20 Original
lit 64.0+66.4 Bob Bienenstein 5/05 Original
HHI 64.3+63.7 Wayne Triven 5/18 Original

Catapult Glider - Unlimited Class
i 42.0+43.2 Kurt Krempetz 4/02 Original
II 50.7+51.3. Wayne Triven 4/20 Original
HH 64.0+66.4 Bob Bienenstein 5/05 Original
HH 68.6+69.5 Charles Primb 5/27 Original
*Junior Entrant
** Father/Son team

Limited Pennyplane
| 16:14 Warren Williams 5/10 Original

19.



International Postal Contest
USA Rules Easy B Models
Three Man Teams

Dates - 1 August thru 31 October

For complete rules and entry form
send stamped envelope te
Tom Vallee
444 Henryton So.
Laurel, MD 20724-2222 (801) 498-0790

20.



Japan vs United States
1996 Easy B Postal Contest

ENTRY FORM

Model club or group Date

Team Name(s)

Team Captain / Contact Man

Street Address

City, State - Zip

Phone

There is a nonrefundable $5.00 entry fee per team entered.
|

We are entering teams. Total fees enclosed $

Team Captain Signature

Comments or questions

i

THE FINE PRINT - By signing this form you agree to conduct your leg of

the Easy B Postal Contest By AMA Rules and special postal contest rules.
You must fly your contest in a category I room (8 meter [26 foot] max

ceiling height}. All flights must be certified by an AMA Contest

Director.

The purpose of this contest is to promote friendship and understanding
between Japanese and American indoor modelers. Secondly it is meant to

give any Indoor flyer in country willing to organize a team, a chance to

fly in serious International Competition with some of the best flyers in

the world. That's it. Have fun and good luck! End-Fine Print.

2i.
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ANNUAL-AUG. 1-3 ¢ EASY B INTRNTL.-AUG.4 © INDOOR W.C.-AUG. 5-8
UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO, MOSCOW, IDAHO
MEET 1. (AUGUST 1,2,3) - Kibbie Dome Annual. All AMA Official indoor Events.
Six official flights per event (which can be flown all three days - 8:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
EXCEPTION : Hand Launch Glider and Catapult Glider flights 8:00 -9:30 A.M. only, daily.
Sr eClAL EVENTS: Pro-20, Federation R.O.G.,Wingless Autogiro, P-24 & A-6.
ENTRY FEE : Open & Senior- $45.00. Junior Flyers-$25.00. There are no Event Charges.
CONTEST DIRECTOR : Andrew Tagliafico, Call 503/452-0546 for additional information.
Modest Prizes will be given.
SCALE CONTEST DIRECTOR (for A.M.A. Scale and Peanut Scale events) is ED LAMB.
Phone 206/747-7806 for information. The static scale judging will take place prior to flying.
[ Modelers with cars must stop at University Visitor Information Center, 645 W. Pullman Road,
| ( across from Hardee's Rest.) to obtain a visitors parking permit. Cost is approximately $2.00 |
MEET 2. (AUGUST 4) - The 1996WallyMiller International Easy B Contest.

_ Six rounds to be flown from 8:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. All A.M.A rules governing Easy B models
to be observed. Timer volunteers are welcome.
ENTRY FEE: $35.00 for each flyer participating (Junior, Senior and Open combined)
CONTEST DIRECTORS: Wally Miller and Larry Coslick.

MEET 3. (AUGUST 5-8) - Indoor F.1.D.World Championships.
(AUG. 5) Arrival/Set up and Practice. (AUG.6) 7:00. A.M. to 9:00 P.M. Practice & Rnds. 1 & 2.
(AUG. 7) 7:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. Practice & Rounds 3 & 4. (AUG. 8) 7:00 A.M. to 5:30
P.M.Practice & Rounds 5& 6. (AUG. 8) 7:30 P.M.- Banquet & Awards. World Championships
Headquarters at Best Western University Inn, 1516 W. Pullman Road, Moscow, Idaho.
Meet Organizer/Patron: Andrew Tagliafico,10039 S. W. Quail Post Road, Portland

OR 97219. 503/452-0546. NOTE- Timer Volunteers are Needed.
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP CONTEST DIRECTOR: Bob Stalick

EEE Oe EEEaoeeeg&efooeereooeeoo
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INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS (INAV) IS PRODUCED
IN ST LOUIS BY ROY WHITE, LARRY COSLICK,
HOWARD HENDERSON, BILL MARTIN, AND
STEVE GARDNER

INAV DUES ARE:
US. $9.00/year
Canada $12.00/year
Other (air mail) $15.00/year

4 (min) to 6 issues/year depending on
budget and availability of material

The number to the far right of the label
indicates when the subscription expires.

A few back issues are available : Write for
details

Send all dues and correspondence to:
Roy White
(INAV), 1025 Cedar St., Catawissa, MO
63015

(INAV) can be reached via computer E-mail
at the following addresses:

AEROBAT77@ AOL.COM (Steve Gardner)
H PIET H@AOL.COM (Howard Henderson)

THE PRODUCERS ARE LOOKING FOR
VOLUNTEERS TO TAKE OVER PUBLICATION OF
INAV. ANYONE INTERESTED SHOULD CONTACT
ROY WHITE.

Next issue:

Beginner’s construction article on Limited Pennyplane
by John Barker
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INDOOR AT ITS BEST

What is Steve Brown going to do next? At the FID World championships in August, Steve won
his second consecutive F1D title. Early this September Steve finished his 1st Unlimited Stick since 1985.
On its 1st full motor flight at Sana~Ana Steve’s model accomplished what indoor modelers have been trying
to do for years, break the 60 minute mark. Steve broke the 60 minute barrier by an amazing margin with a
flight of 63:54 and deadsticked from 30 feet. His account of this historic flight is on page 3This is truly a great time to be involved in indoor free flight. We have good flying sites, great
rubber, and the competition has never been better.

Gary Underwood has spent a considerable amount of time and effort to make Lakehurst available
from early spring to late fall. Bill Hulbert has arranged to get Akron for three long weekendsa year and this
great Cat I'V site usually has good air from mid-afternoon to early evening. On the west coast there is
Santa-Ana, andarelatively new flying site, Tillamook, Oregon. The blimp hangar at Tillamook is an exact
copy of Santa-Ana except that it doesn’t have the windows along each side. The hanger is located a few
miles from the Pacific ocean in a rural farming community. The site is quite impressive with the Coastal
range mountains in the background. The weather is cool even in August and a jacket or sweater is needed
while flying in the hanger. The air was good the 1st day we were there and Andrew Tagliafico set a new
CatIV mini-Stick record of 14:28. Modelers in the Los Angeles area can now use Santa-Anatwicea month.
There is no guarantee on how long these flying sites will be available, so take advantage of the opportunity
to fly at these great hangers. At the end of this article there is a list of people to contact about flying at these
sites. U.S. citizenship or security clearance might be needed for flyers living outside of the united states to
fly at government installations. .

Since Tan II was introduced in 1993 most of the open indoor records have been broken, some by
substantial margins. This can be attributed to 8/93 Tan II, the standard by which we judge all new rubber.
Fortunately most of the modelers were able to obtain some of this great rubber. Look at the results of the
1996 USIC, AMA Nationals at Johnson city. With good rubber and lighter EZB’s flights of close to 30
minutes were posted, no touch. Intermediate stick times have gone from 29 minutes in 1992 to 38 minutes
in 1996.

At the International EZB contest at Moscow, Idaho this year, combined EZB flights of27 and 28
minutes would only achieve 4th place.

The EZB event is going through a sorting out process. How light does one have to build to be
competitive? For ceiling heights of 90 feet and up it appears that a model weight of from .55 to .65 gramsis the weight to shoot for. Flaring props have an advantage in most sites, but props that really flair are easy
to overpower, killing the climb.

INAV will publish an article next issue on how to build and trim a very competitive EZB made
entirely from hobby shop wood.

Laurie Barr from England is having a great year. He won the international EZB contest at Moscow
Idaho and set a new world EZB record of 33:04 at Cardington.

Competition is the best ever, and relying on outdated models will not cut it today. There is always
the exception, but the top modelers are continually trying to improve the performance of their designs.
Individuals who put new ideas and design changes to work should be able to stay ahead of the game.

Individuals to contact about hanger flying

Lakehurst: Akron: Sana Ana: Tillamook:
Gary Underwood Bill Hulbert Bob Randolph Andrew Tagliafico
24 Kinnebec Ct. 174 Castle Blvd. 25145 Lauton Ave. 10039 SW Quail Post Rd.
Bordentown, NJ Akron, OH Loma Linda, CA Portland, OR
08505 44313 92354 97219
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The One Hour Flight side. A second steer again returned the model to the
center. The airplane began a slow descent at 48

by Steve Brown minutes and finally ran out of turns at about 62 1/2

A sixty minute flight by a microfilm model has been an minutes ang 3°cee.wee stayed with the

elusive goal for many years. Indoor modeling history is
“

ag progressionof duration barriers. these barriers This flight was “unofficial” in that there were no record
withstood the efforts of fliers only to finally fall as model sanctions in place, although two timers timed the flight.
development, or the advent of better rubber, allowed The conditions contributed to this significant increase
Our models to fly longer. There was the 30minute .

over the longest previous microfilm flight, 56:05 by Jim
barrier, broken by Pete Andrews, the 40 minute barrier, Richmond. 1am confident, however, that the low wing
probably also broken by Andrews, and the 50 minute loading produced by the model'sweight of 1.196 gm.
barrier, broken by Kowalski in unlimited microfilm and combined with a VP prop that allowed the use of all

‘

Brown in 65 cm. Fld. Recently both Randolph and the turns in a long motor were the primary reasons this
Richmond have come close to 60 minutes. airplane was the first to fly more than an hour.

After the 1996 World Championships | planned to build
a larger model to test the 60 minute barrier. Having
had three 52 minute flights with Fld's, it seemed to me
that a similar power/prop combination in tandem with
much greater wing area was a possible solution.
increases in model size are not necessarily the answer,
unless accompanied by less than proportional increases
in model weight.

The model was completed two days before the Santa
Ana flying session of September 1. A 320 sq. in. wing
weighing .408 gm. was combined with a 35% stabilizer
and a 14.5" Fid motorstick. Initially, | planned to try
various Fld props with the goal of keeping the net flying
weight low. The model, as flown, represented a 39%
increase in wing area with a penalty of a 13% increase
in model weight, compared to an Fld.

September 1] was warm, 85 degrees and humid at 55%. .

At Santa Ana, if outside winds don't cause excessive
drift, this promised to be excellent flying weather. |
expected to spend the day adjusting the new model
and testing prop/power combinations. After three 1/4
motor flights to size the rubber, | was prepared to try 1/2
motors. The final 1/4 motor flight had been 15:11 at

.

about 25' altitude. An enthusiastic Herman Andreason
urged me to try a full motor. After breaking a couple of
1/2 motors | decided to follow his advice. The 1/4
motors had indicated that the model would go up to
about 100'-110' and no outside winds were blowing at
12 noon. Air temperatures would be higher nearer the
ceiling, probably resulting in a little more altitude, and
the outside wind would increase later in the day
causing more drift.

The model was launched at about 12:30pm with an 18"

loop weighing 1.84 gm. turning a 21.5" VP prop. There
were 2,480 turns at launch after a maximum wind to
2,530 turns. The model climbed rapidly to about 100° in
its initial climb. After pausing at the 100’ level and
losing 8'-10' of altitude it began a second climb at
around 25 minutes. The second climb lasted until 35-40
minutes and the airplane reached a maximum altitude
of about 140’.

At about 45 minutes the model was cruising above the
catwalks (137') and was drifting toward the side of the
building. A short steer returned the model to the
center, after which it began drifting to the opposite
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Wing
spars, front .034 X .043 = 6.0 Ib.
spars, rear .031 X .043 6.0 tb.
tips .030 X .037 5.4 Ib.
middle ribs .028 X .043 5.2 Ib.
compression ribs (2) top: .028 X .028 5.2 Ib.

bottom: .035 X .026 5.2 Ib.
uprights: .004 boron |

wingposts 035 X .053 4.9 Ib.
(3) .003 boron, full length

cabane .035 X .044 > .030 X .035 5.4 Ib.
bracing .0003 tungsten
airfoil 3% ellipse, 1.5% ellipse at tips

Stabilizer
spars .028 X .048 > .024 X .028 5.4 Ib.
center rib .028 X .044 5.4 Ib.
outer ribs .025 X .032 5.2 Ib.
bracing .0003 tungsten
airfoil 2% ellipse

Fin
vertical .028 X .050 > .028 X .040 5.4 Ib. 0
outline .0004 boron =

Q

Motorstick 3
tube 013 4.1 Ib. (4) .0004 boron ~~

webs 018 4.2 Ib. Ds
cap 013 4.1 Ib. ~

bracing post 048 X .048 > .035 X .035 X 1.9 7.0 Ib ©
hook .012 music wire oO
bearing Harlan Fld, modified &
bracing (1) .0O1 tungsten 2

Boom of
tube 008 3.9 lb. .230i.d. > .130 id. N |

(2) .003 boron 6, 12 o'clock |
Variable pitch propeller

spars .068 X .075 > .030 X .030 5.5 Ib.
center spar yoke .068 X .040 > .068 X .100 5.5 Ib.

(2) .005 aluminum bearings
screw arm basswood
SCreWws 00-90 nylon
spar actuator arms .007 music wire
yoke .010 X .040 X .400 beryllium bronze
shaft .013 music wire
outline .024 X .024 4.5 Ib.
ribs .024 X .024 4.5 Ib.
spring .009 guitar string

Motor

August 1993 Tan Il: .069 X .045 X 18.0 = 1.84 gm.
2530 initial turns - SO backoff = 2480 Jaunch turns, 0 left = 38.8 average RPM
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1996 F.1.D. INDOOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
BY Jon Putnam

Steve Brown Becomes World Champ for Second Time
US Team takes first in Open and in Junior

Moscow, Idaho’s 147 foot high Kibbie Dome was the site of this year’s 1996 FID Indoor World
Championships from August Sth. through 8th. Steve Brown took home the World Champion’s trophy for a
second time, repeating his win in Rumania. The team from the USA, consisting of Cezar Banks, Richard
Doig, and Gary Underwood took first in the Open category. Jake Palmer of the USA took first in the
Junior Division. Bob Randolph was the manager of both teams.

This may sound like an occasion for raising the broom handle to announce a clean sweep. And indeed it
was. But it was a long and exciting contest, the leads changing places many times during the six rounds of
often intense and exciting flying under the roof of one of America’s greatest indoor sites.

The Opening Ceremonies saw teams from Rumania, Germany, Switzerland, Finland, France, the United
Kingdom, Canada, the Ukraine, Hungary, and Japan introduced along with the US team. Teams from the

Peoples Republic ofChina, Czechoslovakia, and Poland were scheduled to appear but visa and travel costs
unfortunately eliminated their participation. The only Junior contestant was Jake Palmer from the USA,
the same travel problems eliminating his competition. This is a shame as it would have meant for a really
meaningful Junior F1D Championships. On the good side, a high point of the Opening Ceremonies was
the introduction of the many F!1D World Champions in attendance; Bud Romak (1976), Erv Rodemsky
(1980) , Aurel Moraru (1982) and Steve Brown (1994). But enough on introductions and opening
ceremonies. Let the games begin?

Round One opened up with some excellent flying by Jack McGillivray of Canada, Jack posting a first
round high of45:57. Ciose behind were Gary Underwood of the USA with a 42:31, Thomas Merkt of
Germany with a 42:14, and Vasile Nicoara of Rumania with a 41:55. Pentti Nore of Finland and Mike
Thomas rounded out the 40 minute club on the first round. This looked to be the start of a very hotly
contested championship. With the flights of McGillivray and Thomas, Canada lead in the team scoring.
Steve Brown, the Defending World Champion had his problems in the first round. His motor came off in
midair, his model exploding after only 12:07 minutes.

The Second Round was really owned by Rene Butty, defending European Champion. Ati who took a iook
at his models and field box were really impressed by the fine craftsmanship. His flying showed the same
sort of attention to detail with a second round high of 46:26, pushing up the ante by almost a minute. Gary
Underwood was putting up a second very consistent flight with a time of 45:01. Close behind was Bernard
Hunt with a 44:44, a terrific flight out of Bernard’s un-braced F1D tandem design. Underwood’s USA
team-mate Cezar Banks put up a flight that brought the US team into first place for the first time.
Everyone who witnessed the start ofCezar Banks’ flight wondered if it was just a test hop ora flight gone
bad as it never seemed to gain more than 50’ of elevation. But the jokes ceased as 44:27 minutes later it
was still in the air. Thomas Merkt with a 42:32, Vasile Nicoara at 43:59, Pentti Nore at 40:40, and Aurel
Popa of Romania had a great second round, all bettering 40 minutes. Jake Palmer of the US Junior team
was putting up very respectable 34:55 and 30:20 for his first and second rounds using airplanes without VP
props.

The second round was not with out its heartaches as well. Steve Brown’s problems continued with his
motor breaking 37:19 minutes into what looked like a great flight in progress. Richard Doig had difficulty
getting his Variable Diameter prop to function properly. But the hard luck king of round 2 was definitely
Jack McGillivray. His first model blew up spectacularly on the flight line before launch. The second

attempt at an attempt ended with a broken motor stick. A lot of folks were wishing Jack well as he
launched for the third time, but this flight finally ended with a hung model after only 10:50 in the air.
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The second day saw an improvement in the weather in the Dome. The cold winds of Tuesday that whipped
down from the bleacher area of the Kibbie Dome were no longer apparent on Wednesday.
Cezar Banks had a tremendous flight of 48:47 followed close behind by a rejuvenated Steve Brown at

48:22, and an ever-so-consistent Rene Butty at 45:42. Nicoara, Merkt, Thomas and Nore also were above
the 40 minute mark which now seemed about to be push down the Kibbie Dome’s 50 minute wall. Once
the 48+ minute flights got posted the consensus was that the tone of the whole meet changed. The tough
were about to get going and by the sounds of buzzing winders Round 4 looked to be a humdinger indeed.

And it was. The air was great, full of late afternoon Kibbie Dome boomers that to the lucky few who

snagged them added minutes to their times. Other intentionally or not rode the current of air generated by
the Dome’s giant floodlights, likewise increasing their times at some peril to their models. Cezar Banks

again lead the contest with a really exceptional 49:50. Where did that other ten seconds go? Steve Brown
and Rene Butty followed close behind at 49:18 and 48:01 respectively. Whispers in the crowd said, “Will
Cezar finally do it?” fitting comments after his many times as runner up. Bernard Hunt, likewise, seemed to
have reached his un-braced model’s theoretical potential with a 45:38. Merkt, a very consistent flyer the
entire contest was at 43:15 with team mate Lotz at 40:20. McGillivray and Thomas did over 40 minutes
for Canada as did Mangalea and Nicoara of Rumania. Nicoara may get the meet trophy for most humorous
flight as his model brushed ceiling tiles, danced through catwalks, arc lights and posts, often sliding many
feet down only to climb back up again.

By the end of the second day’s rounds some patterns had became apparent. Well functioning and tested
VP props and great steering at high altitudes were the order of the day. Brown, Underwood, Hunt and Barr
stand out in my mind as adding many minutes through adept steering. VP props meant that times of 40, 45
minutes that would have wona contest not long ago were the ante up in this one. In fact, a rumor, long
circulated about the Kibbie Dome not being good 40 minute site had been thoroughly disproved. Out of
the 202 flights made over three days at the World Champs, 54 flights had been over 40 minutes. In fact, a
pair of 45 minute flights would only have gotten you fourth or fifth place. As the next two rounds were to
show, flight times were not going to stop there.

Round Five was a runaway for the US contingent and a source ofmany problems for others Gary
Underwood, back in form after a disappointing fourth round posted a 44:47. Banks at 44:28, all but
wrapped up the team trophy for the US. But it was during Round Five that Defending World Champion
Steve Brown finally got it all working, posting the meet’s high time with a stunning 50:29 flight Only
Cezar Banks and Rene Butty now were really within striking distance of Brown. But Butte’s luck did not
hold as he could only post a 30:15. The same consistent, over 40 minute group led by Merkt and Nicoara
did well again in round 5 but others were less fortunate. With models wound to the limit, it became
common for onlookers to wonder if they were witnessing an F1D or an FIC contest as these frail craft
VTO’d skyward, snaring the Kibbie Dome’s obstacles en route or colliding in mid air.

The last round sawalot of fingers crossed for Cezar Banks. By adding 50 more seconds to his previous
time, he could edge out Steve Brown and win. But, this was not to be. His 42:17 did not better his flight
of the evening before. Brown elected not to fly, retaining his title in the process. Excellent flying by
Banks, Underwood, and Doig had kept the team trophy in the USA. Jake Palmer, with non-VP models had
come very close to 40 minutes, beginning what looks to be a great career in F1D. Second and third place
in the team event was a closely fought contest as well, the UK team eventually beating Canada by a

minute.

It is of some interest to compare the 1996 F.1.D World Champs to the 1994 World Champs in Slanic-
Prahova. At Slanic-Prahova, Steve Brown’s two best flights were 43:50 and 43:48, the winning total being
87:38. At Moscow, the winning total was 99:47, almost a 12 minute increase in total time. Total USA
winning team score at Slanic-Prahova was 255:38. At Moscow, the winning team total was 270:40, almost
a 15 minute increase over the previous WC. Lift in the site, better tuning ofVP props may be accountable
for this as the designs and rubber remained more or less constant.
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Specialany contestants 0bermateof event organizer Andrew Tagliafico, CD Bob Stalick and their staff of
_M n the smooth operation of the contest, quick, accurate scoring and, a

meet high point, catered food for contestants and staff.

So, where is it in 1998? Practice your Japanese. It may be in Nagoya.

jon_putnam@)jf.ccm.intel.com

HHHH

1996 Indoor WC-Individual

4\|Bernard Hunt UK.| 141 | 36:09 | 44:44 | 34:24 | 45:38 | 39:47 | 45:22 | 45:38:45:22]91:00)

8llJack McGillivray CAN| 101 | 45:57 | 10:50 | 32:59 | 41:40 | 17:19 | 23:03 445:57:41:40[87:37
9|i|Mike Thomas 'CAN| 102.) 40:56, 27:55 41:17 | 43.01 | 42:12. 42:53 [43:01!42:53]85:54)

'{2||Corneliu Mangalea -ROM| 134 | 14:00 | 32:58 | 39:39 | 43:30 | 39:09 { 37:55 | 43:30:39:39]83:09}
13||Laurie Barr UK.| 140 | 3452 | 39:11 | 44:04 | 14:31 | 40:18 | 44:13 941:13:41:04]82:17|

|

o[/AurelPopa ROM)—133:.|36:52 40.42_—3156| 35:12 05:46 27:00 [40.42 36.52 77.94

24|Yasutaka Tanaka JPN| 126 | 00:23, 25:16 | 37:54 ; 38:21 | 34:38 | 37:11 438:21/37:54]76:15)
25||Andras Ree 'HUN| 124| 34:20 | 35:09 | 38:01 | 36:35 | 26:59 | 00:00 438:01: 36:35) 74:36

Si [HaroErofejef FIN|114|26:42 3402 |3405|31.49|09:24|34:26 [34:26/04.05[68.91f32|[LarisaSidorenkoUKR|145 |26:32|2806|33:19| 9428| 20:02|03:05 {34.28/93:19[67.47
f3a]GuyCognet__FRA|115 |30:16|20:37_, 2618|2756|2865 |29:40 [30:16/20.40[50.00

1996 Indoor WC - Team

7 FIN 227:11

PF 9 |UKR|218.08|
|_10__|FRA |196:03_[47[ROM]249:12 |

: | 12 | Dwe|99:47|P56 CLGER | 247:45| r 43.|USjr.| 72:01|
__§
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2 “Left | weights (gm)
4.5 wing 0.312

motorstick 0.312

vp prop 0.227

rest 0.209
total 4.060

4.5

| by Steve Brown, U.S.A.

First Place
1996 Indoor World Championships

} Moscow, Idaho

425 49:18 + 50:29 = 99:47
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Wing
spars .035 X .042 6.0 Ib.
tips .030 X .037 5.2 Ib.
middie ribs (3) .028 X .042 5.2 Ib.
compression ribs (2) _ top: .028 X .028 5.2 Ib.

bottom: .035 X .024 5.0 Ib.
uprights: .004 boron

wingposts .035 X .055 > .035 X .045 5.0 Ib.
003 boron full length, (3) front, (2) rear

cabane .030 X .045 > .030 X .035 5.2 Ib.
bracing .0003 tungsten

Stabilizer
spars .028 X .048 > .024 X .032 5.4 Ib.

: center rib .028 X .042 5.4 Ib.
outer ribs .025 X .032 5.2 Ib.
bracing 0003 tungsten to rear of center rib only

Ein
post .028 X .050 > .028 X .040 5.6 lb.
outline .0004 boron

Motorstick
tube .013 4.1 Ib. (4) .0004 boron 3,6,9,12 o’clock
webs .024 4.3 Ib.
cap .013 4.1 Ib.
bracing post .045 X .045 > .035 X .035 X 1.75 6.8 Ib. 5
hook .013 music wire 5bearing Harlan F1d, modified >bracing (1) .001 tungsten 2

vt
Boom ni

tube .008 3.9 Ib. .230i.d. > .160 id. 5
Variable pitch propeller =

spars .068 X .075 > .030 X .030 5.5 Ib. &
center spar yoke .068 X .040 > .068 X .100 5.5 Ib. 0

(2) .005 aluminum bearings "oo

screw arm basswood
screws (2) 00-90 nyion
Spar actuator arms .007 music wire
yoke .010 X .040 X .420 beryllium bronze
shaft .013 music wire
spring .00S guitar siring
outline .024 X .024 4.5 lb.
ribs .024 X .024 4.5 Ib.

Motor
.046 X .069 X 16.5 = .058 oz., August 1993 Tan i!
2310 launch turns, none remaining, 45.8 average RPM
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CONSTRUCTION OF VARIABLE PITCH PROPS FORa ETONORBLEPIUTNO S FOR
INDOOR MODELS

Construction by Steve Brown
Illustrations by Steve Gardner

CURRENT Fid VP PROP CONSTRUCTION
low pitch built into prop when hinge is
fully closed. adjustments are
high pitch position and
torque load at high pitch

ake}

+ turing screw clockwise
increasesspring “preload” "
tension and shortens

| @ spring force opposes rubber torque‘time prop is in hign piicn tries to push hinge closed, i.e.
* counterclockwise toward low pitch, typ. 32 - 34increases time belore prop
leaves high pitch zoe 1 | spring torce

Kur at") (*
ZZ

SS es
% rubber torque forces prop openbass wood stop screw QruEs against spring tension - travel limitedmounting arm

oe vr — by high pitch screw
a7 RSS KY PS

turn screw to an ANset high pitch Ss SS
and maximum movement = x ~

NN .
LO

monocote hinge area treated SS ISwilh balsarite before monocote SX RShinge is applied SS

1 \

Variable pitch propellers, or “VP” props. have become common place in Fld indoor flying. The
performance improvement they offer is important to the competition flyer looking for really good times, and
the modeler responsible for the prop detailed here can really talk about good times. His unlimited stick just
did 63:54, braking the magic hour barrier in a big way.

Great care has been taken to retain the original information supphed by Steve Brown while getting
his art and text into this format. Any mistakes are probably due to the transference and not to the original
design.

1.

The first step is to make the hub, or center spar ,
to the dimensions given in fig I.

A
yu —~

Bearings Le = TG
w< a |a aea0d" holeoss" YO L

;

045"
—

eT 062
Alurninum 005 (soda carn) Foe ~
Holes exactly .013" ream to fit shalt

FIG.1
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Don’t omit the aluminum bearings .
The holes should be just large enough for the prop shaft to rotate freely

without any wobble. The bearings are attached with Ambroid or Duco cement.

2.
Make the prop shaft and yoke assembly next. The dimensions are given in FIG.2.

Wire Yoke System small solder filletuse silver solder for strength
leave too longtrimmed after assembly

i)Y/1La .

drill holes 014" 380"
.013" music wire

Yoke is single wire wound Neer cay aluminumond then eilvercotered slotted to’accept Bervllium: Bronze
wire yoke O10" X 040" X 40"

yoke and shaft assembly

FIG. 2

Make certain that the solder joint is very strong. Use a silver solder such as sta-brite and build up a

small fillet to reinforce the joint. Use a jig to insure proper alignment. After soldering place the assembly in
warm, soapy water and scrub off all of the flux. Rinse thoroughly and inspect to make certain all the flux is

gone. Flux will cause corrosion that will fail this important joint.

3.
Tack glue the prop spars to the hub using a jig block as shown in fig. 3. The jig ts used to space

the first spar then it is swung around to space the other spar the same distance from the shaft hole. The

spars should be to finished dimensions and matched for flexibility before they are tacked to the hub.

013"
about .020" fess

- than holes in yoke

wire and balsa jig a“ SF\/for prop spar spacing \on hub 18"

FIG3

4.
Install monocote hinges. The area under the hinge is primed with balsa-rite from the Coverite

company to insure a very good bond with the spar and hub. Jap tissue strips were originally used to
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Monocote hinges | Note which side the hinges are installed on!

A
~

7
Ye ,BANSSSSIOZ

o OP
es ns pa

Lea SSEf SEENCt SR
bs ee oS t pd a (

re SF)aae

U 7 |

Strip of Jap tissue (not needed with Balsa-rite)

FIG. 4

5,
The actuator arms are added to the spars now. Use the shaft / yoke assembly to space the actuator

arms. They go on opposite sides of the hinges as shown in fig. 5.

Hub

ral Prop spar -

as

\ N00"

Yoke \3
20"

use .007 wire
jeave ends long
drill hole or press into
spar and double glue —_——
(or use CyA)

Actuator arm detail

FIG.5S

6.
At this point the complete assembly is placed on the prop jig and the outlines are added. This is to

avoid interfering with the adjuster screw arm that will be installed later.

7,
Make the adjuster arm from 3/32 X 3/32 model railroad basswood or the wood from a tongue

depressor. The bass wood is both lighter and easier to work with.
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Drill two holes .037” in diameter in the basswood stick a distance from the end that will preclude
splitting. These holes should be the same distance apart as the lengthofthe spring plus a .010” to slightly
spread the spring when it is in place on the prop. These hole are now tapped with a 00-90 tap, reinforced
with a drop of thin CyA glue, then tapped again to get clean strong threads for the stop screws. Make
certain that the glue is hard and dry before tapping the holes the second time.

Once the holes are properly tapped the end of the arm is rounded off close to the hole so as to save

weight. To prevent splitting add a bit more CyA to the endofthe arm where it has been rounded, then trim
the thickness down to .055” and cut the notch .020” deep as shown in FIG.6.

3/32 X 3/32 basswood

harden taped hales
with thin CA ma A + .010"

\ —_— sik ill holes 037ONS rill holes 037"
~~_@ for 00-90 ta~s P

~ e : |
SS

a

\
Te |

mM round end and harden i KKON, with CA to avoid splitting UAL‘NS a i.
.035" / {

,> tension spring’ A
020"

FIG.6

once the actuator arm is shaped it is placed against the hub to determine the proper length and then
it is cut to size. assemble the shaft /yoke and spring onto the hub and arrange everything in the proper
position, then add the adjuster arm using titebond. Once this is dry drill a 025” hole and add a hard balsa

peg through the arm and the hub to strengthenthis joint. See FIG. 7

When compiete lay against center spar assy to
, determine tength and cut to size

~ >
XY

cul to length
oe

ss < aoe ae
> 3 pie
“oe

aseaS
atare pirt with

cen eee a hard balsa peg
oo to strengthen joint

: Spring shawn
untensioned

— a

.

aa ee nn
on
rrere .

o

7
|
FIG.7

8.
Now remove the shaft /yoke assembly and carefully soak the tack glued spars loose so that the

hinges can operate. Be very careful not to soften any other glue joints and let things dry for 4-6 hours.

9.
Drill a .037” hole in a piece of Plexiglas or metal about 1/16 or so thick and tap to 00-90. Screw a

00-90 nylon screw through until it is just sticking out of the back side of the piece. The idea is to slice and
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sand off the conical point of the screw so that the end of the screw is nice and flat. Repeat for the second
screw, but after you have flattened the end drill a .010” hole into the end of the screw while it is still in place.
Use good magnification to insure that the hole is in the center of the end of the screw. Enlarge the hole to
020” about .032” deep and nice and clean as shown in FIG. 8.

screws turned into tapped holes in 1/16 or 3/32 plexiglass or
metal until just the very end protrudes

Slicecone’endoff of screws gril! 010° hole 1/32"deep
\ then enlarge to .020" with second

a drill! (one screw only)

EIB VELE, GIBEEED

Lis RUSE CLL RUSE

00-90 stop screws
end finishing detail

FIG8

10.
Wind the spring around a .030" mandrel using a driver made froma piece of stainless steel tubing

with a .040” wide by .025” tall tooth ground into the end of it. The I.D. of the tubing should be a bit more

than the O.D. of the mandrel and the spring wire combined. The spring is wound 9 1/2 turns so that it

relaxes to about 9 turns total with an angle of 160 degrees between the arms. See FIG.9.

To tum the spring push down while
tuming the tubing so that Turning tool made from stainless tubing
the spring is tightly wound with an LD. of a bit more than
The tubing is tamed 9 1/2tu the diameter ofthe mandrel
so that when released the spring and the spring wire combined
will have 9 tums.

| The tooth ground into the end of
the stainless tubing, acts to wrap the

. ;

A around the mandrel
The mandrel is .030” wire
set into a hard balsa or ply base | t When wound the spring arms

KP have a 166 degree angie

The spring wire has the end bent over and inserted 160
into a hole in the mandrel base and is taped down 9——

to secure it for winding
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length to fit into hole
in load screw end

\ /.032"

| .032"
\

.070"

.040"

\

TENSION SPRING
{nine turns .009° guitar string)

FIG.9A

11.

Carefully assemble the prop in the following manner. Add a piece of .035” O.D. X .013” LD.
Teflon tubing to the shaft to center the spring around the shaft and prevent binding. This tubing will ride
inside the spring so it has to be shorter than the spring a by a bit. Add the stop screws with the drilled one in
the front hole nearest the hub. place the spring onto the shaft and push the whole assembly together until
you can get the front end of the spring into the hole in the screw. At the same time hook the rear arm of the
spring onto the yoke and twist, opening the spring and sliding the yoke onto the actuation arms of each prop
spar. You may need needie nosed pliers to walk the front arm of the spring into the hole in the front screw.

When it is all together the mechanism will be under tension with the spring holding the prop
closed, (the hinges fully shut and the prop in low pitch). Add a small Teflon washer or a .030” long bit of
Teflon tubing to the shaft to retain the hub. This washer should be a very snug fit and it is further retained
by gluing with ambroid to just the shaft in front of the washer. the shaft and actuating arms are now trimmed
to length. See FIG.10

cut shaft and arms if |

to final length
after washer is
glued on [ p

th

me
or’ esteflon washer tat

or tubing .030" long SS
=G

FIG.10

12.

To adjust the propeller for flight start with the front screw ,
the one with the hole in it. Screw this

in about halfway to start with. Steve Brown made a small torque meter to help set the pretension to where
the prop blades just start to open ( viewing the hingline under magnification) at about .14 -.17 in/oz of
torque. This is just a starting point and will most probably need to be adjusted further.

Screw the rear screw (high pitch limit screw) about 2/3 to 3/4 the way in to start with a fairly low
setting for the highest pitch. Install prop and test fly the model. First use the rear screw to set the high pitch
-high torque setting to get the altitude needed, then use the front screw to set the tension and so vary the
point when the prop starts to switch over to lower pitch. In some cases you will have to take the prop apart
to adjust the spring tension by “tweaking” the spring if you run out of travel on the front screw adjustment.
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WARNING!
Watch the shaft/yoke solder joint! When it starts to fail (and it will!)the shaft will start to rotate slightly in
relation to the yoke .

this will cause the prop to tend to remain in high pitch too long and so spoil theflight.
this is a sign that the joint is failing. If a prop that flew fine suddenly needs the high pitch reduced a great
deal, and the adjustment has little effect, check to see if this joint has shifted and so is about to fail. Stop
flying and repair immediately!

PROP

SPAR | detail of spring and stop screw
arrangment.

|

C4}
id a STOP SCREW

S 5S) (high pitch)
ye ») ur

A > LOAD ADJUSTMENT
\4w? .

SCREW
HUB V4 .

HET PY XN
{ CY Uy

YOKE

"

SONS= —

Ry \

WYQV
HINGE
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Ist Place International EZB Contest
_

dimensions and plan for wing shown flat
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At rest the model has reverse warps: WOOD: All wood except prop and posts is 4’ Ib,
approx “%2" washin starboard wing Youngs Modulus tested at "14.3" (50% above

Q and %2" washout port wing average). If you do not have good wood, use

< 5‘% to 6 lb wood, or the model will be too

= Winner of Wally Miller International at Kibbie Dome on weak to handle full turns!

° 6 Aug4 1996 - 28.19 & 29.00.

2 S Model set world “record” time of 33.04 at Cardington Wing tips: 0.023 thick, 0.040 at DH -> 0.030 at tip
<

YY.

on Aug 25 1996. Wing spars: 0.023 thick, 0.065 at root -> 0.040 at DH
= I Wing ribs: 0.022 x 0.035 deep pre-bent (microwaved)
3 ! 3° upthrust, 1'% left thrust to 2% arc and sliced with stripper
x! Record flight motor 13's" 0.7g Tan 2 1994 (pink) Tailplane: 0.022 thick, taper 0.045 root to 0.030 at tip

Launch torque 0.185 in.oz. 2500 wound, backed off Tail ribs: 0.022 x 0.026 deep, pre-bent and sliced

to 2410. Max possible turns 2604 ?

; Motorstick: 0.1 wide, depth: 0.15 at nose,

Weights oz gram
wait

0.195 middle, 0.12 rear

!
. wing 0.0054 0.153

.

ailboom: width 0.075 -> 0.040, depth 0.115 -> 0.045

' M/S &baoom 0.0088 0.249 a
p ' d di

= tailplane 0.0022 0.062 = ropspar: 5'élb wood, dia 0.060 taper to 0.025

o | o prop 0.0046 0.013 = Tw, tail - 6'bIb wood! 3 TOTAL 0.0210 0.0594 E ling and tail posts: wood, 0.047 dia.

S 5
| Tissue tubes glued to wing and tail, posts to fuselage

1 N, > |
! 2 8 | Covering: "wrinkled" PM2 Polymicro plastic
{

r ©

; = washin ‘6" this side
i

.

@
eee

tail drawn flat
!

A —_ N 3 '

_ oF ~ 2. Nw
. = » wo

: ¥ * & oe !
Yu J MS

Blades 0.008" C-grain 4% Ib
PROP - FULL SIZE

a“ “orem
13% dia x 26 pitch

Each blade is 3 pieces
with ‘%s" glue overlap

beepg npg reorengnenenen  ——————————————oe

0.010"| = s,
wire ‘, Prop made in halves, glued
shaft individually to joiner in jig

t (IG = = = = = $22-2 == 17.98 -- ==eee
' (

REAR VIEW - wing and tai! shown separated
.

Miller Lite
{ '

encore 1B.25 vontcrt USA rules EZB

approx‘s*tailtilt We nn 125 eeeeee

by Laurie Barr |

27 FFn Scale 1:3 All dimensions ins



2nd Place International EZB Contest
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3rd Place International EZB Contest

<---> ff-f:
|

1.50
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2.00 | ie|
t

4

2.60 |
|

|
a

t

| 4 ‘| | 3.00 \/
2.00
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TSWING WEIGHTS ADJUSTMENTS.
WING INCIDENCE -1.1°L.E. 028 X .093 - .028 X .055 (4.58) WING DRY 107 MG ING

ATBOARD PANEL WASHIN 3/32T.E. .028 X .G90 - .028 X .050 (4.5%) WING COVERED 155 MG TIP WASHIN 3/32TIPS .022 X .055 - .022 X .026 (4,0) WING COMPLETE 160 MG TAILBOOM INCIDENCE 0°RIBS .018 X .040 (4.5%) 6° RADIUS ARC STAB TILT 7/16 ON EACH SIDEPOSTS 0 .055 - @ .055 X .75 LG. (58) STAB ORY 19 MG PROP BEARING O° DOWN & 2° LEFT

STAB
STAB COVERED 33 MG C.G. W/O MOTOR @ T.E. .

—

MOTORSTICK 160 MG
SPARS .022 X .033 (4,08) MOTORSTICK COMPLETE 173 MG MOTORRIBS .021 X .030 (3.8% 7.5" RADIUS ARC ~~

: TAILBOOM 48 MG BEFORE PRE-WIND 12.75* LOOP .032 X .044
MOTORSTICK TAILBOOM W/ RUDDER 56 MG TAN II 4-95 590 MG :

WOUND TO .28 OZ.-IN. & BACK-OFF 100 TURNS
«093 X .165 X 9.0 LG. (4.4%) PROP SPAR W/ BEARING 41 NG - LAUNCH @ .13 OZ.-IN. & 2345 TURNS
PROP BEARING @ .009 WIRE W/ .010 GUSSET PROP BLADES 36 MG EACH
REAR HOOK @ .007 WIRE W/ .010 GUSSET PROP COMPLETE 124 MG

TAILBOOM COMPLETE PLANE W/ REPAIRS
~

W/0 PROP 435 MG
055 X .107 - .035 X .040 X 10.0 LG.
RUDDER .025 X .025 (4.5%)

PROP _@ 14 X 28 PITCH EZ-B *6
SPARS .040 X .070 - .013 X .013 X 7.0 LG. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 MIKE PALRANGPROP SHAFT % .009 WIRE

cri I { | | | { | { j i J 6 SEP ‘96BLADES .006 THK. (4.0874.5*)



AMA RECORDS UPDATE
OPEN CLASS

Catapult Glider Unlimited Class
CAT ] 2/18/96 1:12.3 Roy White
CAT II 2/18/96 1:29.4 Robert Roman

CAT IV 8/3/96 3:07.00 Bob DeShields

Catapult Glider Standard Class
CAT I 2/11/96 1:03.4 Roy White
CATI 2/18/96 1:12.3 Roy White
CAT II 3/96 1:32.7 Wes Anderson

CAT IV 8/3/96 3:01.03 Bob DeShields

Mini-Stick
CAT I 1/13/96 9:18 Jim Clem

CAT I 4/11/96 9:23 Walter Van Gorder

CAT II 1/1/96 4.38 Don Crosby
CAT I 1/7/96 9:1] Edward Berray
CAT Ill 1/1/96 6:43 Don Steeb

CAT III 3/10/96 10:18 Walter Van Gorder

| CAT Il 10/6/96 11:23 Walter Van Gorder

: CAT IV 1/28/96 6:29 Gary Underwood
CAT IV 1/28/96 TAS Karl Van Buran

CAT IV 1/28/96 9:08 Robert Eberle

CAT IV 4/15/96 11:34 Walter Van Gorder

CAT IV 8/10/96 14:28 Andrew Tagliafico
AMA Stick

CATI 1/22/96 39:19 Bob Randolph
EZB

CATI 2/11/96 21:44 Larry Coslick
ROG Stick

CAT I 2/11/96 14:08 Larry Coslick

CAT I 4/11/96 14:32 Larry Coslick
Hand Launch Stick

CAT IV 9/27/96 58:08 Steve Brown

Helicopter
CAT IV 8/2/96 12:00 Larry Coslick

JUNIOR CLASS

Helicopter
Cat IV 8/2/96 5:47 Nick Leonard Jr.
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1997 International Mini-Stick 9. Entry is free to all contestants.
Postal Contest

10. Results will be sent ifa S.A.S.E. is
The St. Louis Thermaleers invite all included with the Results form.

indoor flyers to take part in the 1997
International Mini-Stick Postal Contest to be Send your results to:
held over the winter period. The rules for
the contest will be as follows:

Larry Coslick
1. The contest is open to Indoor models that 4202 Valley Crest Hills Drive
comply with the Living Room/Mini-Stick St. Louis, Missouri 63128
rules.

MINI-STICK MODEL RULES
2. Contest flights are to be made between

1 Jan.. 1997 and 31 Mar., 1997. Monoplane, max span 7.0 in.
Max Wing Chord 2.5 in.

3. Any number of flights can be made at Stick Length 5.0 in.

any number of sites. Max Model less (less prop) 10.0 in.
Stab (Tail) Area Max = 50% of

|

Wing
4. All contest flights to be timed by Covering Plastic/paper. NO microfilm
someone other than the flyer.

Propeller |= Wood Prop, 7” dia. max.
Minimum Weight (0.43 gms)0.015 ounces

5. All contest flights to be recorded on an

official Results Form. (Included in this Flying
issue. Copies can be made.) Steering 4 Ten Second Steers*

Attempt 15 Seconds or more*
6. Best single flight time wins, after the
flight time has been corrected for *Special ruies for very smaii rooms only!
different ceiling heights. Ceiling height (Living Room flying.)
to be measured as per the FAI, but witha
5 meter diameter circle. The correction
factor is 627 divided by (167 plus 46
times the square root of the ceiling height
in feet). The time in seconds will be

multiplied by this to give the corrected
time.

7. Prizes will be awarded dependent on the
number of contestants.

8. All Results Forms to be returned no later
than 10 April, 1997 to the address
below:
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INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS (INAV) IS PRODUCED
IN ST LOUIS BY ROY WHITE, LARRY COSLICK,
HOWARD HENDERSON, BILL MARTIN, AND
STEVE GARDNER

| INAV DUES ARE:
US. $9.00/year
Canada $12.00/year
Other (air mail) $15.00/year

4 (min) to 6 issues/year depending on
budget and availability ofmaterial |

The number to the far nght of the label
indicates when the subscription expires.
Remember! This letter is sent bulk mail and will not be
forwarded. Let us know ifyou are moving!

A few back issues are available : Write for details

Send all dues and correspondence to: Roy White
|

(INAV), 1025 Cedar St., Catawissa, MO
63015

(INAV) can be reached via computer E-mail at the following
addresses:

AEROBAT77@ AOL.COM (Steve Gardner)
H PIET H@AOL.COM (Howard Henderson)

THE PRODUCERS ARE LOOKING FOR
VOLUNTEERS TO TAKE OVER
PUBLICATION OF INAV. ANYONE
INTERESTED SHOULD CONTACT
ROY WHITE.

|

1



e e eThe National Free Flight Society Needs
Your Support

We are asking our subscribers to join and support the NFFS.
The NFES is instrumental in obtaining the Johnson City site
for the Indoor National Championships. The NFFS also
supports indoor free flight with coverage in their magazine.
In recent months the NFFS has had increasing costs which

|

need to be covered so that they can continue to champion our
cause. If your are not a subscriber to the NFFS magazine, we
encourage you to subscribe. If your are already a subscriber,
consider making a donation to help this worthwhile
organization. Clubs can get involved and really make a

difference.

NFFS MEMBERSHIP AND RENEWALAPPLICATION

¥ National Free Flight Society
| BEES Mail to: —

NFFS
3317 Pine Timbers Drive.
Johnson City, TN 37604-1404

Dues include an annual fee of $.50 for membership in the
National Free Flight Society. The balance of the dues is for
subscription to Free Fight, the NFFS Digest. Subscriptions
of memberships are not available separately.
Age 19 £ over lyear $20.00

;

|

(US only) 2 years $39.00

Age18&under 1year $7.50
AgesareasofJuly1ofthe currentyear, 2 years $13.50
Supplyproofofage.

2 years $47.00

US Residents $450.00
Non-US Residents $500.00

include payment in US dollars and this form:

Current expiration date: Mo. Yr.

|

and membership questions to the Membership Office.
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Hobby Shop EZB

by Larry Coslick
Illustrated by Steve Gardner

This building and trim article is intended to help the new modeler eliminate some of the
frustrations when starting out in this fascinating hobby. It is a detailed description of my
methods for constructing an EZB. The prototype was built entirely from hobby shop wood,
and was quite strong at .61 gram. Following these directions this EZB should come out

weighing less than .75 grams using only wood available at your local hobby shop. At this
weight the model could fly from 22 to 25 minutes in a high ceiling site. For a new EZB flyer
this is a very good performance.
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HUBBY SHOP EZB
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BALSA SELECTION

The most important part of building a competitive EZB is the selection of the proper wood for
each part. The wood is available at any hobby shop with a fair selection of balsa sheet. Special
indoor wood is not needed. The wood used for the prop blades may be a possible exception.

The first consideration when choosing wood is weight. The density, or weight, of balsa is
measured in pounds per cubic foot. We say a certain piece ofwood is “six-pound wood”, and on
some plans it may be marked “6# wood”. Each component of an EZB is made from a certain

_ weight wood. The very lightest wood is about 3.5 to 4 pounds per cubic foot. Wood with a

weight of about 5 to 6 pounds per cubic foot is much easier to find at an average hobby shop, so
this EZB is made mostly from this wood. Take a postage scale to the hobby shop and check each

piece before you buy it. To check the density
CUT EVO GRA wih VERY spapgp| of a piece of wood first weight the piece to

BLADE To CHECK GRAW find its weight in grams. Then find its volume

DIRECTION i by multiplying its thickness by its width, and
on, then multiplying that number by its length, in

P aT ZN inches. We are mixing units here, but grams
—

“Tt SAC (metric) are easier to use for weight, whileTy cs inches (English) are still what everyone used

a Ws for small measurements. To use these together
we take the weight in grams and divide by the
volume in inches, then take that number and
multiply by 3.81 to get pounds per cubic foot.

A piece of 1/16 X 3 X 36 wood in the 5 pound range will weigh about 8.9 grams and a six pound
piece about 10.6 grams. By figuring out what the wood will weight in a certain size sheet you can
use a postal scale right at the balsa wood rack in the hobby shop to choose wood. You should buy
“A” grain wood for EZBs. (see drawing)

Because the density of balsa wood can vary a great deal in any given sheet of wood the next step
is to hold the sheet in front of a swing arm lamp with at least a 40 watt bulb. Turn off all the other
room lights so that you can see the light coming through the balsa better. The wood will have a

brown color that is lighter where the wood is the lightest in weight. The wood that you want is the
lighter streaks or sections of wood that the most light is coming through. Mark these areas with
small dots from a felt tipped pen while holding the wood up to the light. When you look at the
wood when you tum the room lights back on you will probably notice that the wood you have
marked is very light in color, almost white, and that it shows almost no grain at all. The areas

marked are not usually very wide, yet you will not need much for several sets of wing spars, or
ribs etc. When you cut these very small areas out leave a half an inch or so of darker

,
heavier

wood to serve as a handle for the good wood. This will make cutting spars and other parts from
this wood much easier. This method of picking out the wood will work even with 1/4 inch wood
which you might use for motor stick wood. Cut the good wood out of the sheet and recalculate
the density of the good piece. It might be as light and stiff as the special indoor wood and it has
straight , smooth grain.

‘6



The next most important thing to check about balsa wood is its stiffness. Cut a test spar from each
of the good pieces of wood and test them on the deflection meter. (see drawing) Use colored
marker pens to grade the wood for stiffness so that you can tell which piece made the stiffest
spars. Ifyou do not mark them you will get them mixed up and have to test them again. You may
be surprised at the difference in stiffness between one spar and the next, cut right beside the first.
Simply selecting the stiffest wood from a given section will really improve the model.

gy Scale, slides .

| 1/4”hard balsa typ. fre under materialtobetested
sa rails Wing nut for hardwood dowels

'

-.
adjustments / 4ee

> >> )

D1 vietlle PEeS LE ZS(?) 4 < 4)CI Ge 3 (Kee ED6-32
n

(CL screw

:

p roa Ae
. | ; FA |Ni q ;SXG Lo Ws" py Ys

oe Deflection Meter plate Test Piece Holder

SANDING

The sanding blocks are cut from pine, .75" X 1.5" X 5". Slightly round the long edges with sandpaper. Cut the
sandpaper so that it wraps up around both sides. Use 220 wet or dry paper for the first cut and finish with 360

grit. To sand the wood for the prop blades, or any other wood that you need to be a certain thickness, the ends
ofthe sanding block are spaced up to the height ofthe wood thickness. To do this shim stock is glued to the ends
ofthe block. It can be made from metal, plastic or masking tape. It takes some experimenting to find the correct
amount of shim for each application.

Glass makes a good surface on which to sand. I use a piece ofdouble strength glass 10" X 24" which is mounted
on several layers offoam board, painted flat black, (no lacquer). The glass was then taped to the foam board with
duct tape to safety and protect the edges.

Sanding prop wood - It can be sanded to around .020" by carefully sanding with a back and forth motion. Once
the wood is this thin you must start to sand in one direction only, away from the end that you are holding down on
the glass. Make sure to stroke the sanding block past the end ofthe sheet and to lift the sanding block completely
offthe glass before making another stroke. Start with 1/32” C grain balsa and take it down to .008”. This will
take about 45 minutes, so be patient.

MOTOR STICK

MOTOR STICK--—--—--—-_---8.5"--__--—4.5#-ABGRAIN---—----.185 GR.

Selecting good Motor stick wood is perhaps the hardest part of building an EZB. The wood must be light and
springy. Punky wood will take a set, and the models flight characteristics will change making the model’s flight
unpredictable. Do not accept a motor stick that won't spring back after bending it noticeably to the right and in a

downward plane when viewed from the front. When selecting motor stick wood cut them from 3/32 or 1/8"

stock, preferably 3/32”. For this project I found a piece of 3/32" AB grain. The sheet had several 1/2" wide
sections of white wood sandwiched in-between wide bands of dark wood. I drew the outline of the motor stick

7



right on the sheet and cut it out with a new razor blade and straight edge. The sides were left straight. With no
sanding this motor stick weighed .185 gram, and was just right for this model. I cut 10 sticks and found lighter
ones, but felt that this weight stick was one that most modelers could find. If you are able to find a stick that is
lighter and stiffer, use it.

Stiffness test for the motor stick Coins are used to make the weights and spacers for this project because they
are fairly consistent and available to everyone. Using new pennies, CA 2 pennies together. Make up several sets.
Find a spot on the face of 2 sets that is .12" thick, and mark that spot with a magic marker. Take a nickel and

quarter and CA them together to make one of the test weights. Cut a piece ofbalsa 1/8" X 1/2" X 1" long and
CA that to the nickel as a handle. This is one of the weights used to measure motor stick bend. It weighed 10.67

gram. Find adimethatis .051" high and CA apieceofthreadto one edge.Thiswillbeusedas atestspacerso
don’t get any glue or thread on the faces of the coin. The last weight to be used is a 5/8" coarse thread nut

(hardware, auto parts store) that weighs 31.89 gram. The support for the nut is called the plank. Make it out ofa
piece of 1/8" X 1/2" X 4" balsa. On one end ofthe plank glue a 1/8" square x 3" long foot.

TESTING—Use any flat, hard surface to make this test. Place the motor stick flat on its right side across two sets

ofpennies with each end ofthe motor stick resting exactly on the center of one ofthe penny sets. Turn the penny
sets to where the .12” thick area is under the end ofthe motor stick. Usea ruler to find the center ofthe stick and
place the spacer dime under the center ofthe stick. Place the test weight made from the nickel and quarter above
the dime on top ofthe motor stick. The motor stick is a good oneif it doesn’t bend far enough to touch the
spacer dime.Ifit is too close to see clearly, then gently tug on the thread to see ifthe spacer dime rubs the stick.
Place the motor stick upright and place the plank end on top ofthe motor stick. Place the nut on top ofthe plank
with the outside edge ofthe weight lining up with the outside ofthe motor stick. Again, the motor stick should
not touch the dime. See drawing:

test weight steel nut plank

tickon its
ae

motorstick on 1 motorstick ee pe
side Z

o Sa
we

“ye sSSy
So

C~ Side bending test Upright bending test

Wire Bearing and Rear Hook

The wire bearing , called a “thrust bearing”, is made from .010 music wire. To make thebearing the wire is tightly
wrapped around a piece offorming wire that is .001”largerthan the bearing wire, or about .011”. All the “music
wire” mentioned in these instructions can be purchased very inexpensively at the local music store in the form of
Guitar strings. A very good pair ofneedle nose pliers are a very nice thing to have when making thrust bearings, if
you are going to fly indoor, get some! See the illustration on bending the bearing. Note that the bearing supports
the prop shaft at two points. There is the front ofthe bearing, and there is the “pig tail”, so called because that is
its shape. After the bearing is formed, it will usually require some adjustment. The pig tail might be out ofalign
with the front ofthe bearing, or vice-versa. Insert the forming wire in either the pig tail or front ofthe bearing and
bend to realign. The bearing must swing free on the prop shaft. This will not happen until the front ofthe bearing
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and the pig tail are in near perfect alignment.
Grind/polish front of
bearing until coil is

formcoilsagainstside  _.010" wire onefulltumofpliers fp 010" wire

, {J1A— ry 011" wire
— j7 011" wire

- Spiral mustbeopen
IF cnoughtoletprop

. : . k threadWrapping Bearing Coils hoo/
through

Making Thrust Bearings Wire Thrust Bearing
|

Before mounting the thrust bearing to the motor stick, make sure

CD that the prop shaft can be threaded through the bearing. If the

iii bearing front end is not ground down far enough, or if the pig tail is
not properly formed, the prop shaft will not thread onto the bearing.enthrust Motor Stick Make sure that the frontof the bearing is ground down to match the

| drawing. Ifthe problem is with the pig tail, you might be better offby
double glue fillet = just making a new bearing. Once the bearing is made and you have itSey “ST aligned you can use it to help get the prop shaft square with the propveryslightdownthrust “BA y--- ‘ - spars. Temporarily mount the bearing to a 1/8 sq. piece of balsa,

Ey Qi \)_ -——-| like a false motor stick. Do not mount the bearing on the real motor
stick for this step, the pressure ofgetting the prop shaft straight might

small glue fillet weaken the glue joint. At this time I have the prop shaft mounted to
the prop spar. No blades. Put the shaft through the bearing and hook
up a thin loop of rubber. Put in some hand winds and check to see if

Y the spar is running true. If there is any wobble in the prop spars as

TT .
oy

. they turn, make note of which spar is most forward, and then,t Bearing Installation
grasping the prop spar where the wire shaft is bent and glued to the

spar, bend the shaft until the prop spars turn straight. Go easy and make very small corrections.

Remove the thrust bearing from its temporary mount and clean off any glue. Cut a 1/4" deep slot in the front of
the motor stick. Angle the slot to provide 2 degree left thrust. Place a piece of .010 wire 3" long through the
bearing to check the thrust line. Slide the bearing into the slot. The reference wire should be .150" below the
bottom ofthe motor stick. Do not place glue in the slot. The front ofthe bearing should intersect the lower right
angle of the motor stick. (see drawing) Take a new razor blade and cut the front of the motor stick to match the
front angle ofthe bearing. Recheck for 1 degree down and 2 degree left thrust. The front ofthe bearing must be
flush with the motor stick. Apply two thin coats of glue, to the wire and wood. Build up a small glue gusset
where the pig tail and the front ofthe bearing meets the wood. No extra glue is needed.
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Cut a 1/64" slot at the rear ofthe motor stick. The motor stick and boom are joined by a scarfjoint. Cut a piece
of .009 wire 5/8" long and bend over one end 1/16" long. The 1/16" hook will be imbedded inthewood but the
wire will be flush with the rear ofthe motor stick. Tack glue the wire in place. Cut an angle on the tail boom to

match the motor stick and pre-glue both surfaces using Ambroid glue. Attach the boom and make sure the
bottom ofthe boom is even with the bottom ofthe motor stick. Cut a gusset, so that the end ofthe gusset is
.125" below the motor stick. The gusset is glued to the boom. Placea strip ofJapanese tissue over the gusset and
wire. You can angle the wire again where it breaks away from the gusset. Cut the wire to a usable length. (see
plans)

| Boom

Boom--——-—--9.80"°—__-________________________6#-____-_______.04 gram

T cannot stress enough the importance ofa good EZB tail boom. It needs to be fairly stiff and light. When they are

not stiff enough the model will usually flounder under high launch torque.

To get a tapered boom start with a sheet of good clear grained 6# wood 11” x 1” x .062 (1/16 sheet) ,
and sand it

downto ataperfrom .062at oneend to .028”at theother, using a 220gritsanding block. Oncethesheetis
tapered in one direction the boom can be cut to a taper in the other direction using a Harlan stripper or a good eye
and a straight edge. This taper is from .075 “ to .028”.

The boom is used on the model with the .075” side vertical so that the boom is stiffest in the vertical plane. Ifyou
build andusethedeflectionmetertheboomistestedin the sameposition.Insertthelargeend ofthe boommto
the hold down and adjust the pivot and the scale until the end ofthe boom is right at the O mark. With a .270

gramweight trimmed fromapaperclip hungonthevery endoftheboom, there should be lessthan 1 1/8”
deflection. A deflection of.around 3/4” is a good boom.

Stab

STAB CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTED WEIGHT --------—---------__—__--------------—-----_-__------___--—-.05 GR.
OUTLINE --—---------------—-—-—.025" X 0.27" X 24" —----------------_—_-___----- 5.0 #
RIBS -——-----------——--—--___-—— 017" X .027"  ——_------------------—---------------- 5.0#

Make the template from .032 sheet balsa and coat edge with CA. Cut vee notches at the nb locations so that the
ribs will clear the template.

FIN --—--—-------------------------— 025" X_ .025" ---_---------------_—_-----------_-__—- 5.0#
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Select from either 1/32" or 1/16" stock for stab wood. Use A- grain with a density of4.0# to 5.0#, and cut the
sheets 24 “ long. A24”outlinewillwrap allthewayaroundthestabtemplate , butifyouhavetroublefinding a

good piece ofwood this long, you can cut the spars and splice to get the correct length. When wrapping the thin
outlinearoundthe templateit’seasytoput a twistin thewood. Tokeepthisfromhappening,mark thinblack

lines every 4”or 5" along the edge ofthe sheet you will cut
straightpi the sparsfrom.These linesactas areference whenpulling

1/8"balsa plate NOY the wood around the template. To get the wood strip to
T | wrap around the template without kinking you must hold

|
-

a bit of tension while pulling the spar around the curve of
oT ———S

7
the template. You can either sand the wood to .025"

4SE thickness or use Steve Gardner’s stripper (see drawing).oe Hisstrippercutsthestabandfinoutlineat the sametimeeb from 1/16 sheet.Ifyou sand 1/32 down to .025” it is bestAK -
1/4”balsaform to use a Harlan stripper (see tools list) if you have one.iz The dry outline should not weigh more than .025 gram. A

— Camber Form light one will weigh .015 gram. Do not cut the outline

(cematerial be forwing and dimensions any thicker, because it is over-built with the
several may .

formed at one time) stab ribs wood sizes shown.

The ribs are stripped .027" high out of A grain and then
stacked on a form. See illustrations for stab wood stripper and rib form.

NOTE: use CA glue in very small
amounts. There must be no glue
filletsonthe blades ortheguide makenoteofdirection
rails

.

ofcut BEFORE gluing together .030"
'

Cagis
a

|

\SSNSS
‘ eo Ml fs

1/8"hardtopandbottomplates > 018"hardbalsaspacers
|

ijLdfsho Blue blade razors ‘ .

[- snapped into points
| SSK 025" hard balsa

</ <_< cross section

— >={4 End Cutting Stripper
1/16" hard guide rails Wy this stripper will slice the edge of 1/16" balsa

py then asinglepasswith aregularstripperwill
y give three strips ofbalsa

Projected Weight 15 to .16 gr.
L/E————-.030" XK .067" X 10,5°——-——-5.5#_---_-_____--_-___________—- 028 gr.
L/E-—-———Deflection —-—_--------5/16" with .340 gr., paper clip at 5"
trailing edge-—————.027" X 067" X 16,5" 55##-_________________03] pr.
trailing edge-—-———-Deflection -—-------1 1/16" with .20 gr. clip at 8"
Tips-———.025" XK .058"---——_—-.025" XK .035" —+4#—_—____—_(2)--.022 gr.
Ribs—--—-—--.020 X .055 X 3"--—-—-------------_-—__-_+4..S##-_-----__-------__(3)}-----.010 gr.
Posts————.035 X .062 X 1.25°—_—_____—_—____6#___________(2)—--.009 pr.
Paper tubes---3 wraps ofCondenser Paper, or light Japanese tissue-—--—-—-(2)---.003 gr.
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Theleadingandtrailingedgesparsarecutfromselectedsheets of Agrainstockas describedin thewood
selectionarticle. Use a Jim JonesorHarlanstripper to cutthespars to size. Testeachsparforweightand
stiffnessusingthe deflectiongauge.SelecttheL/E andtrailingedgesparthatcomesclosest tothespecsheet.
Thefrontsparis themostimportant componentofthewing. Itmust bestiffer than therearsparfor thewingto
resist unwanted flexing. To save weight the wing tips can be cut from very light wood.Ifyou can find 3.5# wood,
useit.

Leading edge spar - This spar is 10.5" long and is not tapered except for the last 3/4” on each end. Hand sand or
cutthis taper from .067" to .058".

Trailing edge spar - This spar is 16.5" long and the last 4" of the top ofeach end tapers from .067" to .035".
Scribe aline toshowthetaperandsandorcutalongtheline.Markthe top of this sparwith afeltmarker to
prevent using the spar up side down.

Tips - The tip wood needs to be sanded from 1/32" stock to around .025", not less than .022". Use 4# wood or
less. UseaHarlan stripper, ifyou have one,or astraight edge to taperthe 8" tips from .058"to .035".

Template - Mat board of the kind used to mount pictures or photos makes very good template material. It is
availableatallart storesandmostpictureframers. Balsasheet 1/16” thickisalsogood.Makesurethat you
allowfor thewidth ofthespars and another .050" when youmakethetemplate to stay under the 3" chord limit for
EZBs. Apply CA gluearoundthe entire template edgeandsandsmoothwhendry.Thiswillpreventthetemplate
from swelling when you use water to make the bend in the tips. Pin the template to your building board with
posterpins. Theseare 3/8" long pmswithplastic heads. Pushthepin all theway downtotheheadssothatthey
arenot in the way ofconstruction.

Construction- Thefirst stepistosoakthe tipwoodinwaterto allow themtobebentaroundthe template. Gene
Joshu suggested a goodway tosoakthetipandstaboutlines. Laythewood on a Formicacountertoportable
and use a watercolor paintbrush to run a bead ofwater along both sides ofthewood. Let the water soak for
about aminute, then placethetipwith the .035” endat the rear splicemarkedontheplans. Trapthis endof thetip
in placewith abalsa blockand a pinandwrapthewoodaroundthe templatewhile holding averylight tension.
Theotherendofthe tipwillextendpastthefront splice. Thiswillbe trimmedofflaterwhenitwillbematchedto
the leadingedgespar.Oncethetipsaredry (aboutan hour) laytherearsparin placewiththe topsidemarking
up,andcutthescarfjointsinthesparandthetip. Pre-glueandattacheachtipto the rearspar. Placetheleading
edge on the template. The wood will extend beyond the rib. Make a scarfjoint 1/8" beyond the rib and attach
bothtips totheleadingedgespar. Becarefulwhenmakingthelast joint, itseasy tocut eitherthetip orthespar
tooshort.

Ribs - Sand a small sheet of4.5# A grain balsa to .020". Strip 5 straight ribs .020" X .055" X 3.25", two ofthese
arespares. Soaktheribsandthenstackthemontherib form todry. (Seeillustration) Thenbsare placedwith
thefrontendagainstthe leadingedgespar, thentheyarecarefullytrimmedto lengthatthetrailingedgespar.
Check tobecertainthattheribis not toolong, forcingthesparsapartoraddingbendtothenb. Pre-gluetheends
ofthe ribandthe spot onthesparswhere the ribwillbe glued. Wait about ten seconds and place glue on oneend
of the nibandattach ittothe sparintheproperplace,thengluethe otherendof the nb tothespar. Makesurethat
the rib is vertical before this glue dries. After the ribs are placed its best to leave the wing on the template for one
day. Makesurethatthecenterribisinstalledperpendicular tothewingspars toproperly locatethewingposts.
The wingpost jigcenterseachpost on the rib location. Thisjigis illustratedin thefinalassembly section.

Covering - This subject is not covered in this issue. I did a covering article which appeared in INAV issue 65,66,
67 Jan 93. Ifyouneed acopy,send aselfaddressed stamped envelope to INVA.

PlacingDihedral -After thewingis coveredturnthewingoveron acleanflatsurface. Take asharpdoubleedged
blade and cut scarfjoints on the tip side next to each rib. Don't cut all the way through the spars. Lift the center
section ofthewing 2" abovethetable and break each joint wherethecut wasmade. Thetipswill touch the table.
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Now support the center section with balsa blocks. Place a small amount of thinned carpenters glue ineachjoint.
After2minutesre-gluethe joint. Carefully tumthewing over and blockup eachtip 1.7". Make sure the wing is
not over 18" long from tip to tip. Place a small weight on top of the spar at each tip rib. After about one hour lift
thewingandinspecteachdihedral break. Ifthereisagap,closeitwith asliverof balsa.

Wing Posts - Strip the posts 1/32" X 1/16" X 1”
,
6# wood. Wing post installation is described in the final

assembly section.

Paper tubes - Cut another piece of 1/32" X 1/16" balsa to use as a form for the tubes. Cut the tissue or condenser
paper into 3/8”X1” pieces. Applya bit of ambroid ghue to one end of the form and place the tissue so that it is
ready to wrap. The tissue should extend off the end of the form by about a 1/16” so that you will have an end to
grab when you pull the tube offofthe form. The glue will help you start the wrapping by holding the end of the
tissue. After the first turn, when the tissue is starting its second layer, put a fairly large blob ofglue on the tissue
right at the form. Now as you continue to wrap the tissue around the form this glue will spread out and coat each
wrap in the whole length of the tube. Once you have three or four tums wrapped around the form immediately
grasptheendof the tubeextendingpasttheendofthe formwith yourfingernails andpull thetubeoffthe form.
Set aside to dry an hour, then place back on the form and recoat the outside of the tube. Once the glue is on the
tubepullthetubeoffagainandletdrycompletely. Donotputthetubes onthewingpoststoo soon, ortheywill
stick. A good idea from Steve Gardner.

Prop

Projected Weight—————————________________________.. 170 gr.
Prop Spar-———-12.5" XK .047" X .075"———.025" X .025"-——-5.5#------_------—_-.035 gr.
Prop Spar-————B grain———Deflection 3/8” each side with a .20 gr. paper clip
Prop Spar Wire—-.010 music wire + spar ———-——_-_--_-_-_____-_-——-.044 gr.
Prop Blades -———5.0 sq. in each blade-————_—4.0# .008" (2)}——_-_—____--.120 gr.
Prop-——-———-14" X 25" Pitch

Prop Spar - The spar is double tapered from 1/16" B grain ,
5.5#. Look for clear uniform grain and cut several

sheets 1" X7". Sand ataper from .050"to .025”using a220grit sanding block.Thesparsare doubletaperedby
cuttingthesecondtaperinto themwhentheyarecutfromthe sheet. Use aHarlan stripperorastraightedge to

makethiscut. Make several sparsets fromeachsheet. Testeachspar fordeflectionasyoudidtheboom. Both
prop spars should match each other closely in deflection. Record the deflection of each set of spars. Pick the .

lightest, stiffestsetofsparstousefortheprop. Whenyourfinal selectionismade, cut a Jongscarf joint onthebig
endofeach spar. (see drawing) Pre-gluetheends ofthesparsand jointhetwawithambroid. Pickupthe spar
afterseveralminutesofdryingtimeandrealignifnecessary.

Prop Shaft - I have used several styles ofprop hooks and the S hook works best for me. It centers the O ring and
doesnotcreepupthehook. Sharpenoneendof.009"wireandpunch aholethroughthenarrowportionofthe
spar.(see drawing) Hone the end of the .010" prop shaft and push it through this hole in the spar. Leave just
enoughwiretoaccept 1thrustwasherandcleartheend ofthebearing by 1/16". Placeneedlenosepliersatthe

front of the prop spar and push the prop spar back
lightCA application towards the hook. Bend a 90 degree angle in the wire.
Xxx Leave .2" ofwire to glue to the prop spar. CA the wire

to the spar using a straight pin to apply the glue. It justSa takes a small amount ofCA so do not overdo it.. Check
teflon washer G the spar on the dummy motor stick for trueness. The .2"

of wire on top of the prop spar allows for easy handling
prop spar splice when truing up the prop spar.

Blades - If at all possible, order .008 C grain from Indoor

a

Model Supply. It's difficult to find good C grain at a
=XI Prop Shaft and "S" hook

hobby shop.Ifyou want to use hobby shop wood for the
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prop you must choose the lightest piece of C grain 1/32” balsa that you can find. You can’t use 5# wood and
expecttheproptoweigh .17 grams. TheEZBwill fly OKwith aheavier prop,buttheperformancewillfalloff
quickly with every bit ofextra weight. .

Blade Construction - The blades are assembled on a 4”x10” piece of the green cutting mat from the fabric or
stationery department ofWal Mart. My prop blade template is cut from thin aluminum flashing material (available
at any hardware store). Diagonal lines are drawn on the template to indicate the overlap. Place the tip of the
template over one end ofthe balsa sheet. Outline the tip with a series ofdots 1/8" away from the template. Move
the template tip down the sheet and outline the tip again. Do each section two at a time. The reason for placing
the two sections together is in hopes that the grain will match as closely as possible. After the pieces are cut out
the first tip (A) goes with the first center section (A) and so forth. The sections are glued together so that the
diagonal joints face the hub and toward the front ofthe spar. The tip will overlap the center section, and on down
the line. Each overlap is about .025”. Use very thin ambroid and lay a thin line of glue along each face to be
glued. When dry, lay the tip over the center section .02S”. Hold the two sections together on the mat and run a

small brush loaded with acetone acrosshalf the joint. After 10 seconds, slightly rotate the two sections so they
won't stick to the mat. Now do the other half. Do not use any more glue or acetone. Repeat this process on the
remaining sections.

t

.008" 4# C-grain wood
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each A piece goes See Prop Blank
with the other A pieces

ections

Place the glued prop blades in a heavy
book and press overnight. The next day,

, mS f lay the blades, stacked on top of each
i arn

2

;
other, on the green mat. Make sure that

FY f the diagonal lines match up. Lay the
POF y metal prop template over the wood.

4h Use a new razor blade and cut along
fr both sides ofthe template. As you come
p | towardthetip makesmallstraightcuts

é 6
|

insteadoftrying toget theblade to .

J follow the sharp curve of the tip. Work

i | around the tip and rotate the mat as you
py | go. If the cuts are small enough, you

. f | willhave aperfect curve,andno sanding[<<<] fg Blade Blank will be needed. Weigh and recordthe
i . weight ofboth blades. Drawa spar line

:

g Construction [ onthe back side ofeach blade where the
| o | spar will be placed. This can easily be

- done by stacking the blades together and
pricking the wood with a straight pin. Place a straight edge along the two small holes, and draw in the line with a
verythin tippedmarker. Donotuse a sharppenciloraninkpenasthiswilldamagethethinbalsa.
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The thin blades need camber to help retain their shape. To get camber into the prop blades a camber form is made
from 3/32 soft balsa. The camber form is made by taking the prop blade template and cutting it 1/8” larger than
the template .

From the hub to about 2/3rds the length of the form the thickness ts 3/32”. Taper the last 1/3rd to
.045” at the tip. Sand an airfoil into the form leaving the leading and trailing edges .020” thick. From about one
inch from the hub up to the hub the camber fades to nothing. The edges will get thicker than the .020” from the |

one inch point to the hub, where they will be 3/32” thick. Hold the form at different angles to the light and check
for depressions or flat spots and use sandpaper to adjust as necessary. Soak the form in cool water for 30 minutes
and then place the tip ofthe form 7" from the center of a 26" pitch block.

1/4”hardbalsatyp.
Camber f ven Blue &8 r rorm ue loamGIRO. = .XYwy PL. 3 dee.LGE AN 1.33" LE ‘ xt NO Y<p Y OT ane We NYN Nes \ Ne eG

S ! s 0 ae
‘ PropBlock Frame Nee ‘eC

.

(before filling with Se Finished Prop Form
blue foam)

Wrap with an Ace bandage to hold the form to the block and allow to dry. After the form has dried soak the
blades in cool water for about 15 minutes. Float one blade over the other while they are still in the water and line
up one edge. Remove from the water and stack the wet blades on the camber form, and again place the tip end of
the form 7" from the end of the pitch block. Use the prop template to cut a cap from 1/32” balsa to protect the
blades from the Ace bandage. Run water over cap for a few seconds, and place over the blades on the camber
form. Wrap the pitch block

, form, blades, and cap with the Ace bandage. Let the blades air dry for two days. To
separate the blades once they are dry, place a single edge razor blade between the two blades and run the blunt
edge of the razor blade carefully around perimeter ofthe prop blades.

Prop Assembly-Take the prop spar and place it on the pitch gauge. Make a prop stop from scrap balsa and tape it
to the top ofthe gauge at the 7" mark.

Move a swing arm lamp directly behind the gauge a7 OM

next to thebase. When the blade is placed close to the | prop blade position % ,
/

spar the light will show the exact position of the spar 3 4

through the blade. Do not use Ambroid or other NN, ‘ aA”
cellulose cements. The pitch will change as the glue chaft held / ZN‘

45 degrees

cures because cellulose glues shrink too much. Use square to the base J wD
thinned carpenters glue. The 45 deg. protractor at 4” J p yp
will give a pitch of25”. Havea blade ready and place a WA, gt
small amount of glue at the hub, the center, and the tip Ms gp an
of the prop spar. Immediately move the blade to the J} pd Mhspar and attach the hub first, then attach the tip. The Lee, gz:
tip should be next to the stop. Reach behind the blade ose
and press the blade to the center section of the spar. ~~" Prop Pitch Gage
Check to see if the spar is on the reference line drawn
on the blade. Adjust now if necessary. After 10 minutes, remove the spar and place two dots ofglue between the
hub and center of the blade. Two more between the center and the tip. Place the spar back on the gauge and
make sure that both edges of the blade touch the protractor at the 4" mark. If one of the edges is higher than the
other, the spar can be tweaked, gently twisted to get the blade to touch front and back. Wet the spar by the hub
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and tweak it past the desired pitch. After a few adjustments it should hold the position. Attach the other blade the
same way. The prop is now complete.

Final Assembly
|

Fin - The motor stick and boom should be attached and straight in line with each other. Glue the fin to the left
side of the boom, 1/16" in front ofthe stab. The stab is installed later.

Wing Posts - Before the wing posts are installed cut a step at the top of each post. Cut the step 1/32" deep and
the depth of the wing spar. Bevel all four faces at the other end of the wing posts. Place the paper tubes on the

posts and make sure that they fit snugly. This is important!

Wing Assembly Jig - The wing assembly jig is used to

wing | 2 jig is placed correctly position the wingposts while they areglued to

aN 80thatit is the wing spars. The post guide holds the wing post
y\ tilted as shown

square to the spars while the wing supports hold the wing
post guid

A ar a fp 132"balsa square to the face of the jig. (see drawing)

|at After the glue has set on the wing posts and paper tubes,
. Lh :1/8" balsaGIwyiy" install the wing on the motor stick. Place 1/32" positiveKyCS incidence in the wing. One final adjustment needs to be
as & made to the wing. Loosen the glue joint at the rear wing

/-—_ ”

Wing Post Jig} post where it meets the rear spar with acetone. Put -

downward pressure on top of the right rear spar several
inches from the center rib. You want 3/32" wash in ( rear spar down) on the right wing panel. This will slightly
wash out in the left panel. Place the model in a stooge and support the wing until the glue has set. This model
will not fly properly unless this adjustment is made.

Stab - Glue the stab to the boom with thinned carpenters glue. The stab is glued onto the boom with the left tip
about 3/8” high. This is called “stab tilt” and is used to make the model tur to the left. The stab should be flat

,

or with a slight amount of wash in on the left panel . Warps can easily be removed during assembly by placing
downward pressure on top of the L/E spar by the center rib while supporting the boom with your thumb. This

adjustment is done on whichever side ofthe stab that needs it. Hold or support the stab until the glue sets.

Set up & Trim

Final check - Before the model makes its first flight you need to make sure all the components fit together
properly. Make certain that the wing posts fit snugly in the paper tubes. The side walls ofthe paper tubes must be
stiff. If they are not the models flight pattern will be erratic. To fix loose or weak tubes use a bit ofambroid on the
outside of the tubes. If this doesn’t tighten the tubes enough then use a very small amount of glue to coat the
inside of the tubes. Check the thrust bearing for 2 degree of left thrust as per plans. The wing must be washed in
on the outboard panel, with 1/32" positive wing incidence. Make sure that the wing is less than 18" in span and
the chord is slightly less than 3” wide. Re-check the prop for 25" of pitch. The stab should be 3/8" higher on the
left side. Finally, the motor stick and tail boom should be straight in line with each other.
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I am going to assume that you have no experience in trimming an indoor free flight model. Duration models fly to
the left in a nose high flight attitude. We help the model tum left by tilting the stab so that it is higher on the left
side. The prop thrust bearing is offset about 2 degrees to the left. Offsetting the rudder is not very effective and
SO it is not used on this model. Stab tilt and thrust offset are more effective. Next, the model must fly nose high,
just under the stall, for maximum duration. This slows the model and also slows the rotation of theprop.
Negative incidence in the stab is what causes the model to fly nose high. A really good tail boom will naturally
flex to give the needed negative incidence. Here is an easy way to test the stiffness of your models tail boom.
Hold the assembled model by the front of the motor stick. The prop does not have to be on the model. Lift the
model vertically about 3" and then push it back to its original position. Repeat this procedure several times. This
will load the stab and boom. Afairly stiff boom will flex up and down about 2 inches and a floppy boom will flex
5 to 6 inches. Now rotate the model gently on its roll axes from side to side. The wing and stab will follow each
other on a stiffer boom. On a floppy boom the stab will twist one way while the wing twists another. In my
opinion the tail boom is one of the most important components of an EZB. Its importance doesn't usually show
up until the motor is really torqued up. My design has the wing mounted very close to the front of the motor
stick. This makes for a longer tail moment arm and moves the center of gravity behind the trailing edge of the
wing. This makes the stab carry a larger portion of the load. This is evident by the upward flex induced in the
stab during flight. When the stab is loaded, the boom also bends upwards. The more power that is loaded into a
motor the greater the boom will bend. If the model has a floppy boom it will stall or flounder around until the
torque drops off. When the motor stick and boom match, the model will perform smoothly throughout the entire
usable torque range.

First flight - Set the model up with 1/32" positive wing incidence. Tie up a loop of rubber .033" X 10". Wind in
300 tums and place the motor on your model. Go to the center ofthe floor. Hold the model about eye level, with
the nose of the model slightly elevated. Release the prop and gently push the model forward. The model should
circle left in a 20’ to 25' circle. Ifit stalls, move the front wing post down slightly. If it dives, relaunch and make
sure you launch with the nose raised.Ifit still dives make sure that you still have 1/32" incidence in the wing and
check to see if the model has too much down thrust in the bearing. Increase the wing incidence another 1/32", but
no more than 1/16" over all. If the model needs more than this you should tweak the tail boom to help get the
nose up. This should correct any diving.

With 300 tums in the motor a .6 gram model should maintain level flight. A slightly heavier model (.75 g) will
probably not maintain its height, but it should come close. When the model flies without stalling, check the circle.
If the circle is greater than 25', twist the tail boom so that you have more stab tilt. Do the oppositeifyou need a

wider circle. Hopefully your model will be flying with a nose high attitude. Ifnot, an adjustment has to be made
to the tail boom. If you had more experience I would suggest sanding the boom slightly so that it would flair.
Lets do it an easier way for now. Starting about 3" behind the rear hook, bend the boom upward about 1 degree.
1 degree puts about .1" negative incidence in the stab. Wet the area where the bend is to be with saliva and be
careful. Don't apply too much pressure as the boom may break. Rewind the motor and check for the 25” circle
and a nose high attitude. If the model is doing both, start adding turns in the motor in multiples of 100. Do this
until the model starts bumping the ceiling.

You could continue adding turns, but there is a possibility of damaging your model. Depending on your flying
site, you now have two choices. Experiment with different rubber sizes and launch torque, to get the most out of
your model, or start flying on quarter motors.

If done properly, quarter motor flying under a low (25’) ceiling can accurately predict the time your model with
do in a high ceiling. A 22’ to 26” site is a perfect place to get ready for contests with ceiling heights of around
120°. Ifyou decide to use quarter motors measure the distance from the rear hook to the back of the prop hook.
Make a dummy motor 3/4 the length of your measurement from .015 wire. Wrap thread 1.5" on each side of
center and apply a light coat ofCA. This give a place to add ballast and to hold on to when the motor is torqued
up. The prototype performed weil on a 3" loop of .033” tan II. To get the motor off the hook on the winder

.

without loosing turns an “O” ring is used. This is a very small plastic ring through which the motor is threaded
before it is tied. These rings are made from thin slices (.025” to .030”) of the plastic stick found on the cheapest
Q-tip copies. Use one 0 ring on the front end of the 3" loop.
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You need a reliable way of balancing the quarter motor and dummy motor. The dummy motor must weigh
three times what the rubber weighs. This is important. You can use a portable scale or build a quarter motor
balance beam. See plans for my balance beam. Each time there is a change to the weight of the motor, you need
to add or remove weight from the center ofthe dummy motor. Non drying clay sold at toy and art supply stores
is good for adding weight to the dummy motor.

When flying on quarter motors the model and the prop need to be released at the same time. The torque drops off
quickly on a quarter motor once the prop stars to turn. You can't tell if the model will handle the torque that is

loaded on the model if turns are allowed to spin off before the launch. If your model stalls on a quarter motor it
will certainly stall on a full motor.

I'll give you an idea ofwhat the prototype looked like when loaded with .13 inches oz.of torque.. Hold the wound

model in front ofyou, and sight down the motor stick to get the proper view. The wing was flat with no warps in
either wing panel. The motor stick and boom were bent downward ina slight arc. The stab had lost some of its

tilt but was still high on the left side. This torque was more than enough to get to the 116 foot ceiling at Johnson
City.

One last bit of information on motor sticks. Ifyour model stalls at a high launch torque and you think the boom is

OK the problem could be with the motor stick. It might be to strong. The model will fly great on low to

moderate torque, but stalls when released at the desired launch torque. Try this. If the model stalls at .12 inches

oz, wind to .15 inches oz. and relaunch. If it climbs 4 to 5 feet higher then stalls, the motor stick is probably too

stiff. To make certain wind and launch at .18. If the model climbs to around 20 feet before stalling the motor

stick is definitely too strong. Take a sanding block and sand the bottom ofthe motorstick from the rear post tube
to one inch in front of the rear hook. Be careful and only make a few strokes with the paper and make another

flight. Its extremely easy to remove too much wood and ruin the motor stick. Relaunch at .12 in oz of torque.
to checkif you have removed enough wood. When the stalling at this torque goes away stop sanding the motor

stick.

Good Luck !!_— Larry Coslick

ECIM

(
~ 24 Kennebec Court

EAST COAST INDOOR MODELERS Bordentown Nj 08505
1931

XY|=e
: 110 AM) SanctionedFlying Dates //

Lakehurst, NJ Alvallable Every Weekend of the Year //

1997 AMA Contests

Memorial Weekend Session 3 Days May 24, 25, 26

July 4th Pete Andrews Contest 4 Days July 3, 4, 5, 6

Labor Day Weekend Contest 4 Days Aug 29, 30, 31, Ist

FAI U.S. Team Regional Contest 3 Days July 4, 5, 6
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Tool and Source List

Indoor Model Supply Good source for prop pitch gauges, wood, beam scale
Box 5311, Salem, OR 97304 and Ultrafilm
Owner Lew Gitlow
Complete line of indoor supplies
Plans, Wood, Kits. Cat. $ 2.00

Jones Manufacturing Balsa stripper and prop jigs
36631 ledgestone
Mt. Clemens, MI 48043

Oppegard Mfg. Rubber stripper
140E. Golden Lake Lane
Circle Pines, MN 55014

Harlan Mfg. Ultrafilm, scale, balsa stripper, rubber stripper
15 Happy Hollow rd prop bearings
Wayland, MA 01778
Owner: Ray Harlan

FAI Model Supply Rubber (tan I) catalog $1.50
Owner : John Clapp
PO box 366
Sayre, PA 18840-0366
1-717-888-0997

Wilder Machine Works Indoor Rubber Winder
1005 Hidden Oak ct.
Colleyville, TX 76034

Superior Props Prop blocks and forms
2412 Tucson Ave.
Pensacola, FL 32526
1-904-944-1972

Micro-X Complete line of indoor plans and supplies
Box 1063 Catalog $1.50
Lorain, OH 44055
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MY WAY -_ Part by John Barker (of Georgia)

This article is intended for those who have never built a duration type indoor plane, are convinced that

they can't, but don't realize that, witha little help, they CAN.

Where to start? My preference is the Limited Pennyplane (Most of my friends still call it a Novice

Pennyplane, andsodo!). geta plan ofa successful plane e.g. Banks Pennypiane or copy a model

of a club member. If you don't have a building board try a piece of plain ceiling tile. Buy sharp
dressmakerpins. You need some good quality cardboard for templates; {| bought a sheet of picture
matt material from Michaelis, a local general handicraft store that also frames pictures. Anylight color

is O.K.

The Wing.
Draw and cut out the wing outline template. It will look something like this:

‘ '  Notenes l
. ; | FoR R86, |

'

'

ai<Cyee a

) | t t

| | 3
a

: |

Dimension A is important. The completed wing must not exceed 5.0 inch chord. Lets assume that

the L.E. and T.E. are 1/16 sq. (medium). Lightly sanded assume .06 in.
Make Dimension A= 5.00 - .06 -.06 -.04 = 4.84 in.

The .04 is insurance against exceeding 5.00 in. finished chord
.

The spar is to stop the d--- ribs

falling over and to stiffen the template.

Draw and cut out the wing rib template. Mine took like this:

BR on The two marks are the ends
of the completed rib.
Make dimension B a hair more

than dimension A.

Ribs. Get your rib material
. probably 1/32 medium light sheet, and cuta piece length B

(a hair more than A) off the end of the sheet. Both ends of this cut must be clean cuts. Use the

template and a sharp razor blade (not a balsa knife) to slice off ribs that look like this:

Ag iN.

—
Eye ball the 1/16 in.

— B —=
|

Some ribs may be deeper than others. Save these for the dihedral joint and center ribs.

Assembling the wing. Put the usual wax paper etc. on the board and pin the wing
template securely down on top of it. Make sure that the board is flat. find some old medium soft
1/8 x 1/16 strip. cut off a zillion little blocks about 3/16 in. long. Use these with pins to fasten the

L.E. and T.E. against the template like this:

— ——— Do NOT push the pins thru the
if Vi structure OR against one

side of it.
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Now insert the ribs in piace. Hf you made B a hair more than A, they will be a nice snug fit. The
dihedral ribs should canted inwards by about halt the dihedral angle. Use Cy giue (not the thin stuff)
or acetate glue. put a tiny drop on the end of a tiny screwdriver (or similar 1/32 across) and apply to each
rib joint. When dry remove all the pins. |When doing this stick a finger on the structure so you don't
lift it with the pins. Pry the wing structure off the template with a lot of patience and a few well
¢;,osen words ! With the wing finally free you will be appaiizd at its floppiness (technically
called low stiffness). Don't worry , compared with an EZB its like iron !!

Weight recording. you should get in the habit of weighing parts as you go along. You
can jot them down on the wing template. Do not rush out and buy expensive scales. | made
one like that described in Ron Williams excellent book (Alas.not available). It looks like this:

4x6<4. BRL PUY When finished you must calibrate it.
]

|
A NEW penny weighs very close

wusic WihE ae to 2.50 grams. The old copperO20 ones were 3.1 grams , from which
C-| the Pennypliane gets its name.
GlvE Block To Use a very smail piece of thread
RiGiD ATTACH and sticky tape to hang the new
Wis TO PLY.

penny on the wire hook. Measure
A EXACTLY how much the wire deflects
Tans at the edge of the wood (C in.).

Cut OUT SwiVELs TO Remove the thread and tape and
Mase Foot. Hang this on and measure the

deflection (D in. not much).
Make a paper scaleC - D in. long graduated linearly from 0 to 25 and paste it along the ply edge.
Tweak the wire if necessary to sit on zero. The use ofa lineartequal length divisions) is not quite
accurate but will do for now until you can locate some accurate 0.50 gram weights. Beware

.
some

mail order weights are way off. Like | said
, weigh the bare wing and later covered. Do this for

every part of the plane. For future models this will indicate where you need to reduce weight or add
material for more stiffness.

Stabilizer and Fin. The method is similar to the wing construction. Should be a
breeze

, except that you may be using thinner Wood.

NEXT MONTH. Cavering with plastic film. In the meantime make a couple
of wing stands like this; \

yy u ans = h=AMED.
. .a, Hors 5 SLIDER j x These will be used for setting upIN SUD iy wing dihedral, and for on the field

WILL RIP repairs after you get clobberedDoweL by a HLG, some other clod, or your
, G in— .

sleeve catches a wing tip !!!

y ‘ t!)4 DOWEL

i | x ySort
Wo Co Pus PinsETT THev ) |
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MY WAY - Part 2 by John Barker (of Georgia)

COVERING - IT AIN'T EASY (UNTIL YOU'VE DONE A FEW)
|

INTRODUCTION. By now you should have built your Novice (Sorry!' Lim ite d') Pennyplane wing and
tail feathers, If not. GO to PART 1 and do it! For the good guys, you should cover your indoor duration
plane with one of the modern plastic films. These vary from .000060in. down to around .000023in. One
supplier quotes .000006in.( 6 millionth’s) which | find hard to believe ! Any of these will be OK, byt you may
find the thicker stuff easier to handle .

| buy mine from Wayne Trivin and Dick Obarski. It comes in 15ft.
rolls

. Expect to waste quite a bit with your first attempts to use it.

Covering with this type of material is totally different from Jap tissue or condenser paper. It has no inherent
stiffness and is full of static. Hf you let go of a piece it will collapse into a heap like Handi-Wrap only worse.
From a strength point of view its a bit like cellophane. Once you have something covered,it is surprisingly
resistant to puncture, but if you get a tear started then watch out !

|

Let's cover the Pennyplane wing and tail which you built last month along with the pair of wing supports. The
covering sequence will be :

1. The wing and tail must be flat with no dihedral.
.

2. Construct a film mounting frame.
3. Mount the film on the frame.
4. Place the wing (or tail etc.) on the framed covering .

5. Adjust the frame to roughly match the rib contour.
6. Apply adhesive.
7. Trim the covering thus cutting loose from the frame.
8. Add dihedral and remove the resulting slack.

You may read articles which describe different covering sequences, but start with my way and you will be less
likely to get into a mess. But do experiment later. Now for details.

FILM FRAME. First construct a lightweight rectangular frame whose inside edge isatleast 6.5x20in.
However you fashion this frame .it must be flat to start with and have stiff spanwise sides. With the film mounted
on the frame, you must be able to introduce slack by pulling the sides together. This will let the covering
conform to the rib contour. One way to achieve this is to have bendable end pieces made from aluminum wire
or possibly strips cut from asodacan. Another rather more complicated method which works great is my way.
This uses a screw adjustable gizmo that looks like this:

Adjuster. R/C control rod with clevis —
atB and nut with handle = J7 Side rails. Attach one to

SideB \> other tothe brackets on
side B; to give suitable width.

Thick balsa ae
sides and

;

a :

base. Side A AS
\ fixed ~~N ) R/C Hinge. Arranged to makeg

side B spring outwards.

The hinges are essentially flat pieces of nylon. Arrange them to make the moving side to spring outwards. The
top rails are hard balsa or spruce etc. The rail on the moving side can be pinned to the side B brackets to
allow different frame widths for other models. The idea of this contraption is that the film slack can
easily be adjusted by turning the handle. It is a bit cumbersome, but it works fine.
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MOUNT THE FILM. Usea slightly damp cloth to wipe off your work board. When dry, lay the roll of
film down at one end and start to unroll it. don't worry if it starts to cling together, but be very careful NOT to

start atear. With a brand new razor blade cut off a piece at least lin. larger all round than your frame. Go

slowly because the razor may snag in the film and tear it. Roll up the remaining film and stow it. Now pick up
your cut piece and wad it up (you heard !) real tight. Now spread it out again ,

as flat as you can, on your board.
It will have fine wrinkles and less static. fasten it down to the board with about ten little bits of tape and. if

possible, tighten ita little at the same time.

Prepare Adhesive. Use any type of contact adhesive. including rubber cement. that can be thinned to a

rather watery consistency. | use Elmers SAF-T Contact Cement. This is water soluble. Check building
supplies and craft shops. _caretully lay the frame . topside down, on the film. |Using a smail brush apply the
thinned adhesive so that it wicks between the frame and the film. Let itdry. Press down on the frame to make

sure it adheres to the film. |With a razor cut loose the bits of tape and slowly lift the frame and support it right
side up.

COVERING. Covering is done with all surtaces flat just as they came off the building board. Do NOT sand
cute airfoil type tapers into the L.E. or T.E. ; it will not improve the aerodynamics, but it will weaken the

members considerably. Lets start with the wing. Lay it upside down on the film. Introduce slack by bending
the frame wire ends. or by cranking the handle of my frame. ‘You need just enough slack so that both L.E. and
T.E. sit down on the film thus:

Fihm tight. Film slack

Apply adhesive. With a tiny brush applyalittle thinned adhesive to wick in on the L.E. and T.E. at the dihedral
ribs. Letit dry. Go around the entire outline and across the dihedral ribs with adhesive, using as little as

possible and fet itdry. It may be necessary to push down on the structure to make it stick. Now for the fun

part! the film must be trimmed all round the outline to cut it loose from the frame. There are two ways. The
first is to use a brand new razor blade from which all traces of stickiness have been removed to minimize the
chance of snagging the film. |The second is to use a hot wire or cautery having first practiced on a spare area

of film, being careful not to pause at any one spot since you may burn the balsa or melt a hole in the covering.
| have used both methods but ! prefer the hot one. Which ever you choose you may want to put something
under the wing to support it as it drops.

DIHEDRAL. Fasten the center wing to the board. on wax paper. with pins angled across the L.E. and T.E..
Slice almost thru the L.E. and T.E. at an angie just outboard of the dihedral rib

.
so that the rib remains attached

to the inner wing. Lift the wing tip to crack the spars and prop up on a wing support (you did make the supports |

hope! ). Pin the base of the support to the board and raise the slider to give the correct dihedral, plus washout
if the plan calls for it. Add pins if necessary to hold the dihedral joints together. Repeat for the other tip and
check that the span does not exceed 18.00in. Glue the joints with Cya and remove the supports.

; ;
Support

Enlarged view Diagonal cut
P fol

of cut. \ or~ ___aeeereseepeenereeenaemnpneespamapmnasspmmmnanssapamamaes sensu empantmmmsmmmmanatnespnpamnsaragnaneshuanmnapscarany

Dihedral
nb. ——>
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How to get ridofthe siackfilm on the outer wing? Easy. Withyour fine brush paintalineof thinned giue just
outboard (1\32 to 1\1Gin.) of the dihedral rib. Geta piece of 1\16 th.square and slice the end to look like a
chisel. Apply it to the bottom surface about mid-chord and slide it inboard to chase the slack to the rib until a

downward tuck forms. The glue should hold it here. Repeat all across the rib until all the slack is gone. If it
does not hold. wait until the contact glue has got tacky and try again.

_Azz
Cover the tail feathers in like fashion.

NEXT MONTH. Prop, motor stick etc., and final assembly. In the meantime make a jig to set up the
wing attach tubes to the motor stick like this:

a———-—$—$—$—— 5.00.

| Center to center | L
.

ded smooth ae1\16 in. alum. tubes sande 1/2 x 1/4 hard balsa
and glued on exactly vertical.

hardwoodBALSA DENSITY TABLE or wood.

For sheets 3 x 36 in. and strips 36 in long.
Table gives weight in grams

.

Density, 1Ib/cu-ftSheets: ,

1/32 3.54 4.43 5.32 6.20 7.09 8.86 10.6 12.4 14.2/1.13
1/16 7.09 8.86 9.43 12.4 14.2 17.7 21.3 24.8 28.4).564
3/32 10.6 13.3 15.9 18.6 21.3 26.6 31.9 37.2 42.5]|.376
1/8 14.2 17.7 21.3 24.8 28.4 35.4 42.5 49.6 56.7 ]|.282
3/16 21.3 26.6 31.9 37.2 42.5 53.2 63.8 74.4 85.1|.188
1/4 28.4 35.4 42.5 49.6 56.7 70.9 85.1 99.2 113. ].141
3/8 42.5 53.2 63.8 74.4 85.1 106. 128. 149. 170. |.094
1/2 56.7 70.9 85.1 99.2 113. 142. 170. 198. 227. |.071

Strin No. of
size strips
1/16 x 1/16 16
1/16 x 1/8 8)/2.36 2.95 3.54 4.13 4.73 5.91 7.09 8.27 9.45
1/16 x 1/4 4

3/32 x 3/16 4 2.66 3.32 3.99 4.65 5.32 6.64 7.97 9.30 10.6

1/8 x 1/8 8
V8 x 1/4 414.73 5.91 7.09 8.27 9.45 11.8 14.2 16.5 18.9].847
Vg x if2 2

3/16 x 3/8 2
5.32 6.64 7.97 9.30 10.6 13.3 15.9 18.6 21.3].752

74 x 7/4 4
1/4 x 1/2  2]9.45 11.8 14.2 16.5 18.9 23.6 28.4 33.1 37.8
1/4 x] 1

For closer work, or sizes not listed:

Density (1b/cu-ft) = weight (grams) x K .

Weight (grams) = Density (Ib/cu-ft) / K

K appears in the right column in the table. For sizes not listed,
K may be calculated from the formula:

-
3.81K LxWxTxN 29

where L, W, and T are the length, width, and thickness in inches,
and N is the number. of pieces.



MY WAY Part 3 STICK & TAIL BOOM ASSEMBLY John Barker (Georgia)

(THEY DO MORE THAN YOU MAY BARGAIN FOR !! )

INTRODUCTION If you read Parts 1 & 2 you may by now have ventured into the field of indoor duration. You

may also have built and covered the wing and tail feathers of your Limited Pennyplane. together with a jig to

position the wing mount tubes on the motor stick. Last month | got carried away and indicated that we would

be finished with this article right here. | bit off more than | could chew
._

so you will have to be satisfied
with words of semi-wisdom on the motor stick and tail boom assembly. Why so much space for such mundane

items ? Read on.
,

MOTOR STICK DISCUSSION. The prime function of the motor stick is to support the wing, tail boom. prop
and rubber motor. Unfortunately it does more than that !!' Lets consider what it does when you wind up your
motor :

1. It Bends. i.e. it arches up in the middle due to the tension between the motor hooks. This induces
some negative tail incidence and some downthrust. Both of these are quite small for a fairly robust
limited pennypiane,.

2. It Twists. For the tail this imparts a left tip down tilt . which tries to make the plane turn right (not
desirable). For the wing, it twists the left wing L-E. up and T.E. down (wash in) which assists the
normal trim for left turn. It also imparts a small deflection in the yawing direction.

3. Both the above will change as the motor unwinds, especially during the initial burst of power.
For early flying .it is easier to trim if the above effects are minimized by keeping the motor stick stiff. bear in

mind that a stick of lightweight wood (up to 7 !b./cu.ft.)} and generous proportions will be much stiffer than a

thinner stick of heavier stock. Enough talk, lets build.

WING AND TAIL MOUNT TUBES. These tubes are made by rolling jap tissue around a mandrel and

impregnating with cement. Start with the 1/16 in. inside dia. tubes which carry the wing pyion sticks. Cuta
—

strip of jap tissue about 3/4 in. wide and several inches long. Use the shank end of an undamaged 1/16 drill as
the mandrel. Rub the shank end on a candle stub and remove any residue with your fingers. Thin some

Ambroid (or similar) about 50/50 with acetone. _Lay the tissue flat on the work board and proceed as in the

diagrams. At(1) paint the mandrel with the cement. (2) roll back to pick up the tissue. (3) roll forward to start
the first layer -- use of the brush will help eliminate any slack -- none allowed here. Continue rolling and

adding cement for several turns. Cut off the spare tissue and twirl between your fingers to lay the end flat and
tighten the coils. (4) Immediately pull the tube off the mandrel with your finger nails and let it drop on the work

board. You will ruin a few until you find itis easy. The trick is getting step (3) O.K. Make several spares

/“eS,
—?

and when dry store them on snug fitting rounded balsa sticks. With an 1/8 drill and tissue about 1 in. wide
make the tai] mount tube. pius a spare or two.

MAKE MOTOR STICK AND TAIL BOOM. Cut the stick and boom per your pian with a bias towards being
slightly deeper than shown. When sanding leave the motor stick essentially rectangular cross section. The tail
boom can be rounded. Just ahead of the tail position sand the boom to a hair more than 1/8 in.dia. for an inch
orso. Later this will be the place for the tail mount tube.
Get the wing mount tubes and slice them to length with a sharp razor while still on the storage sticks. Slide
them off the sticks andadn to the wing mount jig. Lay this whole thing in the correct position on the motor stick

:
. ——ee_—— —_——— ee”==FS
ed

.

Pfs
side. Shim under the stick or jig so that the tubes sit nice and flat on the side (usually left) of the stick. Giue in

place with Cya. Remove the jig. 30



Now tor the prop shaft and rear motor hooks, together with the shaft dual bearing. Every one has their favorite
hook shape and rubber sleeves. O-rings. etc. My hooks look like a Z shape when viewed from the rubber band
side. When wound, the motor tends to center itself on this type hook. The shaft bearing has to do two
things. ‘First, it must hold the thrust line you want and second. it must let you remove the prop complete with
shaft for storage. Ray Harlan does a good bearing, but | make my own from music wire. The general principle
of all dual bearings is similar. The front bearing is a piain hole thru which you thread the prop shaft hook. the
rear bearing is a devious shape, which allows the hook to be ‘screwed’ thru or snapped in place and then grips
the shaft when in the running position. |Here are some sketches (enlarged) of my hooks and bearings.

“—~y TOP 21G-ZAG 7 5

OD
oe

7 /Prop — a

SHAET
BEARING
--§--- “%-- PRoe SHarr ReLooP ONE TURN EAR HOOK

coil

| make my bearing loop and spiral by clamping two pieces of wire in a vice and then winding one around the
other. Takes a lot of practice to get it just right. The front face is then stoned to remove any sharp projections.

The front bearing and rear hook are both attached by binding a few turns of a strip of jap tissue and thinned
Ambroid. A short piece of wire the same dia. as the prop shaft will help you align the bearing. You will need
about 2 degrees of left sidethrust. Remember to allow for any slop which will straighten out with a wound
motor. .

Now for the tail boom. Fasten it down on the building board with pins and blocks. Set the horizontal stabilizer

TI TIGHT FIT oe aOT FIT
p

1 “Y TRL SURFACES -4 GLUE LUG Yow : fo,
- SY 7Bom OO! TF

in place and cement it. Likewise for the Vertical. If you have a droop down tail, block it up to clear.
Remember the approx. 1/8 in. dia. bit sanded ahead of the tail? Cut thru it about one third back from its front
end. Get the paper tail tube and cut it to length (approx 3/4 in.). Sand the front part of the cut to make it a tight
fiton the tube. inseri about 1/4 in. and give it. Sand ihe iaii half of the cut to be a tight but removabie fit, This
will tend to loosen in time but a thin coat of Cya will take care of it. _If you fly in a site where the plane can hit
obstacles (and Who doesn't?) . put a smail smear of Ambroid to secure the plug in part. Have a small bottle of
acetone with you to Joosen it later. If the boom is separate from the motor stick, they can now be joined.

WING MOUNT ASSEMBLY. Sand the lower 1/2 in. or so of the wing pyion sticks for a stiff fit in the motor
stick tubes. Insert them in the tubes flush with the bottom. Pin the motor stick to the work board with the pylon
Sticks vertical. Support the wing using the props you used earlier so that the wing sits at the correct height
between the pyion sticks. if all is weil, the sticks snould rest lightly against the L.E. and T.E. At this time you
should include anywing twist called for,usuaily some left wing wash in (T.E.down). —_—i|_ use less than 1/8 in.

T Mine SupPoRTs (LER)
WING ASSEMBLY LE 7 SETFORHEIGHT

a Le| U

F
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When everything is in the correct position, glue the pylon/wing joints with Cya. ‘| stopped using Ambroid ior

these joints after a small amount of creep occurred in storage which ruined the trim. _ If the plan calls for any

diagonal braces. these can be added now. Remove the wing assembly and weigh it. _—_Likewise the motor

stick + boom and tail assemblies.

NEXT MONTH We will make the prop and give brief flying hints. |However lets conclude with some fun.
add some ballast to the nose to make the model balance at about 65% of the wing chord. Set the wing at a slight
positive incidence relative to the tail. Set the right tail tip about 1/4 to 1/2 in. down. Test glide in your best

clear space indoor (Air OFF). Adjust wing setting until almost stalling. it should turn slowly left and amaze

your friends by its lack of speed {! Maybe not. It reminds me of a morning when | was giving an indoor flying
demo to a bunch of about 80 sixth graders. My Pennyplane was steadily climbing to the gymnasium root

accompanied by oo0.s and ahhh's from all except one boy who asked " Sir. can you make it fly any faster?”

———

J AB 5s = FP
A Dozen Full Size Plans

Stanley P. Fink
1810 Pine St.

Phila., PA. 19103 $15.00 (inci. pin)

CONTRIBUTORS

Bob Stalick ...........2.+.2. +++... ."F.A.C, Kaydet" Bostonian
Bob Dunham ................ . ."Roll-Out" Catapult Glider
Andy Tagliafico .......4.2..... =... ."Miniquark" World Record Ministick
Doug McLean. ........... +... . . ."Pennybipe" Biplane Pennyplane
StanFink. ............. 2.4... . "Bucky's"FIL(EZB)
CarlHedley. ..........4..4.. 4... . "Basic" Bostonian

Bob Romash. ............. =... . .
"Alfonse" Catapult Glider

Greg Peters. ............+.. =... «NakajimaKI43WWIIPeanut
StanFink. ... 2.0.0.0... 44 + +. «1919 McMahonMonoplane Peanut
StanFink. ............. 2... . . .1922 "Bee Line" NavyRacer Peanut
StanFink. ........... 4.4.4.4. + «1930 Polish RWD4 15" Walnut Scale
StanFink. ........... 4.4... . 4. .1935 Rearwin 7000 "Sportster" 16" Walnut
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MY WAY - Part 4 John Barker (Georgia)
INTRODUCTION

lf you read Parts 1 thru 3. you may already have built and covered the airframe and perhaps had some fun
with test glides of a Limited (Novice) Pennyplane. |However to get that model to the roof of the local school

gym. or tangle with the roof at E.T.S.U. in Johnson City. you need a propeller and rubber band motor. For the

novice to indoor free flight these easily can be the most neglected items. Volumes could be written about them.

but we only have enough space to touch on some of the basic principals to get started. If you get hooked on

indoor duration flying, the rubber motor can get quite expensive because you will need a rubber stripper, a

winder with counter, and one or two torquemeters. However lets start with the propeller.

-PROPELLER BASICS
Your plan will give you a good idea of the propeller construction. _It will have thin molded light sheet

blades attached to a single stiff spar.

NX ~

we we NN \ we
-
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| |

The Bare Blade. This wiil usually be made from 5 to 6 Ib. C grain balsa. The grain may be shown straight or
on the diagonal. The blades must be cut from the sheet so as to give a good stiffness match.
Blades are usually sanded to taper in thickness, typically from about 1/32in. at the root to perhaps haif that at the
tip. For sanding this thin, you must set the blade ona very flat surface (| use a 12in. square tile] and the

sandpaper must be glued to a very flat block such as a piece of 1/2in. sheet baisa. It is important to match the

blades for thickness and weight. The spring scale and a micrometer will help.

Moiding The Biade Twist. Theoretically the optimum blade twist is for helical pitch which requires a carved

on Se oe ()
TYPCOLL —-
4on,Dim. se

TrPicauer 1S°12p
: As cCauen Foe on PLAN

block former, but we will use a simpler and quite good method which involves setting the blade at an angle on a

cylindrical surface. This method also induces an airfoil section to the blade. You need a smooth can,bottle or

pipe of 4 in. dia, or as indicated on your plan. If the item you find is not quite the right diameter then the angle
must be changed. The bigger the diameter the steeper the angle. Mark this angle on the former, twice. 180

deg. apart, together with blade outlines. Mark the spar lines on the blades, tip to tip. Prepare about 12 strips to
hold the blades on the former, like this:

a WRITING PAPER
ed )

wT . aTNo MASKING — q\\ \

ae }
—— -+- TAPE --- (| \

Cd

Get an Ace bandage {no. don't steal it from the first aid kit!]. |Set the oven to heat to about 200 to 230 deg.
Boil water, pour into a pan and add about two table spoons of household ammonia for each cup of water. Throw

in the blades. Cover. or otherwise keep hot for ten minutes. The heat plus ammonia soiftens natures glues in
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the wood and will clear your sinuses. Fasten the blades on the former using the prepared strips. Bind the
whole thing with the bandage and bake for an hour. Remove from the oven and let it cool. ‘| usually let it sit
overnight. Uncover and carefully ease the blades off the former. Cut a slot for the spar if the pian calls for it.

Propeiler Assembly. For the spar cut and sand a piece of medium hard 3/32in. or 1/8in. to the shape shown
onthe plan. Makea tiny hole in the center and insert the prop shaft. Bend and cement like this:

Make a prop assembly jig as shown below:
° Pee? SHATT45 |

At '

R
Tesruricx —— ——

it hesueer 7) Cupres, BD aa ft
VEemch | Norcued PoP {

—~—~__ | CARS PIECES alOo H

Pin TD Base

|
Ya user. : i @) >_|

It is important that the notches for the shaft are aligned exactly vertical and that the center ofthe 45 deg.
support is close to the height 'H’.

Fasten the shaft/spar item in the notched part using a small band hooked on to the toothpick. Rest one
blade on to the spar and the 45 deg. piece. the blade will want to slide off the support. Usea pin to provide a
stop. You may need to reposition the 45 deg. piece laterally to get the right height. The spanwise position
'R’ sets the pitch. R=0.159xPitch (For 20in. pitch R=3.2in.) When it all looks good, apply Cya at the ends and at
several points along the spar. Repeat forthe other blade. Remove and admire your superb handiwork. Add
a small nylon washer and weigh it.

Balancing. Clean off any ballast from the front of your motor stick and insert the propeller. Make certain it
revoives freely. lf one blade appears much heavier than the other, do some careful sanding. Don't worry too
much about static balance. Go flyit. {fit wobbles, it means that the blades are set at. or are flaring to, unequal
angles. Check and tweak as necessary. Suffice to say that usually the wobble is affected more by unequal
blade angies than by static balance.

RUBBER BAND AND FLYING
Weigh the complete model! without rubber. It must be at least 3.1 grams. For power, TAN 2

is the best. However it only comes in widths suitable for outdoor flying, 1/4in. etc. If your model is close
to the nominal 3.1 grams. you will need some cut to .075, .080, and .085in. for starters. If your model is heavier,
the sizes will have to be bigger. The way to get rubber of various odd sizes is to call Indoor Model Supply. or
get someone who has a stripper to cut it from your 1/4in. strip. Please DO NOT ask a friend to do this on a

contest day. Whatever you choose, make a smail loop, say 4in., lube it(! use STP Son of a Gun protectant).
break it in, then stretch wind it until it breaks. Calculate the breaking turns/inch. Make an 18in. loop of .080
and wind it to about 70% of breaking and then back down to 50%. With these turns trim the model close to the
stall with wing post settings and the desired left turn with stabilizer tilt, right side down. If it climbs at this 50%

{backed off] turns, the motor is probably too thick or too short. Similarly if it sinks, the motor is too thin or long.
Either way, just wind up some more until you get a decent flight. MAKE NOTES for each flight: trim settings,
motor size & weight. and flight me. Count the number of turns left at the end of each flight and calculate prop
revs: (Turns wound - turns left) x 60 / flight time secs. = R.P.M.

Set a target flight duration for your site (be realistic !!}. |Calculate a motor length assuming you use 90% of
breaking turns : Length (inches) = R.P.M. x Duration Minutes/ [0.9 x break turns per inch]
Bear in mind that a short motor will not run long enough, but an extra long one will be too heavy. You need to
do a lot of flying to get the motor just right for one flying site. So get started and have fun. Nice talking to you.

John
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(FLAT SPAND

3.75 3.90 30 27 2.7 3.335
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5.0
, 7

40
DIHEDRAL
BREAK

WING= 1/16’X 1/16’ TAPER TIPS x 15’ TIP DIHEDRAL
TO 1/32’ 8# A STOCK wv EACH SIDE
RIBS= 1/32" 6# C STOCK ©

COVER WITH ULTIMATE PLASTIC FILMWING Posts 060 ROUND 8# STOCK

‘
$ COVER MATHULTIMATEFLA

MOTOR STICK= 3/16" X 5/16’ X 10’ 8# A STOCK

Y
VA

7/16°

20 CG @ 75%
> DEGREE DOWN

REAR HOOK DETAIL

2 DEGREE LEFT | —_————____.

ty t—(ttst—iC wo-___“Z___L1|_“4 an
MOTOR: .O75 X 155— Rm LT

| |

“oPROP — DETAIL |
STAB= 1/16" X 1/16" TAPER

|

TIPS TO 1/32" 6# A STOCK
RIBS= 1/32” 6# C STOCK

325 | DIHEDRAL BREAK STAB DIHEDRAL
2* EACH TIP

13.0

Wala toe “Ee

OPEN LIMITED PENNYPLANEPROP BLADES= 028’ 6# C STOCKpeor i320 HUB= 3/32" X 3/32" X 7* 84 A STOCK “SKIPPER’
KELI ve TAPER TO 1/32’ ROUND CAT.1 RECORD 16:14
TOTAL 4110 HOUK= .020° WIRE JUNE 17th 1996

PROP BLADES ARE FORMED WET ON by WARREN WILLIAMS
A 5’ DIA VENT PIPE AT A 17 DEGREE ANGLE

DRAWN BY STEVE GARDNER
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ST tee, 1997 Indoor Free Flight AMA HQ USE
Ya ~o . ° °SEM? National Championships Type——___

ST INA ae ay East Tennessee State University, Amount__
5SE = Memorrial Center Arena Johnson City, TN Date

Sn ee May 28 - June 1, 1997 Fi
emereny

a AMA
Contestant Information: SINCE 1936

1 Gur Ose Oop Event/Schedule
. Wednesday, May 28 _ Friday, May 302. Date of Birth

_________

3. AMA #
__ Practice Day = 205 Manhattan

Thursday, May 29 207 Pennyplane4. Name
. 201 *HL Stick L) 215 Bostonian

5. Address 202 Intermediate Saturday, May 31

7
Stick L} 208 Limited

City CSttatee
©

Zip 203 *FiD Pennyplaney P Cl 204 CabinRoG =O) 606 Peanut

6. Day Phone ( 209 Helicopter Scaley L} 210 Ornithopter (201, 203 finish flying)
Fees are a result of AMA and SIG negotiation. Entry U) 211 Autogiro Sunday, June 1

forms postmarked after April 28, 1997 must include late LJ 212 HL Glider L] 206 EasyB
registration fee of $15. Requests for refunds L] 214 ROG Stick CL) 213 Kit Plan
must be in writing and postmarked by April 28, 1997. LJ 218 Standard Cat. Scale
ABSOLUTELY NO REFUNDS AFTER APRIL 28, 1997. Glider (JS) (O) LC} 220 Ministick
FEES: L} 219 Unlimited Cat. (©) 507 Flying
Entry (1 event) $ Glider (JS) (O) Rubber Scale

Additional events: 10 X = $ “Events will finish flying on Saturday, May 31.
Late fee if applicable: $

. .Site donation(optional eT Banquet will be Friday, May 30 at 6:30 PM.

Total Enclosed: $
_

0 soen: $25 first event, $10 each additionalCheck VISA MasterCard Exp. date / p ;aS 4
UI

;

U]
.

P TT Jr/Sr: $10 flat fee (any number of events)

FOR ANY AND ALL EVENTS: | hereby certify that | have read all information accompanying this entry form, and that models entered by me
will be built by me (if required) and flown in compliance with the current Competition Regulations or FAl Sporting Code if it applies, and will
previously have been successfully flight tested and proved to be airworthy in accordance with the Official AMA Safety Code.

(Applicant's Signature) (AMA Number)
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY PLEASE CONTACT:

NAME Day Phone Relationship

Address" ee
City, State, Zipa

APPLICANT CHECK LIST:
.

() Double check and verify correct fees are enclosed Q) All events are indicated
OQ) Check(s) signed and payable to AMA Q) No conflict exists in “one only” events, if applicable
4 Name, AMA number, and complete address shown 5 Team entry is in compliance with AMA rule book, if applicable
Emergency contact information (above)

_

Frequency information, if applicable, is complete and correct
C) Have read all schedule and processing information Q) Signature above

P

Q All credit card information is given (expiration date, card number, card company)

Send registration form to AMA Headquarters, 5151 E. Memorial Dr., Muncie, IN 47302. Attn: Competitions Dept.



1997 AMA INDOORNATIONALS AND THE
SIXTEENTH UNITED STATES INDOOR

CHAMPIONSHIPS 7

"MINI-DOME"- EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY
JOHNSON CITY, TENNESSEE

|

MAY 28 THRU JUNE 1

Send Entry Payable To:
USIC 97, 5432 Haft Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45247

en ee eee
NON AMA EVENTS REGISTRATION.

NAME AMA #-

STREETORSRE] (OPENJ
CITY |

STATE ZIP

PHONE #
Iherebycertify that I understand alloftherules underwhich Iwillcompeteandwilldiligently followtheOfficial AMASafetyCode

aswellasanyrulesthatmaybeestablishedonsiteandwill applytheuseofacceptedcommonsenseinallmyflyingandaffairsatthecontest site.
SIGNATURE

ee
NON-AMA EVENTS

FEES
Basic entry fee includes one event. [x] Events entered

Entry fee $ 10.00 { ] Pro 20
Junior and Senior entry $1.00

_

{] 35CM
Additional events, OPEN $5.00 { ] FROG
Additional events Jr & Sr . $1.00 [ ] No Cal
Banquet (Per Person) $21.00 [ ] Golden Age Scale
8' Table & 2 Chairs $14.50 [ ] Pistachio
Dormitory cost (See below) { ] High Wing Mono

{] wwo
Total Fees $ { ] Unlim Rbr Speed.

{ .] Coconut Scale
{ ] Mass Launch P-24

DORMITORY COSTAT ETSU RESERVATION
MUST BE POSTMARKED BY MAY 22, 1997
LATE ENTRY FEE OF $10.00 PAYABLE ON SITE

Single Occupancy .....-s--crecresseceeeccsenesersecsescoces $26.50 per night
Double occupancy —...--.--sccccccessssssersneececsssees sees $26.50 per night MAKECHECKSPAYABLE TO USIC 97

Triple Occupancy.--sssssecceweeneeeeeeeseeeeeeeeeens $41.25pernight Banquet to be held on the 30th ofMay 6:30 P.M
.

*Please Indicate Reservation In: at the Holiday Inn. (Formerly the Sheraton Plaza)
June { No. of

z|2 |30| 31| 1 |Rooms, |

Single Occ Pt ET In Case of Emergency, Please Contact:
DoubleOoe pt Name oe

Triple Occ_ —
Nameof room mates if known. Street __

ee City
No linenwillbeprovided, sobringyourownsheets, pillow State Zip Phone: ( )_

cases,towels,etc. Fordoubleandtripleoccupancyrooms,youmust
fecruityourownroommate(s). Someroomsarewith baths and USIC97
others have adjoining baths, (shared). NOTE: a $25.00 fee will be $432 HAFT ROAD
chargedfor lostorunreturnedkeys.NOEXCEPTIONS. CINCINNATI, OHIO 45247
REBATES WILL BE MADE AS APPROPRIATE ON ROOMS
DORMITORY HOUSING WILL BE IN CARTER HALL. 37



$997 International Mini-Stick 9. Entry is free to all contestants.
Postal Contest

10. Results will be sent if a S.A.S.E. is

The St. Louis Thermaleers invite all included with the Results form.
indoor flyers to take part in the 1997

International Mini-Stick Postal Contest to be Send your results to:
held over the winter period. The rules for
the contest will be as follows:

Larry Coslick
1. The contest is open to Indoor models that 4202 Valley Crest Hills Drive
comply with the Living Room/Mini-Stick St. Louis, Missouri 63128

rules.
MINI-STICK MODEL RULES

2. Contest flights are to be made between
1 Jan.. 1997 and 31 Mar., 1997. Monoplane, max span 7.0 in.

Max Wing Chord 2.5 in.

3. Any number of flights can be made at Stick Length 5.0 in.

any number of sites. Max Model less (less prop) 10.0 in.
Stab (Tail) Area Max = 50% of

Wing
4. All contest flights to be timed by Covering Plastic/paper. NO microfilm

someone other than the flyer. -
Propeller | Wood Prop, 7" dia. max.
Minimum Weight (0.43 gms)0.015 ounces

5. All contest flights to be recorded on an
.

official Results Form. (Included in this Flying
issue. Copies can be made.) Steering 4 Ten Second Steers*

Attempt 15 Seconds or more*

6. Best single flight time wins, after the
flight time has been corrected for *Special rules for very small rooms only!
different ceiling heights. Ceiling height (Living Room flying.)
to be measured as per the FAI, but with a

5 meter diameter circle. The correction
factor is 627 divided by (167 plus 46
times the square root of the ceiling height
in feet). The time in seconds will be
multiplied by this to give the corrected |

time.

7. Prizes will be awarded dependent on the
number of contestants.

8. All Results Forms to be returned no later
than 10 April, 1997 to the address
below.
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Indoor Postal Contest Results Form |

Club Name

Date ofContest_/ / Site Name

Ceiling Height Feet ,

SMAE No. Seconds Initials

Age (if Jr.)
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ee
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INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS (INAV) IS PRODUCED
IN ST LOUIS BY LARRY COSLICK, GENE JOSHU,
HOWARD HENDERSON, BILL MARTIN,
STEVE GARDNER, AND ROY WHITE

INAV DUES ARE
US. $: 9.00/year
Canada $12.00/year
Other (air mail) $15.00/year

4 to 6 issues/year depending on
budget and availability of material

The number to the far right of the label
indicates when the subscription expires.
Remember! This letter is sent bulk mail and will not be
forwarded. Let us know if you are moving!

Issue 90 is still available.
U.S. — $3.25 per issue (including postage)
Overseas — $5.35 per issue (including postage)

Attention Subscribers!
Send all mail to this new address:
Send all dues and correspondence to:
Howard Henderson (INAV)
444 Bryan, St. Louis, MO 63122
Phone: 314-822-3980

(INAV) can be reached via computer E-mail at the following
addresses:

AEROBAT77@ AOL.COM (Steve Gardner)
H PIET H@AOL.COM (Howard Henderson)

THE PRODUCERS ARE LOOKING FOR
VOLUNTEERS TO TAKE OVER
PUBLICATION OF INAV. ANYONE
INTERESTED SHOULD CONTACT
HOWARD HENDERSON.



Steve Brown makes official 60 minuteflight

|

After several months of effort I was able to set a new world record for microfilm models on June |
at Santa Ana. The time was 60:01. This is the first “official” one-hour flight.

After my “unofficial” flight of 63:54 last September the weather seemed to get cooler with each
flying session. After a few attempts it became clear that another one-hour flight wouid have to wait
for warmer air. I did have a few flights that came close: 58:59 and 59:32 on May 4. 59:32 is a long
time to wait just to find out you’re a few seconds short.

I used the same Time Traveler design, this time with a 21.2” prop. This model really needs a larger
prop to limit the RPM’s, but the 21.2” was the best of the ones I had on June 1. I used a longer
loop ofAugust 93 Tan II, 19.5”, to compensate for the higher RPM of the smaller prop. The model
was launched at 1:50pm and reached 150’ altitude in 16 1/2 minutes. Between 16 1/2 and 27
minutes I had to make four brief steers to re-center the model since it was in the narrowest part of
the ceiling. By 45 minutes the model had descended to catwalk altitude, 137’. The rest of the flight
was uneventful until the model reached about 25’ of the floor where it was buffeteda little by
turbulence. Total time was 60:07 with 6 seconds ofprop stop. Average RPM was 41.4.

I think the next step is to further develop Time Traveler. Greater wingspan would increase the
repeatability of the model and make 60 minute flights less dependent on air conditions. The
drawback would be increased fragility on the ground. More experimentation is needed to develop a
larger prop that would then enable the use of a shorter and lighter loop of rubber.

Steve Brown

1



HOW WE GOT A KID’S builders all around me ready to fly at a moment's
notice.

FLYING CLUB STARTED
Our next step was to build Perry Birds

Like many of you I have been one of
with no wheels and fly them indoors. They were

those lonely fliers stuck in a part of the country
an excellent choice. By now I got a Sponsor to

where not a whole lot of rubber twisting goes on. oo us ot0The vu tor ie riying “es “
If you love airplanes, that makes youa little myta, An. Ane X1CS wore them to schoo! with

different, but if you are into rubber-powered free pride. In contacting the Atlanta indoor club, |

flight you are almost weird. The fear of hearing found an open invitation for us to come to their

“boys with their toys” keeps a lot of prospective annual contest. We took everything that we had

fliers out of the hobby. I had tried unsuccessfully and flew when the heavies flew. Let me tell you.

for more than ten years to get any friend to join the men were really good to us and seemed to

me in this hobby of ours. I even gave models enjoy having us. They encouraged the kids(by
away to try to get something going. But I had to

now we had two girls "n the club). We came
6 it alone ;

back and all of us built profile P-38s. Six of the
E kids wanted to go to Genniseo for the big

Then one day I thought about taking a
contest. We went and were treated very well by

few kids with me to a contest and let them fly many of our fellow fliers.

some of my old stuff and help me in the contest.
s C .

This was a great day. We had more fun than is When September 1996 rolled around, I

legally allowed. That fall, 1995, I got the kids to
had two helpers join the club: the mother of two

meet with me at the church building on Thursday der ther ran Spradling nd exectien
nights from 5:00 to 8:00. (I should mention that uilder), and a father, Wayne Anderson who
I am a minister and thus had access to our

also builds superbly. We now had twenty kids

facilities, but you shouldn’t have any problem working every Thursday night. We bui!t twenty

findin a lace to meet, ie., rescue squads tow-line gliders. This wasamistake since it took

wchooke subs churches airport hangars, some kids more than four months to complete a

garages, etc.) I started out with about five kids, plane. We did not have time for a contest, and

all boys. We built Delta Darts and flew them all the kids really wanted to fly. By February 1997

to destruction This caused others who heard we finally finished the gliders and decided that

about us tojoin and by Christmas we had ten
we would plan on going to the Johnson City

meeting ever week The next thine we built was
Nationals. I called Abram VanDover to see if it

the Pussy Cat What a great plane! It flies well could be worked out for us to come. This kind

inside and is really easy to build. Then we built and  socd us man paved me a so “ ane
the old Ross Flyer (indoor type) with no wheels. encouraged us to make the etrort. 1 had a vieco
To simplify the front end I had them help me

of the contest, and after showing it to the kids, |

build cottage cheese carton propellers on plastic told them that if they would get serious and build

Q-Tips. The kids went nuts when they started three planes by the end of May they could go.
getting two-minute flights in our auditorium. Well, elevenof them made a tremendous effort.
Time for a contest!

We now had kids building P- nuts (six). profiles.
, endurance models and one girl, Michelle Boyd

I used a local gym for our first contest
who insisted she could build a coconut

and all the parents vere invited I suspended a Aristocrat. The closer we got to the contest time,

hula-hoop from the rafter with a dollar taped to it
the more excited the kids got. T even Spent

and told them that the first five kids with planes several Saturday mornings helping some of them

to fly through were going be awardeda dollar. complete their projects.

This kept everyone cheering as we flew
eee

endurance, precision time, and mass launch. By the ume the contest: came. Our
Parents even got excited and helped. With sponsorer bought us new T-shirts with a racing
ribbons to give away and demonstration flights of plane on the front, this really made the kids
all kinds, we were on our way to having a great

proud. With everything packed in boxes off we

club He no more lonely me! I had model went to Johnson City. At first we were somewhat
, y y apprehensive. You didn’t know us. and we

didn’t know you. It took a little getting used to.

2



but we finally learned to walk slowly. Then the
flying started. What great fun! Many of the men Once you get something started, build
came over and helped some of our kids get their on to it. Challenge the kids to compete with each
planes flying. We had some low-wing P-nuts other and to invite their friends. Take them to
that seemed impossible, but these men got them flying events (teach them to practice etiquette
to fly for 40 seconds. I want to thank everyone and manners). Have a camp-out where you fly
who gave of his time. Every one of the kids got a until dark. Have fun! Be patient, and kind. Be
lot of attention and learnedalot, first hand, about excited, whoop it up when someone puts in a
how to get a model trimmed. great flight. Involve the parents. Get the kids’

pictures with their models in the local paper. You
Did Michelle (13 years old) get her can do it. Not only will you help keep this great

coconut finished? Yes! And believe, me she hobby alive, but you will also help kids have
constructed it all herself, and covered it herself. confidence that they can do the difficult. Don’t
She even cut out the lettering and made the be a selfish flyer who does his own thing all
dummy engine cylinders out of corks with thread. alone somewhere; it may not amount to much.
I made her propeller, turned her wheels, and With our club I have enjoyed the hobbya lot
helped her air brush it. Whata thrill it was when more. We hope to compete in penny-plane, P-
we found out that she had placed second in the nut, coconut, and mini stick next year at the
scale judging. Every official flight she made was nationals. Come with your group of kids, and
a thrill of a life-time for me since she kept edging lets get things to really kicking. I promise I will
up in her score. One flight went for 2:47. As personally cheer for you. If I can help you in any
fliers around the field realized what she had built way, let me know: Tim Lavender, 1-615-459-
and how she was doing they would stop to watch 4799. Our motto on the back of our shirts next
her time and applaud at the end of each flight. year will be, “Fly, But Walk Slowly, Very
Could she win? Win she did, and first place at Slowly.”
that, in coconut and third in Golden Age. This
has just about sent our club into orbit. They all Tim Lavender
want to build coconuts too. To top off the
contest, one very generous man bought each of
our kids a good flying kit. We also ran a contest

among our kids and had someone very official
pass out the ribbons. What a great group of fliers
you indoor people are. As the saying goes, “We
will be back.”

If you are wanting to start a club of kids, 1997
let me tell you you can do it. I have more kids USIC/AMA NATIONALS
wanting in our club than we can handle. It truly JOHNSON CITY, TENN.
is a good thing since it teaches them to use their
hands, visualize a blue print, excel in an area The following pages give the results of thisthey know little about, and take pride in their

years contest. We had planneda page orwork. It also is an interesting hobby. You have
: .

to believe in the benefits or you will never get two of storyline, but feel that the Tim
started. Lavender story was more important. The

need to get new people, especially younger
edb Jos a Kid Ci two attheir parents if people, into this hobby is something we allneed be) to a contest (putadisplayatthelibr.

or fly for the local school to find interestedkids), should be concerned about.
Give them something to fly. Start off with a

small group and teach them to build. Hold a

contest. Give away ribbons. Get some T-shirts.
Hang planes from the ceiling. Find someone to

help you. Be prepared to spend one night a week
helping them build. Challenge them and be
proud of every effort they make.
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PHOTO CAPTIONS:

l. Larry Loucka’s ROG Stick.
2. Michelle Boyd flew a super General Aristocrat scale model.

She took a first in Coconut scale and a third in Golden Age scale.
3. Nick Leonard Jr. with a box chocked full of microfilm models.

He is coming up fast!
4. Rich MacEntee’s peanut Turbo Beaver on floats. He brought three of these

airplanes
all in different scales. The pistachio was really incredible to see.

5. Joe Nuszer processing his Intermediate Stick.
6. There was a very close race in Ornithopter this year. Ed Riply and Larry Coslick

ran neck and neck right up to the finish in this complex event.
7. John Koptonak with his Grumman F6-F Hellcat he used in the WWII mass

launch event
8. Peter Olshefsky sends off his Intermediate Stick.
9. Ron Ganser hamming up at the awards.
10. Fred Rash with his red Autogyro. A very difficult type ofmodel to get to fly well.
11. Gene Joshu launches his Omithopter for an official. He had structural problems

with his model. He also had as much fun as any three other flyers!
12. Dick Hardcastle testing his Intermediate Stick before the serious flying starts.
13. Greg Thomas’ beautiful Albatross D-Va rubber scale model.
14. Ken Johnson with his Ormithopter. He also demonstrated an electric endurance

model.
15. Fred Teller from Canada repairs the bracing on his F1D.
16. Larry Cailliau makes some repairs to the propeller of his EZB.
17. Larry Coslick receives the Don Lindley Memorial Bostonian trophy form the

previous years winner, Rich Miller.
18. Ed Riply and his Ornithopter. Ed has really repairs made quick progress in this

event, posting a best flight of 14:44 this year. His best time four years ago was
less than a minute.

A Note ofApology:

The photos from this years USIC are not up to the standards set by the previous years
photos. This is due to a mistake on the part of the photo processor. Ilford XP-2 film, a
wonderful black and white film designed to be processed in color chemistry, was used to
get the most important photos. The film processor used black and white chemistry on the
film, ruining it completely. Most of the endurance modellers and their models were on
these ruined rolls, as well as a great number of close-up photos of the best technical
innovations. We apologize to the readers of INAV and to those who we failed to include
in our photos of this years nats.
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USIC 1997 PEANUT SCALE OPEN #505
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USIC 1997 GOLDEN AGE (3 min. max) ALL 45 PTS.
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USIC 1997 NO-CAL SCALE
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OVERALL INDOOR SCORES

N« PM2L Plastic Covering MaterialCONTESTANT TOTAL

By Dick ObarskiLarry Coslick 91
Mike Thomas 36 The weight loss factor (approx. 2/1) of usingJack McGillivray 50 PM2L .

.Ronald Ganser 46 vs.Microfilm is a deterrent, but
Laurie Barr 39 dimensional Stability, puncture and shock
James Grant 32 resistance are much better, all of whichWarren Williams 3) would minimize problems of shipping andLawrence Cailliau 29 handlingmodels.Larry Loucka . 29
Gerald Plassman 29
Richard Miller 26 SPECIFICATIONSWalt Van Gorder 25
Karl Von Bueren 25

.
.H J Diebolt 23 Weight. | Thickness

John Kagan 22 In oz. in inches
Jim Clem 21 Per*
Kenneth Johnson 2! 100 sqRichard Doig 18 in.John Koptonak 16

Ed Ripley
Ralph Schlarb 15 (Ray Harlen)

r eilier
-

Keith Fulmer 13 (Wayne Trivin)

Lee Person 13 PM2L 00271 | .0000353
Gregory Thomas 13 :

.

or een|iRichard Mac Entee 12 PPpx.
oo aKPeter Brocks 1]

Dan O’Grady 11 * above weights determined using a Harlen
Peter Olshefsky 1 beam scale. Weight for microfilm variesWL Schlarb . depending on sheet color after pouring.John Blair 10 Pe 6 po 6
Richard Hardcastle 10

.
.Leonard Surtees 10 PM2L - USA pricing $15.00 - 15 ft.- P.Paid

Nick Walton 10
Phillip Alvirez 9 Send to: R. W. Obarski
W Henderson 9 2112 N. Halcyon Drive
William Hulbert 9 Sun City Center, FL 33573
Edward Burke 8
Robert Eberle 8
James Kelly 8
Fred Rash 8
John Barker 7
Phillip Hartman 7
Eugene Joshu 7
Nick Leonard 7

. omThomas Vallee 5 Indoor Plastic Film
.

Stuart Weckerly 7
Gordon Wisniewski 6 Dick Obarski suggest that you can remove the
oonMenuin : Static from your film by wrapping a Kling Free
Michael Kent 4 Laundry strip around the white protective
Ted Seaver 4 paper on the film roll. Then place the whole
William Bigge 3 thing back in the mailing tube for one week.Rob Tellier 3
R W Obarski 2
D C Raymond Jones I
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AIRBRUSHING SCALE MODELS

Written and Illustrated by Steve Gardner
If you fly free flight scale models you have wished that Japanese tissue was available in
a greater number of colors. About a million different colors would be about right to
“cover “all the possibilities, but instead we have only the wrong red, the wrong blue, the
wrong green ,the wrong orange, the wrong yellow, black, and white. And the black is not
dark enough nor the white light enough to get perfect results. Grass green Spitfires,
lemon yellow J-3 Cubs, white Mustangs, and all manner of other mis-colored models
stab the eye at flying This sessions and contests. Seven colors

,
thousands of different

airplanes” ! What to do?!?!

The obvious thing to do is paint our models. There are our millions of colors. White
lettering on black with no fade through. Browns! Purples! Grays! Anything you want!
Anything at all except light models. Paint weights a ton. Not only that, but it is heavy ,

too! You would think that they ground up rocks and metals to get the colors into the
paint. Scale models, especially indoor models, really become dogs when the weight goes
up. If you paint a model and it gains 25% in weight, it will need 57% more thrust to fly.
means more rubber, which means even more weight, and soon you have anice shelf
model. Now what?

Railroad modelers to the rescue! The various paints made to suit those very
discriminating guvs with train-brains have some great features for us as well. The detail
on those little trains is very fine and easily covered over with ordinary paints, so the train
guys developed paints with extremely finely ground pigments(the rocks and metals) that |

could be applied very, very thinly and still cover. This thin paint will not hide the fine
details and it will almost always work with a single coat. Thin paint films for them, light
paint jobs for us!

The best way to apply this wonderful paint is with an airbrush. If you do not get a thin,
even cover then the paint will weight too much or be splotchy and patchy where it is too
thin. The airbrush ts perfect applying this paint since it puts out a very fine spray with
extreme control. It is also economical. One ounce of paint will cover an incredible area

when applied with an airbrush.

Which kind of airbrush do I want?

There are three basic kinds of airbrush that you can pick from. Which kind you choose
will depend on how much you wish do with the brush. The three kinds are:

Single Action ,
External Mixing (see drawing)

Single Action, Internal Mixing (see drawing) :

Double Action (see drawing)
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The first type, single action with external mixing, is the cheapest, and least versatile
airbrush available. It is OK to applya thin coat of paint to a model ora sheet of stretched
tissue, but is not good enough for many of the detailing uses I will describe later. The
better models of this type doa fair job and this may be all you need. They are very easy
to use and clean.

The second type, single action with internal mixing, is a better choice for very basic
airbrushing than the first type, and really doesn’t cost too much more. This type of
airbrush is fine for all but the most special detail painting. This type is very easy to use

and fairly easy to clean.

The third type, double action, is the traditional artist’s airbrush. It will take a bit of
practice to use, and can be a real pain to clean, but the things that can be done with this
tool are incredible. This is the most expensive type recommended for model use, but
even this type can be had for under seventy dollars for a set including the air hose.

Painting covered models:

If you are trying a camouflage paint scheme, or a scheme that does not lend itself to
colored tissue, youwill probably cover the model with white tissue and use paint to
color. A large, strong model will allow the weight of shrunken and doped tissue. To
paint the doped tissue you can use acrylic or enamel paints. The flat enamels are most
probably the lightest ,

but acrylics can also give a very light finish and do not smell as
bad. The paint should be very thin, so add the proper thinner until the paint is the
consistence ofmilk. This will let the paint atomize very finely and cover with a bare
minimum ofweight buildup. Paint the lighter colors first, then the darker colors. If you
have any red white and blue markings to paint always start with a white base, so the other
colors are very bright. If the model is not doped but has shrunken tissue, then the paint
should be an acrylic, and it should be thinned even thinner than otherwise. If the tissue is
to be left loose, then you should paint with an enamel to hold down the shrinkage. It is
almost impossible to mask on raw tissue, so if you have a complex color scheme you
should dope the model. The dope can be airbrushed as well as the paint.

Painting tissue:

If you are building a smaller model or want the very lightest painted finish for a model
built too lightly to take tissue shrinking you should paint the tissue before covering the
model. Plan on using white glue to attach the tissue since the paint will lift if you use

dope. You can sometimes get away with an acrylic under dope, but test first. Stretch the
tissue on a good strong frame with corner reinforcements so you do not get wrinkles.
The paint is again thinned to the consistency ofmilk and is sprayed on as evenly as you
can manage. Do not try for complete coverage, go for a consistent tinting of the tissue.
If you are using acrylics the tissue will go limp as the paint wets it. Do not go over the
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really wet, limp areas with more paint because it will collect in the wrinkles. You should
use a color of tissue close to the target color. I use black tissue for my silver painted
models because silver goes over black without stray light making the paint thickness
variations stand out. A very thin coat of silver will make black tissue look great! You
can iron the tissue to get it flat once it is off the frame. Be careful to not use too much
heat, especially on the acrylic paints. Keep the scraps of painted tissue to use for
patching the model.

Masking:

It is a bit of a challenge to mask for differing color areas on something as soft surfaced
and delicate as a rubber scale model. You can’t rub the mask down onto the surface,
and the adhesive used to attach the mask must be weak enough to allow the removal of
the mask without stretching or tearing the tissue on the model. | have tried a great
number ofmaterials with varying degrees of success. By far the best thing I have found
is newsprint style paper adhered to the model with the glue stick made by Scotch called
“Post It”, or by “Sprayment 77” spray adhesive. The glue stick is made with an adhesive

designed to allow clean removal
.

It is low enough tack to get loose from most tissue
surfaces, and the mask can often be reused without additional glue. If the mask proves
stubborn, then just a touch ofwater on the mask above the stuck spot will lift it mght up.
The sprayglue is a different matter. It will stick the mask on in what appears to be a very
permanent way, but after you have painted the masked area and allowed it to dry, you can ;

remove the mask by applying naphtha to the mask material. A bit of naphtha on a Q-tip
will get any stray bits of glue off the model. Just cut the mask out of good newsprint
paper and apply the glue to its underside. If you are using spray glue be very careful
when positioning the mask because it will really grab the model when it gets the chance.

Detailing:

Exhaust smears, gun powder smears, weathering, and panel separations are all easy to do
with an airbrush. A good double action brush can lay down a 1/32 width paint line once
you are practiced with it. Soft edged areas of color are easy to do and very good
camouflage schemes can be done without any masking at all even on something as small
as a peanut or pistachio. The double action brush will allow you to vary the flow of paint
infinitely. This ability to throttle the amount of paint being sprayed give this tool a
wonderful versatility. Beautiful, soft exhaust stains can be painted with a very high
degree of realism. Masked panel lines can be added with just the very faintest of
suggestions of color, giving the models surface a great deal of depth. This type of
airbrush is a hobby in itself! You will have a bunch of fun learning this tool and other
applications will suggest themselves to you almost instantly.

Places to get neat AIRBRUSH stuff!
1. Artgraphix at 1-800-443-4421 they have all kinds of good stuff like Paasche airbrushes and good
compressors.
2. Badger airbrush company
9128 W. Belmont Ave
Franklin Park, IL 6013] They sell very good airbrushes

3. The Airbrush Store at 1-800-852-7874 They sell several kinds of good airbrushes.
4. Jerry’s Artarama at !-800-U-ARTIST Thev sell everything! Lots and lots of neat stuff! Ink, dye, paints, the
whole shooting match!
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1997 ministick Postal Contest

Name [Country| ZineWiig Corr. tector|Corr.time |STANDING |VenGorder,walt |USA| 598] 23.4]1.609680412]962.8808865l Istoveral 1Collins,Wait_ |USA| 438] 6.166]2.100850304|920172433411 USA 1
, .Danjo, Akihiro [APN | S27] 24.231 1.593674922|83986668301Tot Intyrratloral| Akron Light Regains CatIV World

Clem,Jim_ |USA| 519] _2311.617612628|839.8409539|zndUSA RecordBrooks, Peter |USA| 390]8.166]2.100850304|819.3316188/3rdUSAzit, acry ___USA__|"ass{_2o| 1,682235827{ 818.8843759| Srar Costick spent two days at the Akron airPiattBob ——*‘iUSA | _386|8.166]2.100850304/810.9282175| 7
; ddlock and on the last flight of the second day,Keller, Peter __—‘(SWITZ___|_377| 8.04]210804124] 704.7315476|2rd InternationalZFujiwara [JAPAN |"528129.52{1.503854509/794.0351809|3rdInternational] put up a monumental flight of 34:13. His

O'Grady,Dan ICANADA|484] 2571.579345088|764.4030227| SS model weighted .535 gram, used a bladeToney,Bud____[usa__[azul 16|1.786324766|_752.042735| |} wea 13 958 orop and 2960 tums in a loop
Hua-Nboc, Trung [FRANCE[485]27.85]1.635089532|74451842321. ~|~CSt«Of':« 8/93 Tan II 14"X.031".Stusarezyk, Don |USA|_439|__20|1.682235827|738.60162791 1[Shigeyeshi,Nonari_[APAN |__461|24.2311.593674922| 734684139]‘Toru,Yatabo «(JAPAN |488{29.5211.503854509|733.8810005|SMiuya [JAPAN | 488]29.62|1.603854509/73388100051 1

Raymond=Jones,Collin|CANADA | 4611 25]1.5793450881728.0780866)
(Gerdner, Steve |USA|440| 22 __1.638105951 720.7666181
TAnishi________|SAPAN| 476]29.6211.503854509|715.83474641Fujiwara,Zuikichi  |SAPAN |439] 24.23118936749221699.6232008|

Semueisen,Pete [USA [394118.75]1.712245332|674.62466071. 1997 Mini Stick Postal ContestHiroshi,Kurihara [JAPAN | 417]24.231159367492216645624425]
SonesSx LR pa sealGELarecssel|__ An earlier release of the results on the Inter-
Hirataka, Iroue [JAPAN |_415|24.23|1.593674922|661.37500261 Net were incorrect. The results are correct asAkio,Akahoshi____‘|JAPAN | 412 24.23]1.593674922|666.6940679| posted in this issue. We made a error in[Shinsuke,Miura___{JAPAN | 435]29.82]1.503854509] 6541767116171 recording Walt VanGorder's flight time in thelOishefsky, Peter CANADA | 414] 25] 1.579345088| 53.8488665| 8

i
:

-[SevaTom ——«(USA | _388| 20]1.682235827165270750071 computer and when the corrections were made,Jintaro,Nakeo____|SAPAN___| 403]24.2311.593674922|642.26099361 Walt was the overall winner for the fourthHiseo, Tamura | JAPAN[402]24.2311.693674922)640.6573186| | —_— straight year. Due to an increased work loadMatsushita, Tokutero [JAPAN | 412]29.52]1,503854509|619.5880578(
oA ‘vill not host the 1998Personiee «USA | __290|8.166|2100850304]60024658831 and other activities, wewill not host the

|VenDover Abram |USA|_283]8.166|2100850304159464063621 Mini Stick Postal Contest. Any interestedToru,Onishi__—_‘|JAPAN | 389]29.6211.503854509|s8a.og940411
.Kelly,Jim——S«(USA———=«d[=—«o74i 8.166]2.100850304|§75.63208341 party please contact LLN.A.V

Hiretako, Inve [JAPAN|361|24.23]1.593674922| §75.31664681Yer,Goro _—SS«SSAPAN | 360)24.2311.5936749221S73,72297101Minoru, lida [JAPAN |__ 378]29.52|1.5038545091S68-4570048|Anthony, Dick |USA| 338] 22)163810805]ssa6798I111IKerwko,Shoji___[JAPAN__|368]20.6211.6038545091s63.4184594|Katoh,Yuichi [JAPAN | 343]24,23]1.593674922| §46.63040821[Masatome, Osima [JAPAN |_342|24.23]1.893674922|S45.03682331[Tmatsu, Shita_ [JAPAN | 352]29.211.503854809| §29.35678731
Minoru,Hukuie__[APANT”"s31 24.23] 1.593674922]s27.s0e3992] Wing Bracing Wire

|

Akira,Techimer!___[JAPAN |""315|24,23] 1.593674922|502.0076004] | Indoor model supply has a new item, .0005Tadashi,Abe__[JAPAN | "333129.52]1.503854509| 500.78a5516| shiny nichrome wire. It's much easier to seePontan, Sven [SWEDEN| 300/23.08] 1.616014496|48460433081 than the standard dull finish. The wire sells forMiyecawa, Takeshi JAPAN | 296]24,23]1.5936749221471.7277769|Lsijon,Tomas____ISWEDEN|323] 32.78]1.4568941421470.57680781_):~«SCOC«CS3«9'S Sood.Semeya, Akira |APAN__|"200|24.23] 1.503674922| 462.1657274|Halhes,Kal FINLAND | 279] 2311.617612628|451.31392321 IYechice, ew |WPan |~2e2|-34.28|1.593674922|_a49.ai6az8) | _ Indoor Model Supply
Hartstein,Daniel |SWEDEN|262|23.08]1.616014436|423.39576221 ox

Tornkvist,George [SWEDEN|281]32.78]1.456894142|409.3872538|] +~—Ss- Salem, OR 97304Korwura,Kazumasa [JAPAN |_271{29.62|1.603854509]_407.6445721
|Linden, Lars [SWEDEN | 253]32.78] 1.456894142|368.942178| 1Sulliven,ed |USA| 137|8.166]2.100850304] 287.81649171__Suzuki,Hideharu [JAPAN | 176]29.52| 1.503854509|26467830361 1Martinez,Fernando [SPAIN |_91 13.3]1872993929]170.4424475| 1Bollcttuis ‘SPAIN | 90 13.3]1.872993929|168.5694536|

Schmidt, David [SWEDEN__| 113]32.78]1.456894142] 1646290381
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Kibbie Dome
Double Header 1997

Moscow, Idaho

Meet 1 (August 2, 3, 4) Kibbie Dome
Annual

All AMA Official Indoor Events. Six official flights per
event (which can be flown all three days- 8:00A.M. to 8:0C
P.M. Exception: Hand Launch Glider and Catapult Glider

flights 8:00 - 9:30 A.M. Special Events: Pro-20,
Federation R.O.G., Wingless Autogiro, P-24 & A-6.

Contest Director: Andrew Tagliafico call 503-452-0546

Meet 2 (August 5)
Wally Miller International Easy B Contest |

Six rounds to be flown from 8:00A.M. to 8:00 P.M. All
A.M.A. rules governing Easy B models to be observed.
(No weight restrictions) Timer volunteers are needed.
Entry Fee: $35.00 for each flyer participating (Junior,

Senior and Open combined)
Contest Directors : Wally Miller and Larry Coslick
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INDOOR NEWS AND VIEWS (INAV) IS PRODUCED
IN ST LOUIS BY LARRY COSLICK, GENE JOSHU,
HOWARD HENDERSON, BILL MARTIN,
STEVE GARDNER, AND ROY WHITE

INAV DUES ARE
US. $: 9.00/year
Canada $12.00/year
Other (air mail) $15.00/year

4 to 6 issues/year depending on
budget and availability ofmaterial

The number to the far right of the label
: indicates when the subscription expires.

Remember! This letter 1s sent bulk mail and will not be
forwarded. Let us know ifyou are moving!
Issue 90 is still available.

.

U.S. — $3.25 per issue (including postage)
Overseas — $5.35 per issue (including postage)

Attention Subscribers!
Send all mail to this new address:
Send all dues and correspondence to:
Howard Henderson (INAV)
444 Bryan, St. Louis, MO 63122
Phone: 314-822-3980

(INAV) can be reached via computer E-mail at the following
addresses:
AEROBAT77@ AOL.COM (Steve Gardner)
H PIET H@AOL.COM (Howard Henderson)

THE PRODUCERS ARE LOOKING FOR
VOLUNTEERS TO TAKE OVER
PUBLICATION OF INAV. ANYONE
INTERESTED SHOULD CONTACT

|

HOWARD HENDERSON.

.



1997 USA F1D Team Selection
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FID Team Selections
Tustin, California — August 1997 ,

This was perhaps the last major flying event to be held at the Tustin Marine base.
The base is in the process of being closed and hanger 2 has already been leased to a

sound studio. They are still flying in hanger 1 but no one knows for how long. These are

truly magnificent buildings and it is an awesome site to look from one end of the building
to the other. Its hard to imagine that there were airships that would take up the entire
space inside one of these buildings.

Participation in FID is slowly on the decline and only 12 took part in this team

selection. Something needs to be done, and soon to increase participation. From the talk
that went on during the team selection, its evident that it will be a hard up hill battle to

break away from microfilm.
When we arrived at the site on Friday for a day of practice, everyone received 1

pound of 7/97 Tan II. Several of the fliers were reluctant about using it, mostly because
of reports that the rubber had been exploding in flight. The weather was hot and the
building temperature rose above 85 degrees Fahrenheit each day. There were no full
motor flights on Friday and Jim Richmond had a great 2 motor flight of 26:00.

The first round started at 12:00 noon on Saturday, and there were 3 rounds flown
each day. No one wanted to be the first one up, because of the uncertainty of the drift
above the cat walk, which is at the 135 foot level. It depended on where the models were

launched, but the drift was toward the cat walk if your model was at or above the walk.
At the 110 foot level, the models drifted toward the ends of the building. Warren
Williams put up the first flight and that got the ball rolling. As the day progressed,
several of the models were lost to steering and as predicted, several more to the 7/97
rubber coming apart during the flight. At the end of the first three rounds, Richmond was

in the lead, Underwood 2", and Coslick 3".
The second day was almost a carbon copy of day one. By checking the

results, it looked as if no one wanted to improve their standing except John Kagan. John
was using a smaller prop than the norm and a 21 inch loop of the new 7/97 rubber. John
was having his problems with the new rubber, and reported that at one time he wound
and broke 7 motors in a row before one held. The standing for day two, was Kagan 1°
Coslick 2°7, Richmond 3%,

It was evident that the last day of competition was going to be a shoot out. Bob
Randolph had trashed all of his FID wings at the end of day two and had to beg back a

wing that he had given Bob Gibbs. I don’t know why he gave the wing away in the first
place, because the retrieved wing secured Randolph a place on the 1998 team. Coslick
folded a wing in round 7, but put up his best flight in round 9 with his model climbing
just slightly above the cat-walk. Jim Richmond switched to the 7/97 rubber and put up
his best two flights in rounds 8 and 9. John Kagan made a run at the leaders in round 7,
but his flight of 47:14 was just short of placing him on the team. It was a great contest
and the team members are anxiously waiting for word as to when the world
championships will be held.
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SURVEY FOR FUTURE FID RULES CHANGE

Richard Doig contacted most of the people on the current

Feam Selection Voting list and asked 5 questions.

1. How do you feel about reducing the span to 55cm,

apart from any other rules change.

2. How do you feel about changing to plastic and aband-

oning film.

3. How much microfilm do you have, and how long do you

expect it to last if its all good.

4. How do you feel about a rules formula that includes

a maximum total area, wing plus stab.
.

5. How do you feel about a rules formula that includes

a maximum rubber weight.

F1D Rules Change Survey

Flyer 55CM Plastic Film Supply Area Rubber

[Brown [no ft years fmf
[Richmond [mo sto lifetime |no tt[Leonard |undecided [nos2years fn ft
[LeonardJr |undecided [nos2years |undecided [no
|Obarski_ sfyess|maybe= 13Oz, tyesfdClem [yesfyes_~-~—~*(120z|noopinion {no
[Vallee= [no tnt years |maybe [nt
|Coslick sjyes tyes 86Oz ityes tt

| [Underwood [no [no OztttBerieff_ [yes [yes ‘| none ———idtno”-—~S™~—“—s no SC~C~*
[Harlan=fyes [mo Plenty = ft ft
Randolph fundecided =[no stots,Sf tt
|Williams [yes sfyes 320z tnSt
Shepard Jr. |yes _—Ss—sfundecided=|Lear = |moS— CdftCd
[Grant styes tyes Ss years = imo tod
|Tagliafico _|yes=fyes st year = sstyesfd
}Soua yes tts years fn ft
Hulbert yes tyes some fmt ft
Chilton yes sdfyes” sd years fn ft
[Banks fmo CimtosByears tno tt

57% yes 43% yes N/A 24% yes 0% yes
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8/93 Tan II Verses 7/97 & 10/97

By Larry Coslick

We just received the latest batch of Tan II which is labeled 10/97. Since 7/97 just
came out, we needed to see if 7/97 & 10/97 is any better than 8/93. My latest way of

comparing new rubber is to fly one batch against the other on % motors. Through my
limited testing it looks as though 7/97 and 10/97 are both better in cool weather than
8/93.

On this test I used a .9 gram EZB and stripped all rubber to weight. Each loop
was made 3.5” long and weighed approximately .26 gram. They were within 1% of each
other in weight. Each motor was pre wound twice to .15 in. oz. of torque and backed off
with no rests between winds. The knot on each loop was marked with a different color

marking pen to identify the batch. All of the test flights were done within a two hour

period with the temperature at 72 degrees and 45% humidity and air less than perfect. On
each flight the motors were wound to .3 in. oz. and backed off to .15 in. oz. Through out
the entire test, the turns that were packed into the rubber was almost identical. This was a

surprise, because I had not been able to get as many turns with the new rubber on

previous days.
On the first flight, 8/93 took the model to around 33feet and landed at 4:48. 7/97

climbed to the same height but landed at 5:20. 10/97 only climbed to 27 feet and touched
down at 5:11. On wind two, 8/93 climbed to 28 feet and did 4:53, while 7/97 climbed the
same as 8/93 and did 5:18. 10/97 climbed the same as on flight one and did 5:05. On the
last flight all of the modes climbed about the same as on the second flight and 8/93

posted 4:56, 7/97 —5:28 and 10/97—5:14. One important fact that I have noticed in the

past, is that when tying up motors using two over hand knots, there is chafing near the
knot. This happens even after applying saliva to the knot. Here is a way to eliminate the
chafing. Lubricate the rubber where the knot is to be tied with rubber lube. Not every
knot will work, but John Lindernam showed me one that will. Tie one overhand knot at
the length you want the loop to be. Snug the knot up, but not to tight. % inch in front of
that knot toward the loop end of the rubber tie another overhand knot but reverse the
direction in which you tie the knot. Pull the second knot back into the first. Most of the
time I forget about reversing the direction of the knots, and it doesn’t seem to make any
difference. The second knot will tighten as it is pulled against the first knot.

On close examination of all the rubber used, there were no chafe marks or any
sign of fatigue.

The only thing that I don’t like about 10/97 is that it sags about half through the
climb while 7/97 pushes on.

On further winding test, apart from the ones that were done of “% motors, several
things were noted. 10/97 can be pushed hard, with very little damage to the rubber.
10/97 grapevines when winding if you come in too fast, while the knots stack neater on
7/97. 10/97 took 10% more turns when wound past .35in. oz. of torque, mostly because

|

7/97 broke at .Sin. oz.. 10/97 went past .6 in. oz. before breaking. In conclusion, it looks
as though the record book is about to be rewritten, again.
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INDOOR MODEL SUPPLY
Box 311 PHONE

Salem, Oregon 97304 1-503-370-6350

PROP PITCH GAUGE PROP BLOCK IMS TORQUE METERS

ance PROMCeeSete AND PROP SHAFT ATTACH TorqueMetersare usedtomeasure twist
45* OISTANCE FOR MANY CLASSES OF Theangie between the prop shalt and OF torque of @ rubber motor as to consis-
MODELS,DIAMETERS,AND PITCHES. the prop spar must be accurate In tently obtain maximum tums without

TWO PLANES. Attach this fixture to breakingthemotor, consistentfights, and
STEEL PINS your prop form and you will not onty avoid hanging models in the rafters.

© cuovE
gi bulld tt correctly, but when it is

eons83 <b> There Is T'apringtoed andsnaptt VT seco

REMOVABLE Ss between ine ‘shel snd block“te SX
nee wy ZO adjustable. Sans ®

mo Hg pnoP SHAFTATTACh
“ Y

(1.M.S. ToreueHatersar ofvesuthbrass
construction with edjustable zero setP EZ Lee

fi. AIT Raganaie teopadonra
man oe

Ss \ wanebewinonk manor

Y oO arin rorsHed aroetiont on trrutTac oa LM.S. BEAM BALANCE
SCALE

FOR INDOOR CEMENTS
7

___eT
Steel tube delivery | wctiin manimur:potomance en LM, RUBBER SCALE << (ai S\Great for travel. avemeteareusedtogetherThis eee ;

V

ceenat purest |)|eerie| weerere Gone
GLUEGUN C Absenirumn cenatrvction“wi ye. Kare eninn covenneaeee

FAME. .AWARDS..YOUR NAME IN LIGHTS. nTE H 10 TS('¢)
YOUR PHOTO IN HANGAR PILOTe | fe G A
- No ENTRY Fee - =. ——— Zz ov ‘ A E
I.Send in photo. —~> From bow o

¥yeue p i
2.Best time, indoors| UNTICMAK. }) oO
3.Weight,less rubber \3/, 1999 Va > S

vo
© c> Y4.Three divisions: I.Scalé7 ) ayy IN

II Model of a model (Ofanyfusefage a XN
outdoor free flight gas or rubber) as TS

LS
III Ridotto-Smallest span to Cs x
fly 30 seconds..Send in span in millimeters. .

SEND RESULTS TO MIAMA, 2180 Tigertail Ave, Miami,FL 33133

CANADIAN INDOOR NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS, JULY 12 & 13, 1997

For the third year running these were held in the Air Canada Hanger at the Toronto international
Airport, which is a category 3 ceiling (75' to the beams). This year we had competitors from both

the USA and Canada including places as far away as St. Louis, Missouri, Cincinnati and
Cleveland, Ohio; Deep River, Windsor and Ottawa, Ontario.
There were a total of 32 competitors, including 2 juniors and 8 from the USA, flying in 17 events

over 26 hours. This resulted in 469 flights launched giving a total model flying time of 3,825.8
minutes. The longest flight was 40:06 by Larry Coslick of St. Louis, MO, in F1D and 10 new
Canadian records were set, including 4 by juniors.
The air conditions were excellent with no noticeable drift and several people have commented
that these were the best Canadian Indoor Nationals yet. They were successful because of the
unstinting efforts of Gordon and Doreen Smith as Contest Director and Recorder, Sinon Ip as
Registration Coordinator, and Dick Fahey and Phil Alvirez as Scale Judges.

The complete results are listed on the attached sheets.
¢

CREDITSAM86SPEAKS



CANADIAN INDOOR NATIONALS, JULY 12 & 13, 1997 - FINAL RESULTS

Easy-B

Larry Coslick 24:09 24:09
Mike Thomas 10:57 22:33 23:03 23:03
Vlad Linardic 19:01 22:46 8:11 22:46
Walt Van Gorder 22:34 22:34
DanO'Grady 18:01 20:32 11:37 19:54 20:32
Gene Joshu 20:30 7:00 18:08 3:00 12:17 20:03
Fred Tellier 17:45 18:44 18:15 19:13 19:13
Bill Henderson 18:34 18:34
Ken Mark 18:16 16:02 18:16
Richard Miller 17:55 16:36 17:55
Colin Raymond-Jones 5:31 10:27 17:48 11:32 16:05 17:48
John Marett 14:12 17:00 17:00
Peter Olshefsky 6:45 8:32 0:04 10:00 16:09 16:09
Vem Hacker 8:30 10:20 13:31 13:31
Jim Zufelt 2:45 10:36 8:54 11:15 8:44 11:15
Rob Tellier (Jr.) 10:04 9:44 10:04

intermediate Stick

Jack McGillivray 9:42 15:43 29:08 29:08 (new record)
Mike Thomas 21:31 27:16 27:47 6:10 28:20 28:20
Larry Coslick 16:43 24:33 8:28 23:27 27:47 27:47
Larry Loucka 26:01 27:15 26:00 27:15
Vlad Linardic 22:12 .

22:12
Fred Tellier 19:51 11:58 21:57 21:57
Peter Olshefsky 18:48 15:05 18:48
John Marett 11:46 16:45 16:45

F1D

Larry Coslick 39:59 40:06 80:05
Fred Tellier 30:27 24:22 38:19 ( new record ) 68:46
Larry Loucka 30:23 27:08 29:11 59:34
Vlad Linardic 20:49 17:36 38:25

MAAC Cub

Jacob Murray 38.31 45.78 50.47 31.28 56.78 53.81 54.37 17.37 45.66

Bostonian
Charisma Score

Mike Thomas 4:23 5:02 4:03 5:25(newrecord) 1.175 736.725
Richard Miller 4:50 4:43 4:50 1.18 684.4
John Marett 3:31 4:34 39 4:25 1.17 630.63
Bill Henderson 3:36 3:25 4:34 1.175 §75.75
Stu Weckerly 3:04 2:38 3:03 3:20 1.175 451.2
Greg Gallo 2:51. 3:11 1.17 423.54
Jim Lee (Box Car) 2:05 1:58 1.2 291.6

.

Jim Lee(Miss Brantford)1:54 1:39 1:42 1.19 257.04
Bill Penny 1:20 1:15 1:16 1:10 1.08 168.48
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Pennyplane

Larry Coslick 15:37 14:30 6:47 15:55 16:15 16:15
Dan O'Grady 15:13 15:12 13:42 14:46 16:14 16:14(new record)
Viad Linardic 11:37 6:54 16:10 16:10
Mike Thomas 13:23 14:32 15:47 14:54 15:47
Peter Olshefsky 14:31 12:50 15:00 15:00
Fred Tellier 13:24 14:43 14:43
Bill Henderson 14:24 12:46 14:24
Phil Alvirez 13:44 8:10 13:44 10:52 13:20 13:44
John Marett 9:58 12:36 12:36
Jack McGillivray 12:07 11:26 12:07
Gene Joshu 11:49 8:55 12:03 5:20 12:03
Rob Tellier (junior) 8:55 10:13 10:25 9:08 8:32 10:25

.

Jacob Murray (junior) 8:53 5:54 8:21 9:30 10:23 10:23
Mike Kent 9:44 9:44
Stu Weckerly 8:31 8:04 9:29 9:29
Colin Raymond-Jones 9:05 5:48 9:18 7:05 7:05 9:18
Jim Zufelt 6:01 7:45 8:23 8:22 8:23

Harley Ellis 5:58 7:48 7:48
Bill Penny §:20 5:28 5:05 5:15 5:30 5:30

Manhattan Cabin

Walt Van Gorder 11:49 11:49
Mike Thomas 9:11 10:39 10:38 10:39
Larry Loucka 7:36 9:56 10:19 9:43 10:34 10:34

Larry Coslick 6:51 6:50 10:00 8:24 10:14 10:14
John Marett 4:22 7:24 9:08 9:08
Stu Weckerly 5:57 7:10 7:10

Grand Champion Novice Champion

Mike Thomas
—

582.29 Harley Ellis 223.70
Larry Coslick 577.95 Bill Penny 217.38
Fred Tellier 497.67 Mike Kent 195.41
Bill Henderson. 479.00. Jimmy Zufelt 172.41
Jack McGillivray 473.91
John Marett 467.75 Novice Scale Champion
Vlad Linardic 417.93
Stu Weckerly 393.31 Chris Brownhill 226.26
Greg Gallo 293.87 Bill Penny 142.20
Colin Raymond-Jones 223.73 Paul Truupere 95.51

Junior Champion

Jacob Murray 372.57
Rob Tellier 359.50

Other Records

Junior
Jacob Murray Standard Catapult Glider 1:14.5 (2 flight total)
Jacob Murray Unlimited Catapult Glider 1:15.0 (2 flight total)

Open
John Marett Unlimited Catapult Glider 1:49.0(2 flight total)
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Easybuilt Scale

Mike Thomas Cub 1:36 2:16 2:40 2:40 2:40
Richard Miller Cub 2:26 2:29 2:29
John Marett Leopard Moth 2:02 1:16 1:37 2:11 2:11
Chris Brownhill Cub 0:59 1:19 1:42 1:51 2:00 2:00
Greg Gallo 1:03 1:12 1:12
Paul Truupere 0:28 0:28

;

FAC Scale Scale Bonus Total
points points points

Jack McGillivray SE-5A Replica 1:26
_

60 15 148
Stu Weckerly Stout 2AT 2:22 48 0 130.5
Chris Brownhill Lacey 1:35 1:27 1:36 32 0 108.5 ,

Paul Truupere Gloster Gladiator 0:30 0:30 0:34 25 15 74
Bill Penny Farman Mosquito 0:34 0:32 0:36 15 5 56

FAC Peanut Scale Bonus Total

Jack McGillivray Voison Hydroplane 1:30 0:52 51 30 156
Bill Henderson Bleriot VII 1:55 1:57 1:05 50 10 141.75
Stu Weckerly Stout 2AT 2:19 50 0 132.5
Jim Lee Lacey M10 1:17 = 1:27 50 0 123.5
Chris Brownhill Lacey M10 2:20 40 0 122.5
Greg Gailo Nesmith Cougar 1:14 0:52 1:20 48 0 118
Stu Weckerly DeHavilland DH-6 0:50 0:46 0:56 47 15 118
Jack McGillivray Fleet Canuck 0:56 0:46 53 0 109
Bill Penny Wright WP-1 0:55 0:57 0:59 17 3 79
Paul Truupere Gypsy Moth 0:31 0:31 0:31 25 15 71

Junior Limited Pennypiane

Jacob Murray 10:20 7:39 8:11 11:04 9:41 11:04 (new record)
Rob Tellier 9:59 10:36 8:32 11:01 9:05 11:01

Limited Pennyplane

Viad Linardic 11:57 11:37 12:21 12:47 12:47 (new record)
John Marett 12:03 11:51 12:43 12:43
Jack McGillivray 12:16 12:17 12:29 12:42 12:42
Stu Weckerly 12:34 10:40 12:34
Mike Thomas 11:52 12:30 12:30
Jack Archibald 10:21 11:12 10:29 11:54 12:18 12:18
Walter Van Gorder 11:53 10:45 10:45
Phil Alvirez 9:56 11:27 11:27
Dan O'Grady 10:13 11:01 11:13 11:13
Colin Raymond-Jones 8:23 10:37 10:24 10:10 8:31 10:37
Mike Kent 8:27. 9:03 9:30 10:31 10:31
Greg Gallo 8:23. 9:12 10:26 1:14 1:38 10:26
Fred Tellier 9:18 9:58 9:58
Bill Henderson 7:12 -—-—~- 9:56 9:49

.

9:56
Ken Mark 9:54 9:54
Harley Ellis 2:55 9:48 9:48
Jim Zufelt (7:57 69:26 =7:43 9:36 9:30 9:36
Vern Hacker 8:09 6:58 9:05 9:22 9:18 9:22
Roy Martin 8:20 8:23 8:38 8:26 9:22 9:22
Peter Olshefsky 8:35 7:50 8:35
Bob Jennings 6:41 7:14 8:05 8:05
Bill Penny 5:17 5:07 4:55 4:58 4:55 4:55
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CANADIAN INDOOR NATIONALS, JULY 12 & 13, 1997 - FINAL RESULTS

FAC NoCal - under § grams

Jack McGillivray Cessna Cardinal 8:56 9:45 9:24 28:05
Stu Weckerly Stallion 6:28 4:19 4:46 15:33
John Marett Centurion 414 4:08 4:46 13:08
Mike Thomas Stormavik 5:57 2:11 —- 8:08
Chris Brownhill Stormavik 2:49 -——— —— 2:49

FAC NoCal - over 5 qrams

Mike Thomas Hosler Fury 6:14 6:55 5:25 18:33
Larry Loucka Hosler Fury 6:02 6:08 5:50 18:00
Chris Brownhill Lacey M10 4:42 440 4:21 13:43
John Marett Fike E 429 4:08 4:08 12:45
Bill Henderson Hosier Fury 3:43 3:54 4:51 12:28
Bill Penny Old Ironsides 3:17 3:14 3:18 9:49
Greg Gallo Fairey Firefly 2:55 3:11 3:34 9:40
Stu Weckerly Bonzo 2:46 2:31 2:47 8:04

Ministick
Walter Van Gorder 9:14 11:36 10:44 11:36
Larry Coslick 8:22 9:26 10:09 11:08 10:42 11:08
Fred Tellier 7:34 6:34 846 9:00 10:15 10:15
Phil Alvirez 9:11 9:24 10:14 9:10 5:47 10:14
Dan O'Grady 9:19 9:23 9:42 9:42
Richard Miller 7:12 9:13 9:19 9:19
Bill Henderson 3:05 9:01 9:01
Peter Olshefsky 7:03 8:29 6:40 9:00 4:12 9:00
John Marett 8:50 7:24 8:50
Gene Joshu 7:00 4:39 7:09 6:58 8:35 8:35
Colin Raymond-Jones 7:18 7:58 7:58
Ken Mark 7:23 7:42 7:42
Vern Hacker 7:37 7:37
Michael Kent 4:21 6:19 5:43 1:41 2:20 6:19
Rob Tellier(Jr.) 5:11 5:09 6:17 4:32 6:17(new junior record)
Jacob Murray(Jr.) 3:49 3:00 4:26 4:26
Greg Gallo 3:08 3:08

World War If No-Cal Combat

Mike Thomas Stormovik
Richard Miller F4U Corsair
Jack McGillivray Barracuda

Easy-A

Harley Ellis 9:03 9:25 6:17 8:07 9:25
Sam Burke 8:46 9:25 7:07 9:25
Jacob Murray(Jr.) 7:57 = 7:47 7:57 .

Rob Tellier(Jr.) 11:17 8:47 11:17
Previous winner '96 and cannot be placed in standings, but has Ist. place points
for the Junior Championship.
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KIBBIE DOME ANNUAL AND INTERNATIONAL EZB CONSTEST
August 2 — 5

The first sight that greeted us when we entered the Kibbie Dome was the plastic covered speakers
hanging from the middle of the dome. That meant no flying in the center, where there are no acoustical
tiles hanging about three feet from the ceiling, but just the wood roof. However, the spirit of the Kibble
Dome took over, and in the afternoon preceding the competition, we set up the tables, chairs and the plastic
floor covering under them to protect the floor. Everyone pitched in, and helped to get everything ready for
the flying, which would start in the morning. The warm fellowship that was felt then continued during the
rest of the days while we were there.

The schedule called for HLG, and catapult glider in the mornings, from 8 to 9:30. In HLG, John
Buskell from Canada, and Bruce Kimball both showed they had good arms. Bruce had a new model with
the wing made with foam and glass; the lights showed through when the model was gliding. Bruce
couldn’t quite get his adjustments to produce a consistent recovery at the top. John Buskell was the winner
with two good flights totaling 2:07. Catapult glider had 8 entries, with lots of design variations, most with
polydihedral wings. With the use of carbon fiber on the fuselages, it was startling to watch a glider come
straight down, bounce 3 or 4 feet in the air, and be ready to fly again after smoothing the clay balance on
the nose. Ed Berray had a new DeShields design that flew very well with flights over a minute. He was
leading until the last day when Wally Miller broke his “good” DeShields design, then brougit out an old
original design that few extremely well. With two official flights totaling 2:17.5, he garnered first place.
There were variations in launching techniques, from straight up climbs to rolling, spiraling climbs. Rubber
used in launching varied in length, size and number of strands. Most used a dowel to hold the rubber
launchers, but some just held the rubber between thumb and forefinger, adjusting and length to get the best
and highest climb. I didn’t observe anyone hitting the ceiling as Bob DeShields did last year, most only
reached about 75 per cent of the ceiling height on launch. As mentioned above, the format called for HLG
and catapult from 8 to 9:30 each morning. The format of the meet is good in that it allows almost unlimited
flying, and time for repairing, adjusting, and checking of rubber sizes, lengths, number of turns, and torque.
On the first day of the meet, Gene Joshu severely damaged his intermediate stickmodel, but was able to get
it repaired, and posted a good flight of 27:42. He said he would normally be out of the competition, but
with the format set up by Andrew Tagliafico, he had time to repair, test, and have a competitive model back
in the air. The size of the flying area gives plenty of room for flying and testing without disturbing the
other models. During the entire four days of flying, I did not observe even one midair. There was a

possible potential for a midair when a scale electric powered model flew the length of the dome, making
large circles and going through the area where three FID models and a couple of EZB’s were in flight.
Fortunately, but not for the electric model, his plane missed every model, and eventually hit some steel
beams at the end of the building, damaging his model badly. A few models strayed into the area where the
duration models were parked, with several being damaged and needing repair. However, despite all of the
continuous flying, there were very few problems, again due to the large size of the building. The greatest
hazard were the wires supporting the plastic covered speakers, and the two rolled up curtains and
supporting wires for them. These were lowered each day so models could be retrieved. This year there
were only a few models that went above the acoustic tile panels near the ceiling, and remained there. A
good many models bounced the bottom and edges of those 12” X 12’ panels, but managed to avoid going
over the top.

The most hotly contested event was Easy B. The models were all very competitive, and constructed
with skill. I believe that was partly due to the excellent article in the INAVa few issues ago, where Larry

|

Coslick took you through the building of an Easy B, step by step. You have to believe Larry knows what
he’s talking about because early early in the competition he posted a flight of 29:45, which was the winning
time, There were a number ofEasy B flyers who achieved their personal best times, and it got better during
the International Easy B contest on the 4" day of the meet. Mike Palrang quietly put up a 28:17 flight that
showed he is one of the top flyers in this event. One of the results of Larry’s article was that most models
weighed in at between .5 and .7 grams. Props were more carefully built, and used thinner prop blades,
anywhere from .005 to .007. and thinner prop spars. Most of the flyers I talked to used 8-93 rubber, but
several were using 4-95.
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Limited Penny plane was also a hotly contested event, with a good number of entries. Jim Clem, “Mr.
Pennyplane”, used his new Cobra design with the motor stick inclined down in the rear at 9 degree. His
first flight was 14:54, a touch free flight that leveled out to cruise just below the tiles, and was good enough
to win the event. The other flyers tried hard to catch Jim, but were beset with either hanging up on the
speaker wires, the curtains, or bunched motors. Several flyers exceeded their previous best times, and
vowed that they would be ready next year to challenge for high time. Regular Pennyplane entrees were
down a bit, but again, Jim Clem, on his first flight, posted the winning time of 16:46. The next best time
was 15:30, with a Thrush plus 10, single wing. This modeler was also plagued by the wires holding the
curtain. Intermediate Stick had some good models, topped by Mike Palrang with a 28:40 flight. Gene
Joshu, with his repaired model, did a creditable 27:42.

We expected Mini-stick times to exceed 12 minutes, and was disappointed to see a winning time of
11:37. One second behind was our national record holder, Andrew Tagliafico. The winner was Mike
Palrang with a 11:37 flight. Wally Miller, the originator of the Easy B event was third with 11:22. It
seemed that when the competitors were flying Mini-stick, an inversion layer kept them from climbing too
high, and the models were coming down with lots of turns left.

The P-24, event, flown under our West Coast rules, seemed to be a shoo-in for Lew Gitlow, whoearly
posted a very good flight of 7:31. However, a determined flyer kept persistently trying a good number of
rubber combinations, and eventually put upa fight of 7:48, getting his model up near the tiles, and using a
long cruise, came down dad stick about 5 feet from the floor.

Bostonian had 6 entries, with a newcomer, Orv Olm, winning with a time of 2:56. Close behind, flying
Bob Stalicks Bostonian, was John Lenderman with 2:52.

Federation ROG had 3 entries, with only 2 flying. Andrew Tagliafico had a good flight of 9:01 to win
the event. The A-6 event is a good one for beginners, and one that should grow in popularity. The winning
flight was 5:07.71, which is believed to be the first one to exceed the 5 minute mark. The design used at
Moscow is David Aronsteims Seattle A-6, built according to the plans with no modifications.

Pro-20, an event originated by Wally Miller and Andrew Tagliafico, had good flying, but only 3
entrants. Andrew won the event with a good time of 27:13. There is some talk about modifying the event
to attract more modelers to compete.
FID had4 entries, and all put in good flights, except Larry Coslick with an outstanding time of 46:27,

with a back up flight of42:33. The good news, just received recently, was that Larry, competing in the FID
finals, is the number 3 man on the team, who will compete in Nagoya, Japan, for the World Champs.
Congratulations Larry!

Omithopter, a difficult event, attracted 3 flyers, with Gil Coughlin the winner with a 7:09. AnitaTaylor,
an avid flapper builder, had some problems, but garnered a second place with a time of 5:25. Anita worked
the whole time to get her models completed and repaired in order to get in officialflights.

We are hoping ROG stick will become a more popular event. It really is a fun model. Fred
Hollingsworth, from Canada, after competing at the Willamette Modelers 2 day contest in late April, went
home and built 3 more new ROG stick models, testing them for the first time at Moscow. He posted a good
flight of 11:05.97 after only 3 test flights. A few of his designs are in the Zaic yearbooks. He is an
enthusiastic builder and flyer, and plans to build lots more models for next year. The winning flight in
ROG stick was 14:51, flown by John Lenderman with his Baby Thrush.

The International Easy B had 14 singed up, and produced some great designs and many consistent
flights. Mr. Easy B, Larry Coslick, won the event with flights of 29:52 and 28:09, His model just seems to
float in the air. Mike Palrang did very well with two good times of 27:43 and 26:12. Third place, from the
Seattle area, was Tim Taylor. He has made great strides in the past few years. His times of 26:05 and
25:56 were his personal bests. The overall quality of the models in this event was excellent, and the format
of flying in rounds gave each flyer the time to concentrate to do their best.

The atmosphere during the entire meet was of good fellowship, helping one another, and the free
exchange of information and ideas between the modelers. I believe they all came away from this
competition feeling food, and glad they attended. The dates for next year at the Kibbie Dome arealready
scheduled for August 1-4. Why not make your plans to attend, and see why we come back each year?
We'll look forward to seeing you, and enjoying our time together.
Don’t forget to thank Andrew Tagliafico for organizing this prestigious event.

Reported by John Lenderman
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Wally Miller International EZB Competition

Moscow Idaho

a
Larry Coslick 29:52 28:09 58:01pT

Bruce Kimball « 25:11 - 25:08 50:19 aa
John Linderman 24:33 49:40

Darry L Stevens 23:37 22:37 46:14 9

* Bruce Kimball flew the Hobbyshopper EZB as featured in INAV
Issue #90 Feb. 97

.

National Free Flight Society Request for Nominations
1998 Symposium Ten Models of the Year. =~ SCS
Categories for nomination:

1) Models of the modern era which exhibit unique design and outstandingperformance as proved in competition.2) Unique gadgets, materials or model components which have contributed
to the advancement of free flight.

Nominations for models should include:

1) Cover letter
,

2) Description of model design and competition record.
3) Brief resume' of modeler/designer.

,

4) One-page three-view plan with dimensions.
5) Photographs of modeler with model.

Deadline for completed nominations:

Postmark February 16, 1998

Send completed nomination to:

Bob Perkins, Chair, NFFS Ten MOY Committee
2285 Pinebrook Road
Columbus, Ohio 43220-4327
U.S.A.

Tele: 614 451-3558

AwardstobePresentedat 1998 Anmal NEFSBanquetMmcie, Indiana, July, 1998 (NATS)
13



1997 Kibbie Dome Annual Moscow Idaho

Place Contestant Time Place Contestant Time
Hand Launched Glider

1" Larry Coslick 29:45 1* John Buskell 2M 07

2" Mike Palrang 28:17 2" Bruce Kimball IM47_-
3° Bruce Kimball 26:52 3° Ed Berray 1M 06.7

Intermediate Stick Standard Catlapult Glider (Best 2 of 9)
1 Mike Palrang 28:40 1* Wally Miller 2M17.5
2" Gene Joshu 27:42 2"° Ed Berray 2M 13.25 |:
3" Charles Dorsett 26:34 3r° Mike Palrang IM59.8 |

F.LD. Pro - 20
1* Larry Coslick 46:27 1° A. Tagliafico 27:13
2" Ed Liem 38:25 2" Larry Coslick 25:51
3° Darryl Stevens 35:06 3¥° Wally Miller 19:27

Limited Penny Plane P-24
1% Jim Clem 14:54 1* John Lenderman 7:48
2" John Lenderman 14:30 2" Lew Gitlow 7:3)
3° Mike Palrang 14:08 3r° Albert Lieo 6:03

A-G
1" Jim Clem 16:46 1* John Lenderman 5:07.7
2" John Lenderman 15:30 2" David Higgins 3:45
3" Bruce Kimball 12:12 3% Ed Berray 2:11.6

Mini —Stick Federation R.O.G.
1" Mike Palrang 11:37 1" A. Tagliafico 9:01
2" A. Tagliafico 11:36 2" Gil Coughlin 7:07
3° Wally Miller 11:22

Bostonian R.O.G. Stick
1% Orv Olm 2:56 1" John Lenderman 14:5]
2"° John Lenderman 2:43 2" Fred T. Hollingsworth 11:05.9
3° David Higgins 2:04

Ornithopter
1" Gil Coughli 7:09
2" Anita Taylor 5:25
3° Loran Wright 1:08

Winning Designs

Weare featuring 4 of the winning designs from the 1997 USIC. More will follow in
future issues. r

The EZB is not a USIC winner, but was designed for the new 1998 International EZB
“Novice Class” event - Moscow Idaho. The EZB Proto-type was used for the rubber
comparison test in this issue.
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MODEL NAME: LPP SQUARE PENNY BUILDER: Larry Cailliau

MOTOR STICK SOLID
|

Density # 9.5 Grain A Length 10 Front, Width 3732"

Height 1/4" Center, W__3/16"_- H._5/16" Rear, W_3/32" H_ 1/4"

Cut Weight Finished Weight Special Instructions

Thrust Bearing, Wire size_,017" Other Web. Density 5 ¢#

Thickness -020" __ Rear Hook ~O17" Web. Density 5+

Thickness Paper Tubes. Material Used Jap Tissue

Adhesive Used Duco Special Instructions

M/S complete with tubes, post, wire. Weight

Boom Solid. Density Grain Length 8"

Front Width 3/32" Front Height 1/4" Center W.

Center H. Rear W. 1/8" Rear H. 1/8" Cut Weight

Finished Weight. Special Instructions

WING

Leading Edge Spar. Density 5. 5i# Grain sR
,

Length 11 1/4" Width _ 3/32"

Height 1/16" Weight . Trailing Edge Spar. Density 5.5o¢ Grain _B

L113 1/4" H _1]/16" W. _3/32" Weight Tips. Density__5.»S#_

Grain B Tip at L/E. Width _3/32" Height _1/16"  Tipat T/E. Width __3/32"_

Height __1/16". Weight for 2 Tips. Ribs Standard. Density SsS#_

Grain C W. 1/32" x. 1/16" WeightEa. __
.

Wing Posts Density___ 6 # Grain A L. 2 1/16"W.__1/16" _H__1/16"_

PostsRound, Posts Rectangle. Weight for 2 finished posts. Wing Weight Complete

Special Instructions All the spars are cut triangular

from 1/16" sheet on Harlan Stripper with blade at 45 degree
1732"

/| 1/16"

. 3/32"

1%



MODEL NAME_L.PP. SQUARE PENNY BUILDER _Larry Cailliau

Prop, Wood Blades- - - Fill in prop spar information

Blades. Density 5# Grain Cc Blades Area, Ea.

Blade Thickness 1/32" Weight for 2 Blades

Give prop pitch at 45 degrees and one inch from tip. Pitch at 45 degree 22P Pitch 1 inch

From tip. 22P
_
IfV/P, Low pitch __ High pitch

If V / D, Diameter when extended Diameter when folded.

Speical Instructions on prop construction
__ __

STAB

Outline. Density 4# Grain. B ____ Leading Edge Center, W. -050"

H.__.050" Tip. W. H. . Trailing Edge Center, W. __.050"

H._.050"_.. Ribs. Density  =§ 4# ==~ Grain.Cs W._1/32"H_.050"

Weight Ea. Rib. Weight of Outline Dry.

Weight Covered Special Instructions_ All spars cut

-050"

RUBBER 7050"

Loop Length 18" Width -965" Rubber Vintage, Month and Year

_._8 =__1993 s«ss«WWeeightofLoop. 1.84 G_. Tums 2700

Back off Turns. 120 Launch Torque in inch ounces. 35 Tums Left 80

Do you use Orings. Yes. Yes No.

TRIM

Wash In. Wing Left panel 0 Wash Out Left panel. O

Wash Out, Right panel O Wash In, Right panel O

Wash In Stab, Yes No__NO How Much

Down Thrust. Left Thust.4 degree Special trim instructions.

Stabset4degree(upornegative incidence)No

Nostabtilts, 00
17
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MODEL NAME: PENNYPLANE BUILDER:_DanO'Grady

MOTOR STICK ROLLED

Density # 5.25 Grain__C Length 10 1/4" Cut Width

Sheet Weight=sssCut Weight. _.392G Glued Weight _.
|

Did you use boron. Yes, No. Boron size. Boron Placement

Special Instructions _Sheet thickness .025" Rear Hook is safety pin

type by Roy Bourk. Shown in SAM 86 SPEAKS

Thrust Bearing, Wire size Other. Harlan Web. Density

Thickness -055" ___ Rear Hook Captive Web. Density

Thickness Paper Tubes. Material used

Adhesive Used Special Instructions Added Motor Stick Inst.

Formed on 9/32" glass tube. Motor Stick with Boom .562G

-676G with bearing and rear hook

M/S complete with tubes. post. wire. Weight

Boom

Boom Rolled . Density 5.25# Grain C Sheet Weight

Cut Weight .093G Width Front__13/16" Width Rear. 7/16"

Glued Weight -1G Boron, Yes. No. Boron Size Boron Position

Finished Weight. 21G Special Instructions

.013" sheet thickness

WING |

Leading Edge Spar. Density
.

6# GrainA Length _—s——s«#Wtdths «© 5065"
Height _.073" Weight ____—.-« Trailing EdgeSpar. Density Same GrainA

L. H.__Same W. _same_ Weight—_—_—_— Tips. Density ss

Grain. ———C*CTT‘ippat' LV. Width ©Csi“Cé~SMei'ghnt' «FSCC—C;éCT
spat TEE. Width Ln

Height ss t«:SC«eeight for 2 Tips.
_.ssRibs Standard. Density sunk

Grain. —C(W«C“~==s« 030" 040" WeeightEa
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MODEL NAME ___PENNYPLANEss puipen Dan O'Grady

WING

Wing Posts Density Ot Grain __A L. 9" W. Heo

Boron
. Yes. No. Boron Size. Boron Position

|

PostsRound. Posts Rectangle. Weight for 2 finished posts.___. 11 2G Cabane. Density

Grain Cabane Front. L. Ww. H.

Tapered to W. H. .
Cabane Rear. L. W. —____

H. Cech © «wing Bracing Wire. :C«Wing Dry. ___.385G_

Wing Covered. -478G Wing Weight Complete. (2) -990G_ Special Instructions

STAB

Outline. Density Grain__ A Leading Edge Center. W.___- 040"

H._.070" Tip W___-040"  _-040"__ Trailing Edge Center, w. __-040"

H. -070"_. Ribs. Density Grain w,_-025" Hy -O40:
. Weight Ea. Rib. Weight of Outline Dry. -205G

Weight Covered -290G Special Instructions

Prop, Wood Blades

Speical Instructions on prop construction __Prop Blades .025" We ight (2) .72G__
PROP 1 --- 17 1/8"D X 30"P -866G Helical Non VP

PROP 2 --- 17 1/4"D X 25"P -920G " " "

Prop spar is 3/32" at hub and taperes at tip.

RUBBER

Loop Length 18" Width - 100" Rubber Vintage. Month and Year

__8  _._1993__.~Weight of Loop. .
Turns 2120

Back off Tums. _ None Launch Torque in inch ounces. 275 Turns Left 0

Do you use O rings. Yes. Yes No.

TRIM

Wash In. Wing Left panel Both 1/8" Wash Out Left panel.

Wash Out. Right panel Wash In. Right panel

Wash In Stab. Yes Yes No How Much 1/16"

Down Thrust. Left Thrust. Special tim instructions.

I_don't cement the boom to the joiner tube until I

establish the turning circle on the initial test flight.

Then cement it in.
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MODEL NAMEMINI-STICK= «BUILDER __Larry Cailliau

MOTOR STICK SOLID

Density #___5 Grain A Length "Front, Width__ +979"

Height +185"_ Center, W__+075"  H_+ 220" Rear, w_+075" H+ 182"_
Cut Weight Finished Weight -156G Special Instructions

.165G weight includes the weight of Motor Stick and

boom. No dimensions on boom.

Thrust Bearing, Wire size__ °° 12" Other
|

Web. Density 5#

.

Thickness -020" Rear Hook -020" Web. Density 57

Thickness _°920"Paper Tubes. Material Used__ Jap Tissue ,

Adhesive Used Duco 50/50 Special Instructions

WING

Leading Edge Spar. Density _5 .5# Gran’ A Length 6.1" Width .030"

Height .035" Weight . Trailing Edge Spar. Density _5.5# Grain A

L. 6.)" H._.030" W. .035" Weight Tips. Density

Grain Tip at LE. Width _.030" Height _.035" Tip at T/E. Width _. 030"

Height -035".. Weight for 2 Tips. Ribs Standard. Density S#

Grain Cc W. __.030" H. .035" Weight Ea.

WingPosts Density_5.54 Grain A L._ 1 1/4" W.__.030" _H.__-040"

Wing Covered. Wing Weight Complete. _.131G Special Instructions

Tips taper from .030"X.035" to .025" Sq.

STAB

Outline. Density 4t Grain B Leading Edge Center, W.__ - 925"

H._ .030" Tip. W..029" H. Qa20"__. Trailing Edge Center, W. o25"

H._030"_. Ribs. Density.=»4#= —CGGrain9Ek sC«WWic25" Hoan

AN
Fin, Not Floating. Density _—4 # Grain B W. -025"

H. ~025" Weight Dry, Weight Covered.
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MODEL NAME __MINI-STICK BUILDER__LarryCailliau

Prop Spar. Density 4.5# Grain C Spar Length 6"

Dimensions at prop shaft, W. __. 065" H. -070" Dimensions at Tip.
W._ 020" _ 2020" Spar Weight. =—S«éPrrop Shaft

Wire Size. .012"

Prop, Wood Blades

Blades. Density 4.5# Grain C Blades Area,Ea,

Blade Thickness -012" Weight for 2 Blades ee
Give prop pitch at 45 degrees and one inch from up. Pitch at 45 degree _16P Pitch | inch

From tip. 16P
.
If V/P, Low pitch Highpith

If V / D, Diameter when extended Diameter when folded.
__

Speical Instructionsonpropconstruction Prop complete ,. 136G

RUBBER

LoopLength10" sith—_+~022"ssRubber Vintage, Month and Year
8 1993

. WeightofLoop. __. 3G . Tums_ 2800
Back offTums. 60 Launch Torque in inch ounces, _. 1 TumsLeft_100
Do you use Orings. Yes. Yes No.

TRIM

Washin,WingLeftpanel 1/8" WashOut Left panel.
WashOut,Rightpanel 1/16" __ WashIn,Rightpanel

_

Wash In Stab, Yes No How Much

Down Thrust. Left Thrust. 4 Special trim instructions.

4 degree negative stab and 1/8" left crook in boom when

Qiued to Motor Stick. Wing Incidence Oo.

ooeSeeeSeSeSeSeSeSeeSFSeSeSeSeSeSsesesesSsi‘(C(‘(‘(‘(S
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CHALLENGER
:

. 5.2 4.0
/
a |/- BY: LARRY COSLICK

: DRAWN: MIKE PALRANG nsee0
/ | .

WEIGHTS (GRAMS)
| 2.5

2.5 WING 0.350 u

STICK 0.307 i
PROP 0.221
REST 0.235

TOTAL 1.113 me
at

4.4 | }
“4 —————9.25———_____- 175

6.4 -———+}+_____________13.0 14.6 ———_——_________—

34.9 ———— _.
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MODEL NAME: H_L STICK BUILDER:__LarryCoslick

MOTOR STICK ROLLED

Density #_3.78 Grain_C Length 14.5" Cut Width__° 929"

Sheet Weight _.279G Cut Weight. _.17G_ Glued Weight ___.«176G

Did youuseboron.Yes,No. Boronsize ___. 004 Boron Placement _12:00,3:00,6:00,9:00

Special Instructions _Thrust bearing and rear hook were installed as

per Steve browns article in INAV Issue #84 1995. Forming tube .250"

Thrust Bearing, Wire size__-013" Other Web. Density __4-75#

Thickness -018"  RearHook _—-- 013" Web. Density 4.75#

Thickness .018" Paper Tubes. Materialused _Condenser paper

Adhesive Used Nitrate Dope Special Instructions _1.9" bracing post, .003

M/S complete with tubes, post, wire. Weight -307G

STAB

Outline. Density 5. 2t Grain A Leading Edge Center, W_ . 025"

H.__.060"_ Tip. W, 022" H_.030"__. TrailingEdgeCenter, W._.025"

H.__.060"  _—-Weight Leading Edge Spar Weight Trailing Edge Spar
|

Ribs. Density___5 , 3+ Grain A W. _.029" H _.045"

Weight Ea. Rib... O08G Weight of Outline Dry. -083G

Weight Covered -105G Special Instructions

See INAV Issue 87. Steve Brown article on building FID

Stab & Boom. Outer ribs cut from .026X.035 4.9+# A_stock
FIN .

Fin Floating. Post. Density 6# Grain A Dimensions of post from

Centertotip. CenterW. .030" H.__.050" Tapered to tipW. -030"

H. -040" Fin Outline, Wood, W. H. Fin Boron,

Boron Size. -004 Weight Dry. _.011G Weight Covered. -015G

Special Instructions. -003" Boron .4" long for Fin adjustment.

Glue to L/E of Fin and push boron through Boom. Tack glue

—inplace.
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MODEL NAME HAND LAUNCHED STK. puypgpr Larry Coslick

WING

Leading Edge Spar. Density _5.65# Grain AB Length _18" Width .033"

Height _-045" Weight __.035G
. Trailing Edge Spar. Density 5.5+# Gran A

L.__18" H._.045" ~W. .033" Weight _.032G_ Tips. Density 4.25#

Grain A Tip at L/E. Width 2029" Height _.040" Tip at T/E. Width _. 029"

Height __.040" . Weight for 2 Tips. .045G Ribs Standard. Density _$.78+

Grain C W. _.931" H. _.045" WeightEa. O16G

Ribs Compression. Density 5.1# Grain A Top of Rib W. _.030" H.

-030" BottomofRib W _.9029" H .Q40" Upright_.004 B WeightEa_.O25G

Wing Posts Density. 6# Grain A L. 4" W._ .032" H.__.062"

Boron,Yes, No. Boron Size. -004 Boron Position 1 each side

Posts Round, Posts Rectangle. Weight for 2 finished posts. -038G Cabane. Density _4. 5+
|

Grain A Cabane Front. L. 5" W.__.023" H. _.052"

Taperedto W. .023" £#H. _.032" . Cabane Rear. L. 6" W. -9023"

H. -052" Weight _.017G _. WingBracing Wire. _.0005 WingDry. _.219G

Wing Covered. -280G Wing Weight Complete. .350G Special Instructions

Dihedral breaks are glued with alaphetic. .030"X.2" patch

of condenser paper glued over each dihedral break with

Ambroid to prevent tips from possibly separating from

Spar when placing dihedral in tips.

Boom

Boom Rolled. Density ==»4,6G  ——ss—sCWGGrain_ CC t—“C™C—CSCSSecet' Weight fw 19G

Cut Weight _.85G —————sSCWitedth Fromt__ -72" ~=~———sWidth Rear. = 636"
Glued Weight . 09G Boron, Yes, No. Boron Size -003__ Boron Position

12:00, 6:00 Finished Weight. _. 105G Special Instructions
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Prop, Covered Blades

Prop Spar. Density __Unknown__ Grain AB Spar Length so10-5"
Dimensions at prop shaft. W. _,9065" H. 072" Dimensions at Tip. W. 2035"

H. 035" SparWeight. _(2) .06G Prop ShaftWireSize. 013"

If prop is V/P or V/D, detail mechanism on separate sheet of paper. Prop Outline, Wood. Density__4.3#

Grain A W._ 025" H. 2025" IfBoron,Boron Size _ CS

Ribs, Density 4.75#

Prop ribs

Grin CCW 023" H.__-025" _ Propweightdry. _-205G

Covered _--222G
Prop, Pitch

Give prop pitch at 45 degrees and one inch from tip. Pitch at 45 degree Pitch 1 inch

From tip. . If V/P, Low pitch 32 High pitch _Unknown

If V / D, Diameter when extended Diameter when folded.

Special Instructions on prop construction _Seedrawingoninstallinghinges_
.

and INAV Issue 89, Oct 1996.

RUBBER

Loop Length 15" Width .069" Rubber Vintage, Month and Year

_8__:1993st. ~WeightofLoop..sCiTTums_"_—_—2075

Back off Turns. 10 Launch Torque in inch ounces. 242 Tums Left 0

Do youuseOrings. Yes. Yes No. TIME 41:10 1997 USIC

TRIM

Wash In, Wing Left panel -2" Wash Out Left panel. 0

Wash Out, Right panel Q Wash In, Right panel 0

Wash In Stab, Yes Q No How Much

Down Thrust. 0 Left Thrust. 2 Special trim instructions.

Adjust decalage in stab until model flies nose high on

low torque.
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2 or 3 strands of Kevlar thread

-006 Hypodermic tubing (2) .065" long
-005" Music Wire

CHALLENGER
ee
————=—=___

BY: LARRY COSLICK
DRAWN: MIKE PALRANG

Installing Wire Hinges

Lay a piece of .006" Hypodermic tubing on a sheet of 1/4"
balsa and cover with clear tape. Cut off 4, .080" long

pieces of tubing with a cut off wheel. Hold each piece
in a Forcep and hone the ends flat until each piece is

about .065" long.Clean out the hole with a sharpened
piece of .005" wire. Thread 2 of the hinges on a 1 inch

piece of straight .005 music wire. Position the tubing
on the hub as shown on the drawing. Tack glue each hinge
in place and then remove the wire. Wrap each hinge with

2 or three strands of Kevlar thread. Apply 2 light coats
of Ambroid or Duco to the hinge and thread. Bend the .005"

wire parts as shown and glue in place. A .1X.5" patch of

Jap tissue can be placed over the wire parts, but it is

not necessary. See Steve Browns article on prop construc-

tion in INAV Issue 89, 1996.

Small Parts, Inc.

PO Box 4650

Miami Lakes, FL.

33014-9727
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Slot is cut in motorstick OE,
|wi c ” : .thrazorsaw oo the slot can be

1/8” Aluminum Tubing oyJfEE angled to give My
i KS

SE
a

Z left thrust , De ,yfY " ea

i ———_
coe ts eS ik

the web Is glued to aS fod *
the wire bearing with MF ~ A
_@ verysmall amount i |

;
v1

ofepoxy 7% “ a Po

i firm .025 balsa /

j | Glue bearing unit in with
tA cement. Adjustments oo

i U
can then be made with © Sa.§ acetone “Clicker” Type Oil Can eA

EZB/P, . - (from farm supply store) SSS»ennyplane adjustable bearing LSmRCan is haltfilled with water fftS)A | L|
then heateduntil steaming &SSLSS A\IS)
the Gene Joshu Steam Generator

1998 International EZB Contest

Moscow, Idaho

The 1998 International EZB contest will again be held following the three day
Kibbie Dome Annual. There truly is an international flavor to the event, because it is
flown in rounds. The winners are decided by the best 2 of 6 flights.

The International will feature something different in 1998, a novice EZB class.
All current EZB rules pertain. “Novice classification for this event only. A novice is one
with limited flying skills in this event. If necessary the CD is to make a final
determination. A novice in the International will remain a novice until they exceed 18
minutes on any one flight. Novice fees will be $20.00 and all other fees are $40.00.
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"NOVICE" EZB

WING

L/E CENTER SECTION .050" X .062" NO TAPER 5.5#to 6#

T/E " " " " " " A Grain 5 #

TAPER T/E TIPS -050"X .062" To .050"xX .045" 4+

WING RIBS C GRAIN .029"xX .062" 5#

POSTS -062" ROUND 71%

WING DRY ~-18 Gram

COVERED ~-23 Gram

WITH POSTS 25 Gram

STAB

OUTLINE .025"xX .040" A Grain 5#

RIBS -020"X .040" C Grain 4.5#

STAB DRY 04 Gram
- COVERED .065 Gram

:

FIN

-030"xK .030" 4+

FIN COMPLETE .01 Gram

MOTOR STICK 9" 5#

STATION 1 .140"W X .195" H

STATION 2 .150"W X .215" H

STATION 3 -140"w X .140" H CUT WEIGHT .25 Gram

FINISHED WEIGHT WITH HARLAN BEARING, .012" REAR HOOK,

AND PAPER TUBES .3 Gram

BOOM 10" A Grain

-O80"W X .1"H TAPERED TO .035"W X .045"H .07 Gram

PROP SPAR

SELECT CLEAR A GRAIN BALSA AND SAND A TAPER IN A SHEET

|

OF .062"X 2"X 7". 6#. DOUBLE TAPER (2) SPARS TO .062"

X .075" TO .032"X .032". JOIN WITH A LONG SCARF JOINT

WIRE HOOK 012"

WIRE HOOK AND SPAR -05 TO .06 Gram

(2) -008 TO .009 C GRAIN -15 Gram

PROP 14"X 25P
|

-2 Gram

RUBBER TAN II .050" x 14"
|
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1998 International Mini-Stick
Postal Contest

The Brain Busters invite all indoor flyers to take part in the 1998 International
Mini-Stick Postal Contest to be held over the winter period. The rules for the contest will
be as follows:

1. The contest is open to Indoor models that comply with the Living room/ Mini-
Stick rules.

2. Contest flights are to be made between | Jan. 1998 and 31 Mar. 1998.

3. Any number of flights can be made at any number of sites.
4. All contest flights to be timed by someone other than the flyer.
S. All contest flights are to be recorded on an official results form. (Included in this

issue. Copies can be made.)
6. Best single flight time wins, after the flight time has been corrected for different

ceiling heights. Ceiling height to be measured as per the FAT, but with a 5-meter

diameter circle. The correction factor is 627 divided by (167 plus 46 times the
square root of the ceiling height in feet). The times in seconds will be multiplied
by this to give the corrected time.

7, Prizes will be awarded dependant on the number of contestants.
8. All results forms to be returned no later than 10 April 1998 to the address below.
9. Entry is free to all contestants
10. Results will be sent if a SASE is included with the results form.

Send Order to:
Send your results to: Richard W. Obarski

2112 N. Halcyon Dr.
Abram Van Dover Sun City Center, Fl 33573
112 TillersonDr. Phone: 813-634-8683

| Newport News, VA 23602

SPECIFICATIONS
Mini-Stick Model Rules

.

Weight. | Thickness
Monoplane, max span 7.0in. in oz in inches

Max wing chord 2.5 in. Per*

Motorstick length 5.0 in. 100 sq

Max model (less prop) rae in

Stab (tail) area. = max= 50% of wing .

Covering plastic/paper (nomicrofilm) Ra ya 0045 | 00006
Propeller Wood max dia. 7.0 in.

y Harien)

Minimum weight (.430 grams) .015 Oz. Ultimate 00366 | .000047
'

(Wayne Tnvin)
*Special rules for very small rooms only! -

Steering 4 ten second steers* .00271 | 0000355
Attempt 15 seconds or more* Microfilm 0015 | Vanes

Appx.

1997 U.S. Indoor Championships
|

;
.

.

* above weights determined using a Harlen
Video tape by Harding Aero Productions beam scale. Weight for microfilm vanes

4782 Unity Line Rd. dependingon sheetcolorafter naunne.
New Waterford, OH 44445

(303) 457 1600
$19.95 + $3.00 postage PMQ2LPricingasof1/1/98

$17.00 for 15 ft. Roll P.P. USA & CANADA

$32.00 for 30 ft. Roll USA & CANADA - PP

$20.00 for 15 ft. Roll P.P. Foreign
32 $38.00 for 30 ft. Roll P.P. Foreign



Indoor Postal Contest Results Form

Club Name

Date ofContest/ / Site Name

Ceiling Height Feet

SMAE No. Seconds Initials

Age (if Jr.)
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Boeing Em
Technical Stuff.

g Employees Free Flight Model Flying Club (Hawks)

Rubber stripp ing — How do you accurately measure the width of a rubber strip? A few thousandths can make a

significant difference in airplane performance if you're trying to optimize things. I have a fancy electronic mi-
crometer / caliper, but it’s hard to know when the jaws are just contacting the edges of therubber strip. even
using magnification.

,

A bet ej ;ter method is to determine the wel ght per unit length. Cuta | ft. length of each batch of stripped rubber.
as well as a piece of the parent material. A | ft. piece of 1/4 in. Tan I for example weighed 2.06 gm. Assum-
ing It 1s really .250 in wide this gives width/weight ratio of 0.1214 in/gm. A 1 ft sample of rubberI stripped for
my pennyplane weighed 0.72 gm. Therefore the width of the strip is 0.1214 in/gm x 0.72 gm = .087 in. My
scale has a resolution of 0.01 gm, which translates into a width measurement resolution of 0.0012 in. This is

better than the repeatability I can get with the micrometer caliper. Plus the resolution can be improved by
weighing 2 or 3 ft. length samples instead.

Another advantage of the weight method is that it gives a length-averaged width value incase there are width

variations. The weight samples can be used afterward for winding tests. Tie the | ft. sample into a 5 in. loop,
lubricate it, and wind it to the breaking point to get the max turns per inch.

CuttingO-ringsfor mmbber motors ~ I always find it a tedious chore to cut plastic rings to use on indoor rubber
motors. This tip takes some of the hassle out of it, I think. Mounta single edge razor blade between two jaws
of the Jacobs chuck in your drill press to forma little guillotine. (If you don’t have a drill press — what are you
waiting for?) Make a wedge-shaped anvil out of a scrap of hard wood. The angle compensates for the drift of
the blade to give a more or less perpendicular cut. The main advantage is that you can slowly and safely drive
the blade through the nylon tube, and don’t have to grovel around on the floor looking for the rings that tended
to fly off like bullets when I cut them by hand.

"

drill press chuck

NY_ EeNYST
1/4 in. nylon tubing —,

15 deg. | ————> hardwood block
7 /

Sapphire Blade Knives .
:

Sapphire blade knives have diamond knife :

qualities at a fraction of the diamond
at

itl
P

knife price. Careful- <
;

>.
.

PRODUCTS ly honed cutting a
edges with superior -

;

sharpness insure minimal tissue damage. The <P r
knives are available with retractable blades, a a |

metal or plastic handles,and varying edge
angles. World Precision Instruments. For
information call 941-371-1003 or circle
137 on the Reader Service Card.
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1997 AMA INDOOR NATIONALS AND THE
SIXTEENTH UNITED STATES INDOOR

CHAMPIONSHIPS
"MINI-DOME"- EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY

JOHNSON CITY, TENNESSEE
MAY 28 THRU JUNE 1

|

.
Send Entry Payable To:

USIC 97, 5432 Haft Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45247

NON AMA EVENTS REGISTRATION

NAME AMA #0

STREET |

IR{] SR[] OPEN[]

CITY STATE ZIP

PHONE #
I hereby certify thatIunderstand all of the rules under which I will compete and will diligently follow the Official AMA Safety Code

as wel] as any rules that may be established on site and will apply the use of accepted common sense in all my flying and affairs at the contest site.

SIGNATURE

OTNON-AMAEVENTS”
FEES
Basic entry fee includes one event. [x] Events entered

_

Entry fee
|

S 10.00 [ ] Pro20
Junior and Senior entry $1.00 [ ] 35 CM
Additional events, OPEN $5.00 { ] FROG
Additional events Jr & Sr $1.00 { ] No Cal
Banquet (Per Person) $21.00 { ] Golden Age Scale
8' Table & 2 Chairs $14.50 { ] Pistachio
Dormitory cost (See below) { } High Wing Mono

[] Ww
Total Fees $ { ] Unlim Rbr Speed.

{ ] Coconut Scale
{ ] Mass Launch P-24

DORMITORY COST AT ETSU RESERVATION
MUST BE POSTMARKED BY MAY 22, 1997
LATE ENTRY FEE OF $10.00 PAYABLE ON SITE

Single OCCUPANCY ........cecsscessesscesecsecsecssesssansseeees $26.50 per night

Double OCCUPANCY «....-escssstsccestecsseecsseccsseesses sees $26.50 per night MAKE CHECKSPAYABLE TO USIC 97

Triple OCCUPANCY ...ccssscsssssssssssssssssesssnesescasesareee $41.25 per night Banquet to be held on the 30th ofMay 6:30 P.M
*Please Indicate Reservation In: at the Holiday Inn. (Formerly the Sheraton Plaza)

| ts| es| 0|31| 1 |Rooms!lsingleooe|S|S|CTCT In Case of Emergency, Please Contact:
Doublecec|TTCfCTCTtripleOce |TTCT TTaNameof roontmates ifknown. Street

City
No linen will be provided, so bring your own sheets, pillow State Zip Phone: (_)

cases, towels, etc. For double and triple occupancy rooms, you must
recruit yourownroommate(s). Someroomsarewithbathsand USIC 97
others have adjoining baths, (shared). NOTE: a $25.00 fee will be $432 HAFT ROAD

charged for lost or unretumed keys. NO EXCEPTIONS. CINCINNATI, OHIO 45247
REBATES WILL BE MADE AS APPROPRIATE ON ROOMS

DORMITORY HOUSING WILL BE IN CARTER HALL.
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Ext &, 1997 Indoor Free Flight AMA HQ USE |
bag moe

National Championships re

Bal tbe)OY East Tennessee State University, Amount______
Ga = EOC Memorial Center Arena Johnson City, TN mecdby|
ee coeSOM ntered by—___
¥ew May 28 - June 1, 1997 4

Y
|

Qe PAN

S&S SS Ke WE,|aa“ORNS Kn NM fn
.

NCE
Contestant Information:

c

s' WS ‘hed
|

vent/Schedule
1. JR CLISR _JOP

. Wednesday, May 28_ Friday, May 30
2. Date of Birth

______

3. AMA #
________ Practice Day ; 205 Manhattan

Thursday, May 29 207 Pennyplane |

4. Name
————_____ [1 901 *HL Stick LJ] 215 Bostonian

_] 202 Intermediate Saturday, May 315. Address ———_- SS addre Stick LJ 208 Limited

City State Zip iY 203 FID Pennyplane
LJ 204 Cabin ROG LJ 90S Peanut

6. Day Phone | 209 Helicopter scaley (___)
—_________ [] 210 Ornithopter (201, 203 finish flying)

Fees are a result of AMA and SIG negotiation. Entry |

oan Autogiro Sunday, June 1

forms postmarked after April 28, 1997 must include late UJ 212 HLGlider _] 206 Easy B

registration fee of $15. Requests for refunds _] 214 ROG Stick (| 213 Kit Plan
must be in writing and postmarked by April 28, 1997. LJ 218 Standard Cat. Scale
ABSOLUTELY NO REFUNDS AFTER APRIL 28, 1997. Glider (JS) (O) |} 220 Ministick

FEES: [J 219 Unlimited Cat. U1 507 Flying
Entry (1 event) $ Glider (JS) (O) Rubber Scale

Additional events: 10 X = § *Events will finish flying on Saturday, May 31.

Late fee if applicable: S . .—_—_ B il : .

Site donation (optional): S
anquet will be Friday, May 30 at 6:30 PM

Total Enclosed: $
0 oo

!
en: $25 first event, $10 each additional

Check “VISA _|MasterCard Exp.date__/ p ,= #

=
;

=
.

P OO Jr/Sr: $10 flat fee (any number of events)

FOR ANY AND ALL EVENTS: | hereby certify that | have read all information accompanying this entry form, and that models entered by me
will be built by me (if required) and flown in compliance with the current Competition Regulations or FAI Sporting Code if it applies, and will
previously have been successfully flight tested and proved to be airworthy in accordance with the Official AMA Safety Code.

(Applicant’s Signature) (AMA Number)
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY PLEASE CONTACT:

NAME C*é@aay' PRln@ LL SCSS:C@RR@@lationship

Address

City, State, Zipce
APPLICANT CHECK LIST:

LI Double check and verify correct fees are enclosed —) All events are indicated
{J Check(s) signed and payable to AMA J No conflict exists in “one only’ events, if applicable
_J Name, AMA number, and complete address snown Team entry is in compliance with AMA rule book, if applicable
—}] Emergency contact information (above) _ Frequency information, if applicable, is complete and correct
~} Have read all schedule and processing information 1 Signature above
2 All credit card information is given (expiration date, card number, card company)

Send registration form to AMA Headquarters, 5151 E. Memorial Dr., Muncie, IN 47302. Attn: Competitions Dept.
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